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ABSTRACT

An important goal in contemporary obstetrics is the identification of high risk
pregnancies. Early detection of intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) is an important
item in this context. Intrauterine growth restriction as a result of utero-placental
insufficiency is an important cause of death and physical and mental handicap. However,
the diagnosis of this condition remains a problem. Although, many techniques have been
proposed to detect IUGR, most of them have been criticized as having low level of
sensitivity, specificity and positive and negative predictive values. The current study
conducted to develop an index with the combination of ultrasonographic parameters and

risk factors for IUGR to identify IUGR babies as a result of utero-placental insufficien
as defined by nutritional indicators of IUGR. The validity of a few objectives was also

evaluated in the process of this study. It included an assessment of the accuracy of sin

ultrasound parameters in the detection of IUGR, identification of the most important ris
factors for IUGR and comparison of some important proposed ultrasound parameters
between the Iranian and Australian samples.

The main study samples are composed of two sets of data, data from Iranian fetuses and
data from Australian fetuses. The Iranian study was undertaken, prospectively, on 296
Iranian pregnant women in Shahrood, Iran from October 1998 to June 1999. The study
conducted in Australia was based on a retrospective sample of 219 pregnant women
attending Wollongong Hospital in the Illawarra region in NSW, Australia. Data on
ultrasonographic parameters, maternal risk factors for IUGR and neonatal and foetal

characteristics were collected. Data on ultarsononographic and maternal risk factors for
IUGR from 74 Iranian pregnant women from May 1999 to July 1999 were used in the
next stage of study to evaluate the validity of the developed index.

V

The results of this study showed that abdominal circumference was as the best single
ultrasound parameter as an indicator of IUGR with a reasonably high sensitivity of
around 88-94% in the Australian sample and 88-84% in the Iranian sample. However,

the positive and negative predictive values for all of the proposed ultrasound paramete
were low. This was shown by a high number of false positive and false negative cases
detected. Thus, single ultrsonographic parameters do not allow one to diagnose IUGR
with confidence.

Chi-square analyses of the risk factors for IUGR showed that asthma (p <0.0003),
hypertension in pregnancy (p <0.0006), smoking (p<0.001), low maternal weight gain
(p<0.0l) and primiparity (p<0.019) were significantly correlated with IUGR in the
Australian sample. There were no Iranian women who smoked or consumed alcohol. In
addition, no drug addicted or asthmatic women were found in the Iranian sample.
Primiparity (p<0.0001), hypertension (p<0.001), low maternal weight gain (p <0.002),
and having a history of IUGR (p< 0.005) were significant risk factors for IUGR in
Iranian pregnant women. Although there were some similarities in risk factors for IUGR
in the Iranian and Australian samples, some differences exist, presumably based on
differences in culture and environment.

An IUGR Index consisting of abdominal circumference, head circumference-abdominal

circumference ratio, amniotic fluid index, hypertension and low maternal weight gain wa
developed based on Discriminant analysis of all the proposed ultrasonograhic and risk
factors parameters. The developed index has a higher ability and accuracy in the

prediction of IUGR than single ultrasound parameters. Validation of the developed index

also confirms this and also shows that the index has the ability to detect infant morta
and morbidity.
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1.1 General background
In the past 20 years, much progress has been made in the area of child survival
worldwide. Improvements in health care, water and sanitation as well as improvements in
socioeconomic status have greatly reduced the risk of childhood mortality. In many

countries a child's risk of dying in the first year of life remains high but because ef
prevent causes of death during the postnatal period are becoming more and more
successful, a growing percentage of infant death occurs near the moment of birth.
Therefore, efforts to further reduce the foetal and neonatal mortality rates in both

developed and developing countries will require public health planners and public healt
workers to place a greater focus on understanding and addressing the cause of neonatal
and perinatal mortality and on finding the best way to reduce that. Intrauterine growth

restriction (IUGR) is known to be an important factor in perinatal and neonatal mortali

IUGR includes a spectrum of disorders with various aetiology and a wide range of
consequences. Studies in both developed and developing countries have identified IUGR

infants as being at increased risk for perinatal mortality, prematurity, decreased foet
reserve during labour and neonatal and childhood morbidity. IUGR is classified into two
types, symmetric and asymmetric. Symmetric IUGR is a result of early complication in
pregnancy while asymmetric IUGR is the result of a later insult in pregnancy.
Asymmetric IUGR which is the focus of the current study accounts for 70% of all cases
of IUGR (Divon 1997). Although knowledge of IUGR has increased dramatically with
ultrasonography, and asymmetric IUGR infants have been extensively studied,

controversy surrounds the diagnosis of this problem antenatalfy and the associated risk
factors. Screening policies for detecting IUGR babies succeed with current management
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protocols in only about half of cases (Hepburns & Rosenberg 1986, McFarlin 1994).
Often there is a lack of a consistent, organised screening policy and little awareness
the importance and the need to identify IUGR.

In general, adequate surveillance of foetal growth is one of the most important tasks f
the obstetrician, the midwife and the general practitioner. Early detection of IUGR is
essential for effective obstetric management whether in an attempt to enhance foetal
growth and well being by such means as maternal bed rest, nutritional supplementation
and oxygen, or early delivery of growth restricted infants to reduce late foetal
complications and death.

Currently ultrasound is the most accurate method of detecting IUGR. Methods of close

surveillance by ultrasound involve using ultrasonographic morphometric parameters such
as abdominal circumference (AC), estimated fetal weight (EFW), Doppler study of
uterine and umbilical blood flow and amniotic fluid (AF) assessment. Using these
different ultrasonographic parameters, various rates of detection by single, combined
measurements or ratios of measurements have been reported. The wide variability in

detection rate is probably related to ultrasound criteria used for diagnosis and the c

definition used at birth. The efficacy of currently used methods for intensive antenata

surveillance also depends on the incidence of growth restriction in the target populat

On the whole, such tests are better when applied to a high risk population or when ther
is already a suggestion of growth restriction. They perform less well when they are

applied to a low risk population or to fetuses of average size. This may be because the
tests are not sensitive enough to identify IUGR babies with average size.
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1.2 Definition of problem
The identification of high risk pregnancies represents one of the main problems in
modern obstetrics. Early detection of IUGR is an important item in this context. IUGR

as a result of utero-placental insufficiency is a major cause of death and physical an
mental handicap (Divon 1997; Barker et al.. 1990; Cater & Jill 1984; Fitzharding &
Steven 1972). However, the diagnosis of this condition remains a problem.

Antenatal detection of IUGR is extremely difficult. Infants with IUGR are usually born

or after term without prior antenatal detection. It is estimated that only 50% of thes
neonates are identified before birth (McFarlin 1994). Antenatal diagnosis of foetal
growth restriction forms an essential component of neonatal care, because growth

restricted neonates need intensive obstetric and neonatal management to reduce the ris
of perinatal mortality and morbidity. Therefore attempts have been made to recognise
these cases during pregnancy and particularly before labor. This early detection make
possible to monitor foetal well-being and plan the delivery appropriately.

Many ultrasonographic biometric parameters have been investigated to find a reliable
indicator of IUGR. The most important ultrasonographic measurements include the
biparietal diameter (BPD), head circumference (HC), abdominal circumference,
estimated foetal weight, femur length (FL), amniotic fluid index (AFI) and Doppler

studies in umbilical and uterine arteries. Initially the sonologists attempted to det
IUGR by detecting declining growth rate in BPD. Use of this single parameter resulted
only 32% sensitivity (SEN) and a 45% false positive rate (FPR) (Hohler et al. 1976).

Moreover, a great variance in foetal head size is seen in the third trimester of pregn
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and this makes BPD measurements unreliable as a single test to predict IUGR (Hadloc

et al. 1982a). Other ultrasonographic parameters have been offered for diagnosing IU

including; estimated foetal weight (Gardosi et al. 1994, Gaziano et al. 1992) amniot

fluid volume (Lin, Sheikh and Lopata 1990) and total intrauterine volume (Geirson e
1985). None of these parameters on its own, however, allows one to make a confident
diagnosis of IUGR. For instance Patterson, Prihoda and Pouliot (1987) did not find

oligohydramnios with a sensitivity of 40% to be good predictor of IUGR. Identificati
of IUGR using estimated foetal weight (EFW) is another commonly recommended

option. Most estimates of fetal weight are derived from measurements of the bipariet

diameter, abdominal circumference and femur length. (Hadlock et al. 1985). A number o

other more complex methods of foetal weight estimation involving size measurement a

volume determination of the liver, are also available (Murao et al. 1990); however t
methods appear to provide only minimal improvements in the accuracy of detecting
IUGR.

Other investigators proposed that the ratio of these parameters was more effective
diagnosis of IUGR. It was suggested that measurements of the ratio of head

circumference to abdominal circumference or femur length to abdominal circumference
may help to distinguish IUGR and its different causes (Lin et al. 1991, Hadlock et

1983; Campbell & Thorns 1977). If the above consideration is accurate, in the group o

genetically small neonates and abnormally small fetuses, all dimensions are proporti
reduced while, in fetuses with utero-placental insufficiency (UPI), the abdomen is
affected more than the head and femur. However, some investigations have shown that
HC/AC and FL/AC do not provide reliable information for the identification of IUGR
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due to utero-placental insufficiency, because in severe utero-placental insufficien
HC and FL are reduced to the extent that HC/AC and FL/AC are within the normal

range (Kramer et al. 1990). Moreover, fetuses with chromosomal abnormalities might b
disproportionately small (Todros, Plazzotta & Pastorin 1996; Snijders et al. 1993).

An ultrasound index that includes the head circumference (like HC/AC) may be useful
when the pregnancy has not been dated by an earlier ultrasound. However, in studies
which the gestational age was known, the abdominal circumference measurement alone

was better than the HC/AC ratio in correlation with the Ponderal Index1 (PI), with a
sensitivity of 80% (Chang et al. 1993). However Weiner (1989) report that AC has a
sensitivity of as low as 50% in detection of IUGR. As can be seen, there is a large

discrepancy between studies regarding the usefulness of different ultrasound parame
in the identification of IUGR.

Since the 1980s, IUGR as a result of utero-placental insufficiency has been determin

by using Doppler waveform velocimetery from the umbilicus and placenta, and by using
a biophysical profile (BPP). However, some studies (Mari & Deter 1992; Mari &
Wasserstrum 1991) have shown that these tests are normal even with severe acidemia
due to uteroplacental insufficiency.

Therefore reaching a precise diagnosis using ultrasonographic parameters alone or th

ratio of these parameters and using Doppler is difficult. It must be decided if one

PI= Birth weight in g x 100/ [crown heel length (CHL) in cm] 3
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for example, identify I U G R when the estimated foetal weight is in the 11 percentile
(slightly above the 10th percentile), abdominal circumference is low and there is

oligohydramnios. The significance of a fetus with a normal head circumference, normal

abdominal circumference with an estimated foetal weight below the 5th percentile must
considered. The question whether some parameters provide more information than other

parameters is also important. The current literature does not provide answers to thes

questions. Confusion exists about the use of single ultrasonographic parameters to de

IUGR. It seems that because no single parameter is a reliable indicator of IUGR, seve

parameters jointly should be considered in the diagnosis of this disorder antenatally

When the diagnosis of IUGR is incorrect, elective delivery may be induced resulting i
unnecessarily premature neonate. Conversely, leaving the fetus untreated based on

incorrect antenatal diagnosis is unwise and may put the fetus at increased risk of hy
Thus a precise method of detection is required.

A few ultrasonographic indices have also been developed to predict IUGR (Hill 1989,
Benson et al. 1990). However, most studies have been conducted with a small sample

size (n=39) (Benson 1990) and thus the results might be affected by sampling error. I
of the studies on developing an IUGR scoring system, the authors defined IUGR

postnataly as weight less than the 10th percentile for gestational age. This, however,
been shown not to be a reliable indicator of IUGR (Beattie & Johnson 1994). It is
believed that indicators of asymmetric growth restriction such as MAC/HC, skin-fold
thickness and Ponderal Index are more strongly associated with IUGR (Sarmandal &
Grant 1990, Meadows et al. 1986; Sasanow, Georgief & Pereira 1986). No test
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employed to date has proven to be fully effective in correctly diagnosing all growth
restricted infants.

The current study is aimed at finding the best method of identifying IUGR. It is be

that single ultrasonographic parameters are not reliable predictors of IUGR. The ai
this thesis is to develop a multi-parameter index based on the best antenatal
ultrasonographic measurements and most importantly, detecting asymmetric IUGR,
based on neonatal morphometric measurements, namely PI, MAC/HC and skin-fold
thickness.

1.3 Significance
The question may arise whether identifying IUGR in the antenatal period makes any
difference to the clinical outcome.

The evaluation of foetal growth and the detection of IUGR are of major concern becau

as already mentioned the growth restricted fetus is at an increased risk of mortali
morbidity. Divon (1997) reports that IUGR was associated with a 3-fold increase in

neonatal mortality. Accurate identification of fetuses with growth restriction is i

if complications such as early hypoglycaemia, poor temperature control and sepsis an
other short term and long term problems are to be avoided. Table 1 shows short term
perinatal adaptive problems and the immediate actions which should be taken in IUGR
neonates.
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Table 1.1. Short term perinatal adaptive problems in I U G R .
Problem
Foetal Asphyxia

Pathogenesis
Placental Insufficiency

Hypoglycaemia
Hypothermia
Meconium Aspiration
I m m u n e System Problems
Polycythemia

Decreased Hepatic Glycogen
Decreased Adipose Tissue
Hypoxia/ Stress
Malnutrition
Foetal Hypoxia
Increased erythropoietin

Prevention
Early Detection of I U G R
Foetal Heart Monitoring
Early Feeding
W a r m Environment
Early Oral Suction
Unknown
Blood Exchange

l

O n e of the problems associated with I U G R late diagnosis is foetal hypoxia. W h e n

hypoxia as a result of utero-placental insufficiency develops, it is progressive in th
absence of intervention and changes the intrauterine environment. A study by Soothill

al. (1992) shows that chronically hypoxemic fetuses are at an increased risk of suffer

from childhood deficits such as intellectual deficiencies. Neonatal asphyxia following

antenatal asphyxia constitutes the most important immediate problem in IUGR infants. I

inadequate resuscitation occurs at birth and the Apgar score is low, both perinatal an

neonatal hypoxia put the infant in double jeopardy for impairment of the central nervo
system. The consequences of perinatal asphyxia are ischemic-hypoxic encephalopathy,
ischaemic congestive heart failure, meconium aspiration, gastrointestinal perforation
pneumonia. Meconium aspiration, if not managed appropriately in the delivery room,

may complicate the situation and may cause lack of oxygenation with the development of
pneumonitis. That is why the recognition of IUGR antenatally is very important. After

birth, the IUGR neonate may develop many neonatal problems. Therefore, it is important
to identify the problem antenatally and to ensure optimum neonatal cardio-pulmonary
adaptation while also making some arrangement for a warm environment in the delivery
room.
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The long term effects of I U G R have been also investigated by several researchers during

the last three decades. Fitzharding and Steven (1972) prospectively studied 96 smalldates infants. They found some minor neurologic deficit in these infants. Minimal

cerebral dysfunction, including hyperactivity, learning difficulty in school and poor
motor coordination, was diagnosed in 25% of the subjects. IUGR therefore can have an
important impact on later neurologic function. The intrauterine environment can also
influence blood pressure during adult life. This has been investigated in some groups

adults and children in different studies. Cater and Gill (1984) reported that in thei
among 143 children who weightd between 2 kg and 2.5 kg at birth, the systolic and
diastolic blood pressure at age 10 were higher than in a group of controls. Among 692

children studied in New Zealand, systolic pressure at age 7 years was inversely relat

birth weight (Simpson et al. 1981). A study conducted by Barker et al. (1989) suggests
that an adverse intrauterine environment has an important effect on the later risk of

cardiovascular disease. The sample for Barker et al.'s study (1989) included two large
samples of children (n=9921) and adults (n=3259) born in Britain and followed up from
birth. According to the results of Barker et al.'s study (1989), there was an inverse

relation between blood pressure at age 10 and birth weight. There was a stronger inver
relationship between the systolic blood pressure at age 36 and birth weight. Blood
pressure has been suggested as one link between the intrauterine environment and

cardiovascular disease. There is a question regarding the accuracy of conclusions made

in Barker et al.'s study (1989). The authors report that adults who were IUGR (defined

as birth weight) were more likely to develop cardiovascular disease in later life. Th

on length of gestation were not available in Barker et al.'s study (1989), therefore o
can not conclude whether the baby was IUGR or premature. In spite of the studies
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mentioned above, there are some studies that report no complications in the future lif
growth restricted fetuses (Yoshimura et al. 1998). However, ample research
demonstrates severe complications associated with IUGR in postnatal life.

Another follow up study of infants born 50 years previously whose measurements at
birth were recorded in detail, again conducted by Barker and his colleagues (1990)
showed that the highest blood pressure occurred in men and women who had been
growth restricted babies with large placentas. Again Barker et al.'s study (1990) has

serious flaws. Growth restriction was defined as birth weight less than 2500 g; however,

the effect of confounding variables on birth-weight such as maternal weight, height, ra

gestational age and neonate's gender were not considered on the birth weight. Therefore,
one cannot correctly conclude whether the baby was IUGR or small for gestational age.

Several mechanisms explain the reason for having high blood pressure in growth

restricted fetuses after birth. Pressure in the foetal circulation may be increased as

of maintaining placental perfusion and the raised pressure may persist after birth (Ge
Rymark & Isberg 1988). Growth restriction may lead to an increased postnatal growth
that is accompanied by an increase in blood pressure after birth. Moreover, changes in

the haemodynamics in early life can alter the structure and compliance of large arteri

It is logical to consider that the longer the fetus is in a bad intrauterine environme
more his/her cardiovascular system is affected. Therefore, early diagnosis and timely
intervention are necessary. Some long-term problems in IUGR neonates are listed below.

•

Neurodevelopmental dysfunction
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• Behavioural problems
• Coronary disease
• Hypertension
• Anxiety (Fitzharding & Steven 1972)
• Poor academic performance

It is expected that the developed index can establish a consistent relationship between
growth abnormalities, prenatal and postnatal variables. This index may improve the

ability to identify those fetuses at risk of growth problems and decrease short term and
long term consequences of IUGR.

1.4 Purpose of the study
The aim of the current study is to develop an ultrasonographic and social-medical index
to identify IUGR babies as a result of utero-placental insufficiency as defined by the
Ponderal Index, mid arm-circumference-head circumference ratio (MAC/HC) and skinfold thickness, as measured at birth.. The risk factors for IUGR are also combined with

various ultrasonographic parameters in an attempt to improve the ultrasonic diagnosis o
IUGR.
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1.4.1 Objectives
1. To evaluate the accuracy of single ultrasonographic parameters in identifying IUGR
at birth.
2. To assess the relative importance of known etiological determinants of IUGR in an
Iranian and an Australian sample and to find out whether maternal risk factors have
important effects on single ultrasound parameters in the third trimester.
3. To develop an index to identify IUGR as a result of uteroplacental insufficiency.
4. To test the validity of the developed index to diagnose IUGR, using a small sample.
5. To determine whether the developed index has predictive implications for mortality
and morbidity.
6. To develop ultrasonographic charts for Iranian fetuses to eliminate possible
misclassification of IUGR as a result of underestimation of foetal size and weight by
comparing ultrasonographic measurements with charts in developed countries.
7. To determine if the index is applicable to both Australian and Iranian fetuses.
8. To compare the predictive value of the developed index with the single predictive
value of ultrasound parameters.

1.5 Thesis outline
This study is a cross-sectional study conducted in both developed and developing
countries (Australia and Iran) with the aim of establishing the best methods in
identification of asymmetric IUGR antenatally. A general flow diagram of various
procedures applied in this study is shown in Figure 1. The first chapter of this thesis
describes the importance of detection of IUGR babies and outlines the main aim and
related objectives of this study. Chapter Two reviews general literature regarding IUGR,
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its aetiology and short term and long term problems in growth restricted fetuses. The

available antenatal and neonatal standards for diagnosis of IUGR will be also discussed i
Chapter Two.

Chapter Three outlines the research design, sampling methods and the methods of
recruitment of the subjects for both the Iranian and the Australian sample. This chapter
also describes the methods of measurement taken for each ultrasound parameter in the

Australian data; inter-observer reliability of the measurements will also be reported. On
the basis that there are no race-specific ultrasonographic measurements available for
Iranian fetuses, an attempt was made to produce the appropriate nomograms for Iranian
fetuses in order to prevent misdiagnosis of IUGR by routinely using American or
European ultrasonographic nomograms. This part will be presented in Chapter Four.
Comparison is also made between the main routine ultrasonographic measurements in
the Australian and Iranian fetuses in this Chapter.

To define whether isolated morphometric and Doppler measurements prior to delivery
were superior to combined ultrasonographic parameters a sample of Iranian and
Australian fetuses in the third trimester was studied. Chapter Five will discuss the
method and results of this study. It is believed that different countries have different

standards of practice and different ultrasound facilities for detection of IUGR. The risk

factors for IUGR will also differ in different societies. This idea was the rationale for
selection of two samples from two different countries in this study.
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A number of maternal and social risk factors have been associated with I U G R and

Chapter Six of this dissertation aims at identifying the most significant risk factors an
the stage of pregnancy most affected. In an attempt to increase the rate of positive
predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of the currently available
tests, this thesis has developed an index by combining important variables in the
diagnosis of IUGR based on samples from Iran and Australia. Chapter Seven presents
the process of development of this IUGR Index.

If the developed IUGR index is to be incorporated in a screening program, the external
validity of the index should be evaluated before it is widely adopted. Chapter Eight
evaluates how well the index correctly identifies individuals with or without IUGR. This
chapter also reports on the capability of the IUGR index in prediction of perinatal and
neonatal mortality and morbidity. Conclusions and recommendations based on the results
of the research will be presented in Chapter Nine.
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First stage of study
Evaluation of the effects of
risk factors on fetal growth

Evaluation of single
sonographic parameters in
detection of I U G R .

Second stage of study
Combination of risk variables

FL
AC
HC
BPD
FL/AC
HC/AC
AFI
Liver size
TCD
Doppler study from
Umbilical vessls
Subcutaneous fat

_1

History of IUGR
Medication
Insufficient weight gain
Hypertension
Smoking
Decrease or no increase of girth
Alcohol consumption
N o increase in girth
Bleeding
Drug addiction
Primiparity
Asthma
Renal disease

T
Stepwise multiple regression &
Discriminant analysis

Development of index to detect
I U G R babies antenatally

Evaluation of score in
predicting mortality

Comparison of score
with single parameters

Figure 1.1. Diagram of research design.

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews IUGR and factors commonly associated with this condition with an
emphasis on late onset IUGR. Clinical risk factors for IUGR are reviewed and methods
used in the diagnosis of growth restriction in both perinatal and postnatal periods are
assessed.

2.2 The definition of IUGR
IUGR is an abnormal process in which the development and maturation of the fetus is
impaired or delayed (Creasy & Resnik 1994). IUGR is identified and measured at birth,
that is, it is decided if the neonate is low in birth weight for GA (McFarlin 1994).

Typically on clinical assessment IUGR babies with malnutrition have soft tissue wasting,

loose thin skin with prominent ribs with little deposition of fat, a flat abdomen with l
subcutaneous fat and obvious muscle wasting over the cheeks, arms, buttocks and thighs.

The skin on the extremities, back and the buttocks lies in folds and there is only a smal

amount of subcutaneous fat tissue. The umbilical cord is small in circumference with lit
Wharton's gel. The skull sutures are widened but with normal fontanelle pressure.
Behavioralfy, IUGR babies are active unless they are distressed due to asphyxia and
acidosis. In the cases of severe IUGR accompanied with hypoxia, cardiomegaly may be
present (Hill et al. 1984). According to the author's personal experience IUGR infants
with severe hypoxia are at risk of apnoea and hypoglycaemic convulsions. This may be as

a result of chronic intrauerine hypoxia and its effect on the nervous system. Oliguria i
also present in these neonates, which is again thought to be a result of renal failure
associated with intrauterine hypoxia.
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Figure 2.1. Example of an I U G R baby (Dynski-Klein 1989, p.l 1).

As Figure 2.1 shows in this baby obvious muscle wasting over the cheeks, arms and
thighs can be seen. The lateral abdominal wall is flat or concave. The ribs appears
prominent with little deposition of fat on the chest wall. The skin on the arms, legs,
thighs, backs and buttocks lies in folds and contains little subcutaneous tissue.

2.3 I U G R classification

Three different types of growth restriction have been identified, symmetric, asymmetri
and intermediate (Divon 1997, Kurjak & Beazley 1989). These three types are likely to

be the consequence of different times of onset of the impairment and different duratio
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of the events that caused the growth restriction. Symmetric I U G R is the result of a insult
early in pregnancy, such as chromosomal abnormality or foetal infection, and results in a
fetus that is proportionately small throughout pregnancy. Although this problem can be
identified in utero, little can be done to improve the foetal outcome.

Asymmetric growth is due to short-term reversible undernutrition. Asymmetric IUGR,
generally considered to be the less severe form (Kurjak & Beazley 1989), is characterised
by a HC which is disproportionably large for the infant's weight and body length.
Asymmetric IUGR has been labelled as brain sparing because the number of brain cells

remains normal. As starvation persists, the entire fetus becomes equally affected and the
fetus assumes a symmetric appearance. This signifies severe growth retardation. The

process of brain sparing is a benign adaptive process in the fetus, that protects the fet
from severe brain damage. The study conducted by Scherjon et al. (1998) reports on this
event. The latter authors selected a group of IUGR infants (n=106) who had suffered
placental insufficiency in their foetal life and this had been substantiated by Doppler
imaging. The neonates were followed up to three years for any sign of brain abnormality
resulting from the process of brain sparing in foetal life. Neither complications in the
brain nor low HCs at age three were found in the neonates. Scherjon et al. (1998) only
evaluated any changes in the anatomy of the brain and little attention was paid to the
cognitive changes in the sample. There are studies showing (as mentioned in Chapter

One) that chronically hypoxic fetuses will suffer from intellectual abnormalities in the
future lives (Soothill et al. 1992).
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One needs to find out the methods of differentiating between symmetric I U G R and
severe asymmetric IUGR. Brar and Rutherford (1988) report that the differentiation in
the third trimester between the severe form of asymmetric growth retardation and the
truly symmetric growth retardation must often rely on history. According to personal
experience, in some cases obtaining a history is not helpful and sometimes is even
confusing. For instance, in a mother who is a carrier of chromosomal disease and also
has high blood pressure, relying on history is not advantageous. The best method of
identification of severe asymmetric IUGR and symmetric IUGR in these cases is probably
a foetal chromosomal analysis. In those cases of IUGR babies who have had an early
ultrasound examination, symmetric IUGR babies have a foetal CRL smaller than dates.
These characteristics can also help in differentiating between symmetric and asymmetric
fetuses.

Asymmetric IUGR which is the most common form of IUGR starts in the late second or
early third trimester and results from utero-placental insufficiency. The prognosis
depends on the severity of perinatal and immediate neonatal problems. If the problems

are successfully resolved, this type of child will go on to experience normal development
Intermediate IUGR is intermediate in severity and is believed to begin with damage to
foetal growth in the second trimester (Brar & Rutherford 1988). As there is no strict
boundary between symmetric and asymmetric IUGR, mixed patterns or intermediate
patterns are also found to occur and it is not always easy to distinguish one type from
another. The clinical classification of IUGR defined by Brar and Rutherford 1988 is
shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Clinical classification of I U G R .
Symmetrical
Occurrence
Causes

25%

Intrinsic genetic anomalies
Extrinsic T O R C H teratogens
Severe malnutrition
drugs, alcohol, smoking
Before 28 weeks gestation
T r a u m a timing
Cell number
Decreased (Hypoblastic)
Normal
Cell size
Microcephalic
H e a d size
Decreased
Brain size
Frequently normal but cell number
Placental growth
decreased
Frequent
Congenital anomalies
Postnatal catch-up growth Poor
From: Brar and Rutherford (1988)

Assymetrical

75%
Extrinsic-utero-placental
insufficiency

After 28 weeks gestation
Normal
Decreased (hypotropic)
Usually normal
Usually normal
Decreased
Rare
Good

The classification mentioned above has been criticised as being inaccurate. In a review of
foetal growth by Droste (1992) in fetuses with abnormal chromosome complement, it
was indicated that symmetrical growth restriction does not exist in these fetuses.
Furthermore, the latter study showed that early onset of placental insufficiency may

result in a symmetrically growth restricted fetus. Snijders et al. (1993) have also repo
that chromosomally abnormal fetuses are often asymmetrically small. However the two
above mentioned studies are not strong enough to consider the concept of symmetric and
asymmetric as completely inaccurate. In a comprehensive review of literature on
chromosomal abnormalities associated with IUGR, Droste (1992) concludes that the
growth retardation of growth aneuploidy is not necessarily asymmetric. Their review
reports on different chromosomal abnormalities associated with aneuploidy which
included the trisomies 21, 18 and 13 and the methods of recognition of these
chromosomal abnormalities during the first and second trimesters. Most of the studies
reviewed by Droste (1992) had reported a symmetric type of growth retardation
associated with different types of chromosomal abnormalities. Only one study showed
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that growth retardation in trisomy 21 affected different tissues in different ways and that
was not as symmetric as was thought. It seems that Droste's conclusion (1992) that
fetuses with chromosomal abnormalities are not always symmetric IUGR has not been
well-substantiated and this conclusion awaits further studies. Methodological problems,

such as the inclusion of fetuses with a high risk of having utero-placental insufficiency
the study undertaken by Snijders et al. (1993), make the results of their study
questionable. It is therefore believed that symmetric IUGR does result from
chromosomal abnormalities and infectious disease early in pregnancy and asymmetric
IUGR results from utero-placental insufficiency.

IUGR has also been classified based on its severity with a scale ranging from mild to
moderate to severe IUGR. Most etiological studies have considered IUGR as
homogeneous based on a single cut-off point, usually a birth weigh < 10th percentile for
the GA. However Kramer et al. (1999) classified IUGR in a different way. In the recent
study conducted by Kramer et al. (1999), of a large hospital-based sample (n=62280),
singleton infants were selected from Montreal's Royal Victoria Hospital in Canada. The
investigators defined the severity of IUGR based on the birth-weigh ratio which is the

ratio of observed birth weight in a given infant to the Hospital population's sex specifi
mean birth weight for that infant's GA. They defined the birth weight ratio > 0.85 as
normal BWR > 0.75 but < 0.85 as mild IUGR and BWR < 0.75 as severe IUGR. These
investigators observed that the effect of etiological factors differed according to the
severity or degree of IUGR. Smoking, pre-pregnancy hypertension and pregnancy
induced hypertension have a larger effect on severe IUGR than on mild IUGR. The
classification introduced by Kramer et al. (1999) seems to be arbitrary. The method of
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classifying IUGR babies as mild or severe was on arbitrary cut-offs. Although this study
has a reasonable level of external validity, it is difficult to draw conclusions from it
because substantial amounts of data were missing in the sample. This creates the
possibility of some errors in the statistical analysis.

2.4 Causes of IUGR
There are three main causative factors involved in the development of IUGR and these
factors are often interdependent. These causative factors can be divided into foetal,
placental and maternal. Maternal health is important because the mother should have the
capacity to provide enough nutrients. The fetus should have the capacity to receive and
use the nutrients and the placenta has to be able to transport those nutrients obtained
from maternal vessels into the fetus. These causative factors are shown in detail in Table
2.2.
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Table 2.2. Aetiology of IUGR.
Foetal factors
Infection
Rubella
Varicella-zoster
Cytomegalovirus
Syphilis
Toxoplasmosis
Other viruses
including m u m p s ,
herpes simplex,
hepatitis A and
polio
Multiple gestation
Genetics
Parental influence
Chromosomal
Abnormalities
X O (Turner's
syndrome)
Trisomies (21,
18,13)
Deletion syndromes
Malformations
Microcephaly
Anencephaly
Cardiovascular
Gastrointestinal/gen
itourinary

Maternal factors
Uterine factors
eg.fibroids, septum in the uterus
Maternal diseases
Hypertension
Preeclampsia
Asthma
Lupus
Cystic fibrosis
Sickle cell anaemia
Diabetes
Cyanotic heart disease
Nephritis
Gastrointestinal diseases (ulcerative
colitis,
Crohn's disease and Pancreatitis)
Diminished maternal oxygen-carrying
capacity
Environmental
Maternal cyanotic heart disease
Maternal D r u g Ingestion
Smoking
Alcohol
Methadone
Cocaine
Heroin
Antimetabolites
Anticoagolants
Anticonvulsants
Narcotics
Antihypertensives
Malnutrition

Placental factors
Placental mass
Abruption
Infarction
Circumvallate
Accreta
Haemangioma
Abnormal cord
insertion
Velamentous
Battledore
Placental insufficiency
Villitis
Twin to twin
transfusion syndrome

(Neerhof 1995; McFarlin 1994; Brar & Rutherford 1988)

2.4.1 Foetal Factors
Chromosomal abnormality and dysmorphic syndrome cause 5% to 15% of IUGR cases.
Approximately 25% of fetuses with early onset foetal growth restriction or symmetric
IUGR may have chromosomal abnormalities (Anderson 1976). In a study of suspected

small for date fetuses in the first trimester, Drugan (1993) found that these fetuses
4.3% increased risk of chromosomal abnormalities compared with fetuses who were
normal size for dates. Also the larger the age-size discrepancy, the greater was the
a lethal type of chromosomal abnormality. Autosomal trisomies form 88% of all
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chromosome abnormalities of I U G R . Trisomies 13, 18 and 21 forms usually have below

normal birth weights (Creasy & Resnik 1994). It appears that the growth failure in the

chromosomal abnormalities has its onset in the early prenatal period. For instance in
study, (Drugan et al. 1993) on Down Syndrome, the CRL lagged by an average of 10

days' gestation in 13 second trimester aborted fetuses with Down Syndrome. The clinica
value of this study is, however, questionable because the finding of a smaller crown

length (CHL) would be more likely to be a result of inaccuracy in dating the pregnancy
than in the suspicion of having fetuses with Down Syndrome. In Drugan et al.'s study

(1993), the GA was calculated based on the patient's last menstrual period (LMP). Ther
are some studies showing the inaccuracy of pregnancy dating based on LMP (Maulik
1996). Personal experience, however, shows that neonates with Down Syndrome tend to

weigh slightly less than normal neonates. In the current study, two neonates with Down
Syndrome who were recognised postnatally had low birth-weights for GA.

Congenital malformations may also cause IUGR. These abnormalities are sometimes as a
result of chromosomal disorders or dysmorphic syndromes, such as dwarfism. Khoury et
al. (1988) reported that approximately 23% of infants with major structural anomalies
suffered from IUGR. It is not clear whether IUGR causes malformations or whether
malformations lead to the development of IUGR. It seems more logical that gene or
chromosomal abnormalities lead to the generation of the symmetric type of IUGR.

Foetal infection causes 10% of IUGR cases (McFarlin 1994). Viruses, which are

associated with IUGR, are cytomegalovirus, rubella and varicella. Foetal infection occ

early in pregnancy and usually is associated with symmetric growth restriction. Affec
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children have many small size organs, mainly due to a decrease in cell numbers.
Cytomegalovirus has been shown to cause cytolysis after transplacental infection. It is

then followed by healing which leads to oedema, inflammation, fibrosis and calcification.
In rubella-infected fetuses, most organs in the foetal body are small and brain growth
tends to be more restricted than in IUGR associated with poor utero-placental perfusion.
No bacteria are known to be associated with IUGR. Protozoan infection as a result of
Toxoplasma gondii or Plasmodium can also cause IUGR (Klein and Remington 1990).

2.4.2 Maternal factors
A number of maternal factors including medical and pathologic conditions (such as
hypertension, asthma, cardiac and pulmonary disease) and socio-demographic
determinants (such as smoking, alcohol consumption, drug use, parity, education,
nutrition) may cause IUGR. A variety of medical conditions in the mother may be
associated with IUGR in the fetus. Maternal hypertension regardless of its cause can
change the placental vasculature and therefore can decrease the passage of nutrients by
decreasing the functional area of the placenta. Chronic hypertension with superimposed
pre-eclampsia has the highest incidence of IUGR among hypertensive women, estimated
at 42% of multiparous and 24% of nulliparous pregnancies. Essential chronic
hypertension is known to change the utero-placental vasculature as does pre-eclampsia
(Devoe & Ramos-Santos 1993). Cardiac and pulmonary diseases are obvious sources of
potential IUGR. The effects of hypoxia are very obvious in the fetus during the first
trimester when it is in rapid growth. It has been reported (Carlson 1988) that women
with asthma, cystic fibrosis and tuberculosis are at increased risk of IUGR due to their
chronic hypoxic state.
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The association between asthma and pregnancy outcome has been well studied. It is
reported that poorly controlled asthma is significantly associated with poor perinatal
outcome (Stenius-Aarniala, Hedman & Teramo 1995). Respiratory alkalosis is a normal
process during normal pregnancy; when the mother has asthma the respiratory alkalosis
is aggravated and combined with hypoxia. Alkalosis reduces the placental blood flow and
therefore the fetus is at higher risk of hypoxia than the mother.

Stenius-Aarniala, Hedman & Teramo (1995) conducted a study in a pulmonary hospital

in Sweden with the aim of evaluating the effect of an acute attack of asthma in controlle
asthmatic pregnancies, on the health of the neonate. In the course of this study, which
took 4 years, 504 asthmatic pregnant women were studied. Forty seven of these women
had an acute attack of asthma which was defined as an exacerabation of asthma which
was not controlled by medication and treated as an emergency in hospital. In this study,

the authors divided the patients into three groups, based on the treatment they received
1- women who had no inhaled steroids; 2- patients who were on inhaled steroids early in
pregnancy and 3- patients who used inhaled steroids at different stages of pregnancy.
They concluded that the incidence of IUGR was lowest among those who used inhaled
steroids at different stages of pregnancy; asthma was controlled even though they had an
acute asthmatic attack since the asthma was treated promptly.

On the other hand, Alexander, Dodss & Armson (1998) observed an increased risk for
IUGR even in the asthmatic women who took steroids for treatment. Asthmatic women
in this study also had increased risk of postpartum haemorrhage and pregnancy-induced
hypertension. However the study had limitations in differentiating between controlled
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and uncontrolled asthma among w o m e n taking or not taking steroids. It is reported

(Stein-Arniala et al. 1988) that using steroids in pregnancy is associated with increase

pregnancy induced hypertension. Thus is not possible to differentiate between the effect
of steroid or severe asthma on the incidence of PIH (pregnancy induced hypertension)
and IUGR in their study.

Maternal anaemia is another maternal disease that leads to IUGR due to decreased
oxygen content in the blood, which limits the amount of available oxygen for placental
transfer. Diabetes mellitus in an advanced form with renal involvement and vascular
changes will also lead to a pregnancy with IUGR (Reece et al. 1987; Kurjak & Beazley
1989). Renal disease complicated by hypertension may be associated with foetal growth
restriction (Carlson 1988). The pathological changes associated with these diseases may
decrease maternal arterial oxygenation and cause low foetal birth weight.

Oxygen deficiency can also cause IUGR. It has been observed that the birth weight of
infants of women living more than 10000 feet above sea level is 250 g less than infants
women living at sea level (Goldenberg et al. 1989). Maternal cyanotic diseases such as
Eisenmenger's and Tetralogy of Fallot because of chronic maternal hypoxia are
associated with IUGR.

Smoking during pregnancy increases the risk of IUGR. It has been reported that up to
40% of cases of IUGR are related to cigarette smoking (Cilver et al. 1993). As the
number of cigarettes smoked during pregnancy increases, the severity of IUGR is also
increased. In a study conducted by Vik et al. (1996), pre- and post-natal growth was
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studied from week 17 of pregnancy until 5 years of age in the children of women who
reported daily smoking at the time of conception, and compared to the growth in
children of non-smokers. Foetal abdominal diameter, FL and BPD were measured in
weeks 17 and 37 of pregnancy, and weight, height and HC were measured at birth in

infants of smokers and infants of non-smokers. Cross-sectional data at birth showed tha
infants of smokers had lower weight and length compared with infants of non-smokers.

Although the reason why smoking increases the risk of having low birth weight babies is
not clear, it is postulated to be due to increased carboxyhemoglobin in the maternal
blood. It is also believed that the placentae of smokers have some structural

abnormalities, including infarction, necrosis and abruption. In a large prospective stud
reported by Raymond and Mills (1993) it was shown that smoking mothers had a higher
chance of placental abruption compared with non-smokers. Raymond and Mills (1993)
selected 30681 singleton pregnancies from 13 Kaiser Health centres in Northern

California. About 10% of cases had placental abruption. The investigators evaluated the

effect of smoking on abruption using univariate analysis and noted that the incidence o
abruption in smokers was 1.34 times that in non-smokers. In a more detailed evaluation
of the relationship between the number of cigarettes smoked per day and abruption it
was shown that with each additional half pack of cigarettes smoked daily the incidence
abruption, increased by approximately 20%. Interestingly, the perinatal death rate was
very much higher in women who smoked one pack per day than in non-smokers. The

pathologic placental and vascular changes caused by smoking may result in an increase i
both the incidence and the severity of abruption. The results of Raymond and Mills's
(1993) study again recommend pregnant women to stop smoking. Their study like others
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studies on smoking has a drawback. Since the data was collected by a questionnaire
which is a self-reported instrument pregnant women may under-report the number of

cigarettes smoked per day. This may create the possibility of some errors in the statisti
analysis.

The best way of classifying smokers as smokers and non-smokers in pregnancy is
probably based on the measurement of cotinine, a major metabolite of nicotine, in the
maternal blood instead of using a self report questionnaire. This method was adopted by
Mochizuki et al. (1984). The main aim of these researchers was to study the effect of
smoking on placental structure during pregnancy. Pregnant women were divided into
smokers and non-smokers based on the concentration of cotinine which was determined
by the radioimmuno-assay method from the samples of blood collected from the mothers
at the time of delivery. Study of placental villi from the heavy smokers (cotinine level
maternal blood 156.4 ± 20.1 ng/ml) showed atrophic and hypo vascular changes
compared with placental villi from the mothers who did not smoke. The atrophic villi
were covered with an atrophying trophoblast layer. These changes were not observed in
the placental villi of moderate smokers who had a cotinine level 1/5 of that of heavy
smokers. Placental functioning was also different in moderate smokers and heavy
smokers. In heavy smokers, urinary oestriol and serum level of placental lactogen were
lower than in non-smokers. There was no difference in placental function and structure
between moderate smokers and non-smokers. This finding may reflect the fact that heavy
smoking may affect or damage the uteroplacental circulation while moderate smoking

does not. Nicotine has a vaso-constrictive effect on the uteroplacental circulation and a
certain amount of this substance may affect the placental structure and foetal growth.
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This idea was challenged by Wilcox et al. (1995), who claimed that reducing the numbers
of cigarettes per day during pregnancy does not decrease the adverse effects of smoking
on the fetus. In a study conducted in the UK, 7493 women were selected from three
large maternity units in the East Midlands. Wilcox et al. (1995) aimed at determining the

effects of social deprivation on foetal birth weight. They examined the effects of smoking
habits, drug use, alcohol consumption, maternal blood pressure at booking and maternal
weight gain during pregnancy. They used an area-based deprivation index which was
thought to be better than social class for assessing socio-economic circumstances. The
study showed that there was a significant reduction in birth weight with increasing
numbers of cigarettes smoked per day but the relation was not linear. The greatest
difference was between non-smokers and light smokers, with increasing consumption
having less effect. This shows that only reducing smoking is not enough. Smoking
should be stopped during pregnancy. There was also a significant increase in birth weight
with an increasing amount of weight gained per week (p<0.001) and a significant
reduction in birth weight with increasing area deprivation. Although the conclusions
obtained by these investigators have been confirmed by other studies, it is necessary to
be cautious about the results of Wilcox et al.'s study (1995) which is a retrospective

study and used the data obtained from 3 different hospitals. The inter-observer variabilit
between the persons collecting the data may create the possibility of sampling errors in
the study.

Risk factors for IUGR vary, as do percentiles for different populations. This issue has

been investigated by O'Callaghan et al. (1997) in a multicultural society, Australia. Thes
researchers aimed at identifying the most important causative factors in small for GA
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( S G A ) infants on 84 I U G R and 81 normal infants at the Mater Mothers Public Hospital
in Brisbane. The risk factors included biological factors such as maternal hypertension,
diabetes, renal disease and oligohydramnios, lifestyle (social factors) such as smoking
and alcohol consumption and psychological factors such as depression and anxiety. The
chi-square test which was an appropriate test for O'Callaghan's (1997) study was
selected to compare the frequency of the occurrence of the biological, social and
psychological factors in the study and control groups. From the factors examined,
decreased maternal size and low maternal weigh gain, smoking and previous SGA infants
were significantly associated with SGA. Symptoms of stress were also increased in
mothers of SGA infants (p<0.01). Although the study results seem to be valid, the results
regarding examination of anxiety and stress are rather unreliable because the author's
affective symptoms questionnaire relating to mood during pregnancy was completed by
mothers after the birth and this timing may have had an effect on the reporting of the
prevalence of the symptoms. A large number of variables were also studied in this

research, hence there is a higher probability of Type 1 error in O'Callaghan et al.'s stud
(1997). Consistent with the O'Callaghan et al.'s study (1997), Abrams and Selvin
(1995) report that woman of average or low weight, with less weight gain throughout
pregnancy, may be associated with foetal growth restriction. These authors report that
lack of weight gain in the second trimester is especially strongly correlated with
decreased birth weight. If the mother is large and otherwise healthy, however, below
average maternal weight gain without maternal disease is unlikely to be associated with
appreciable foetal growth restriction. Marked restriction of weight gain during pregnancy
should not be encouraged during the last half of pregnancy.
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Alcohol consumption in pregnancy seems to have less association with IUGR compared
with smoking. No pattern was apparent in the relationship between alcohol consumption
in pregnancy and IUGR in the study reported by Raymond and Mills (1993). These
authors reported that the relative risk comparing women who drank one or more glasses
daily with women who drank none was not statistically significant (RR 1.28; p=0A2). In
concordance with the previous report, Wilcox et al. (1995) showed no significant
correlation of alcohol consumption with reduction in birth weight in the univariate
analysis. (F=5.23 P=0.2).

Low maternal weight gain (LMWG) is another risk factor for disturbing foetal growth.
However, the amount of maternal weight gain that is compatible with normal outcome is
a matter of debate. Ash et al. (1989) recommend the mean weight gain of 10-13 kg for
Australian women. Ash et al. (1989) cite Abrams et al. (1986) who report the mean
weight gain for Californian women as 15.2 kg, much higher than in Australian women.
However, Seidman et al. (1989) correctly argue that the appropriate amount of weight
gain in pregnancy depends on individual maternal characteristics.

The pattern of maternal weight gain in pregnancy was studied by Dawes and
Grudzinskas (1991). In a retrospective study on 998 term uncomplicated pregnancies in
Britain they showed that the maximum rate of weight gain occurs between 20-24 weeks

gestation. They also showed that there was a significant fall in the rate of weight gai
towards term in normal pregnancies and a slower rate of weight gain before 16 weeks.

The significant differences in weight gain were in women of different size, age and par

The pattern of weight gain in this study may be misleading since the sample included 18
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smokers (20% of the whole sample), which may have changed the pattern of weight gain
in normal pregnancy.

Maternal and foetal nutritional deficiencies can cause IUGR. Maternal malnutrition is
often associated with other socioeconomic factors, such as smoking, drugs and alcohol,

which makes it difficult to consider malnutrition alone as the reason for restricted foe
growth. However, there are some studies which demonstrate the impact of malnutrition
on the fetus (Neerhof 1995; Goldenberg et al. 1995; Metcoff, Cole & Luff 1981;
Mahomed et al. 1989; McClain et al. 1978; Lechtig et al. 1975). The effects of maternal
malnutrition on foetal growth have been shown in studies on Dutch and Russian women
who suffered from malnutrition in World War II. Neerhof (1995) cites Stein et al.
(1975) who report from the Netherlands where both populations of pregnant women
who underwent severe malnutrition had low birth weight babies. The more prolonged the
period of malnutrition, the greater the reduction in birth weight. The severity of the
malnutrition effect depends on the stage of pregnancy when deprivation occurs.

Deprivation during the third trimester has the most fatal effects on foetal growth becau
the fetus is in a fast growth process. Deprivation during the second trimester has a
moderate impact on foetal growth while maternal malnutrition has little or no impact on
foetal growth in the first trimester. A study of Guatemalan women showed that protein
restriction after 26 weeks of gestation caused asymmetric IUGR whereas protein
restriction before 26 weeks of gestation had only a moderate effect on foetal growth
(Lechtig et al. 1975).
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McClain et al. (1978) demonstrated a positive correlation between serum amino acids
levels in mid pregnancy and the baby's size at birth. They showed that the concentration
of free amino acids in the plasma of mothers carrying malnourished fetuses was much
lower, than the concentration of total free amino acids in mothers having normal sized

fetuses. It has been reported that caloric supplementation increases foetal birth weight
during pregnancy (Lechtig et al. 1975). However, if the reason for IUGR is placental
insufficiency, caloric supplementation has an adverse effect on foetal growth.
Asymmetric fetuses in this condition probably have acidosis and are hypoxic. Glucose
supplementation may increase their mild baseline acidosis.

Studies of malnutrition in animals such as puppies has shown that severe maternal
malnutrition is associated with a reduction in foetal and placental size (Rush 1989).
Malnutrition leads to an adaptation in body size and the shape of the adult that becomes
stable after two or three generations. Body length is reduced by about 12% and weight
by about 40%. Recovery after severe malnutrition for 10-12 generations takes up to

three generations, suggesting that there were no genetic changes because of malnutrition
Restoring diet to mothers in pregnancy led to larger pups with almost the same weight as
those in a well-nourished group. The second generation effect on birth weight was
shown in humans in the women exposed to the Dutch famine. Their offspring had low
birth weights as stated above.

Nutritional deficiency is not always the cause of foetal growth restriction. Excessive
amounts of nutrient intake or unbalanced nutrition may also cause IUGR and this has
been shown in animal studies. In a study on rats, Metcoff, Cole and Luff (1981) selected
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two groups of pregnant rats who were fed similar diets containing similar amounts of
protein and energy. The two experimental groups were given diets containing high
amounts of disposable amino acids with adequate protein and energy intakes. One of the
two experimental groups differed by having threonine limited from the otherwise normal
protein and calorie diet. Foetal growth restriction occurred in both groups and was
greatest in the threonine-restricted group. This study shows that even with excess
availability of amino acids in the maternal serum foetal malnutrition could still occur
when the mix of amino acids was abnormal due to the non-availability of one of them.
This imbalance affected transport of amino acids into cell membranes. Even though this
study involved animals, there is no reason why these results should not be applicable in
humans. In a study conducted in rural areas in Guatemala (Lechtig et al. 1975), four
villages were selected and pregnant women in two villages received a protein-calorie
preparation while the pregnant women in the other two villages received a calorie
supplement. It was observed that the group of women with low calorie intake had a high
rate of low birth weight neonates. Pregnant women with a diet with a high amount of
calories and amino acids also had high prevalence of low-birth weigh babies. Therefore it
is suggested that pregnant women should have balanced amounts of different nutrients in
their diet.

Maternal nutritional status with respect to deficiencies in both macro- and micronutrients
is known to be associated with IUGR. A review of the literature shows that most studies
have focused on the maternal macro- type of maternal nutrition deficiency and little
attention has been paid to micronutrients, such as zinc. One of the possible reasons may

be that consensus has not been reached regarding appropriate indicators of zinc status for
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pregnant w o m e n . The average zinc intake has been reported to be in a range as low as
5mg a day and as high as 14 mg a day. One of the few studies reported on zinc
deficiency during pregnancy and its effect on foetal growth is that reported by
Goldenberg et al. (1995). They selected 580 low-income Alabaman women with low
serum zinc concentration at entry into prenatal care. These women were randomly
assigned to receive either 25 mg zinc a day or a placebo. Infants born to zinc
supplemented women weighed 126 g more at birth, were 0.6 cm longer and had 0.4 cm
larger HC than those infants born from the mothers who received the placebo. More
analysis in this study showed that the effect on foetal growth was limited to women of
normal weight than to overweight women. In the subgroup of normal weight women, the
birth weight difference was larger by more than 250g. While this study has internal

validity, the external validity needs to be further examined. Whether these findings ca
generalised in developing countries is unclear. Despite the study reported above, one
study observed babies in the zinc-supplemented group were surprisingly shorter and
lighter than the control group (Mahomed et al. 1989). The sample was not randomly

selected in this study and this may create the possibility of bias in the sample select
is quite logical to have heavier babies with a moderate amount of zinc supplementation.
On the whole, interventions such as for zinc supplementation and other micro-nutrient
supplementation merit further research among populations at risk of IUGR with a better
external validity in the process of data collection.

In general, the major problem with most human studies on malnutrition in pregnancy is
that they are conducted in well-nourished populations and thus are not addressing
whether supplementing nutrient deficits in women can improve foetal growth.
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Although primiparity has been suggested to be a risk factor for IUGR, it is not still cl
whether there is a correlation between primiparity and IUGR. Studies of IUGR often
refer to parity as a confounding factor but few studies have been carried out to assess
effect of parity on the incidence of IUGR. In the few studies conducted, considerable
controversy exists about the role of parity in the epidemiology of IUGR. Ounsted, Moar
and Scott (1985) in a controlled epidemiological study of risk factors associated with
IUGR concluded that primiparous women do not stand a high risk for IUGR when
compared with multiparous women. Kramer et al. (1999) also showed the same results.
Wen et al. (1990), however concluded that primiparity is associated with higher rate of
IUGR. Kramer et al.'s study (1999), however, was conducted in a low socioeconomic

status population which has a high rate of IUGR, and therefore, the result is not valid.
Shoham-Vardi, Leiberman and Kopernik (1994) examined the role of primiparity in the

aetiology of IUGR in a series of 25614 singleton births in Israel. Their findings sugges
that primiparous women stand twice the risk of IUGR compared with multiparous
women. Multiple logistic regression also showed that primiparity was an independent

risk factor for IUGR. In Kramer et al.'s study (1999), hypertension, prior infertility an
ohgohydramnios were also found to be significantly associated with IUGR. Primiparity is
likely to be associated with IUGR. One of the probable reasons for having IUGR babies
in primiparous women is that the size of the uterus is smaller in these women compared
with the size of the uterus in multiparous women. Hence, the fetus has little space to
grow and some cases of primiparous pregnancies may end up with a SGA neonate. The
other reason might be that on the whole the number of women who become pregnant for
the first time is much higher than that of multiparous women. Therefore, IUGR or other
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pregnancy complications are more likely to be associated with primiparity than
multiparity.

2.4.3 Placental factors
The current study focuses on late onset IUGR babies. As this mostly results from uteroplacental complications, following sections will review the anatomy and physiopathology of the utero-placental circulation.

2.4.3.1 Normal physiological changes
The placenta plays a key role in the development of pregnancy. The placenta starts to
form when the blastocyst attaches to the endometrium on the 5th day after fertilisation of
the ovum Following implantation trophoblast invasion of the decidua and myometrium
causes its distal arterial system to establish a communicating network that perfuses the
surface area of the placenta. The trophoblast invades the decidua and receives blood

from small maternal blood vessels. In this process the small calibre spiral arteries chang
into distended tubes. The spiral arteries which supply the endometrium in the nonpregnant uterus are terminal branches of the radial arteries that come to the uterus from

the separation from the arcuate arteries in the outer third of the uterus. In the process o
formation of the placenta in a normal pregnancy, there is destruction of the muscular
layer of the terminal portion of the spiral arteries which establishes the most favourable
conditions for oxygen delivery. As can be seen in Figure 2.2 the termination of the radial
arteries is divided into two spiral arteries which have been physiologically dilated.
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Figure 2.2. Diagram of normal blood supply to the placenta (Khong 1995, p. 182).

Most authors report that the morphological changes in normal pregnancies always
involve the decidual and myometrial parts of the spiral arteries (Robinson, Seamark &
Owens 1994; Devoe & Ramos-Santos 1993) or even believe that they involve the distal
portion of the radial arteries also (Khong & Sawyer 1991). On the other hand, some
workers (Laurini, Laurin & Marsal 1994; Voiget & Becker 1992) after examination of
biopsies from placental beds concluded that the morphological changes in the spiral

arteries are limited to the decidual parts of the spiral arteries and do not extend to
myometrial portion. In evaluating these studies, it should be kept in mind that these
studies examined the placental bed obtained from biopsies, which may be subject to
sampling error.

These studies have been based on examinations of placental bed biopsies and not
pregnancy hysterectomy specimens. Examination of specimens obtained from placental
bed biopsies sometimes provide incorrect information. An important consideration in a

study of placental bed vascular pathology is that in the process of placentation during
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first and second trimesters placentation m a y be incomplete in the peripheral zone
around the placenta. Therefore, obtaining a biopsy from the margin of the placenta may
show unchanged spiral arteries, whereas there might be significant physiological
changes in the spiral arteries in the centre of the placenta. One should appreciate the
features of trophoblast migration and its effects on the physiological changes of the
placenta in the examination of placentae or the evaluation of studies of placental bed
vascular changes.

In a normal pregnancy, about 120 spiral arterioles are recruited to form the placental
bed (Robinson, Seamark & Owens 1994). Normally the spiral arteries are converted
into wide low-resistance vessels in which the medium is replaced by vascular tissue.
The new utero-placental arteries lose their ability to respond to vasomotor influences
because of the loss of musculo-elastic tissue. These changes decrease the peripheral

resistance and increase the blood flow ten-fold through these arteries to the intervillo
space.

Figure 2.3. Normal placental structure (Sweet & Trian 1997, p.86).
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Shortly after implantation, the trophoblast cells proliferate to form a double layered cell
structure. The outer layer, called the syncytiotrophoblast, faces the maternal tissue and
the other layer, called the cytotrophoblast, is on the inside of the former structure.
Invasion of the syncytium is the beginning of the villous development of the placenta.
The villous tree may undergo complications during pregnancy. The villous tree is
composed of stem villi, intermediate villi and terminal villi. These villi contain a large
number of capillaries and dilated sinusoids, which are the main site of feto-maternal
exchange. Figure 2.3 shows the placental structure.

On the whole, in a normal pregnancy placental growth is identical to foetal growth, but
towards term there is a greater decrease in the rate of placental weight gain than in the
fetus. During the third trimester, when the placental growth diminishes the fetus
undergoes a period of rapid growth. However, despite the change in placental weight,
the fetus continues to mature. As the GA increases, the syncytial trophoblast layer
becomes thin and vascularisation of the terminal villi improves. These changes make the
transmission of nutrients and oxygen through the placenta easier.

In normal pregnancies most of the structural changes in the vessels of the decidua and
myometrial layers that are caused by the invading trophoblast occur during the first 20
weeks after conception. This results in the production of broad vessel lumina which
facilitate the blood supply for the growing embryo. Along with this utero-placental
development, the fetus acquires the ability to regulate cardiac rhythm and breathing
movements. Late in pregnancy, however, changes leave an arterial wall composed of an
endothelium fibrinoid and trophoblast cells and adventitia. These are normal
physiological changes.
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2.4.3.2 Uteroplacental insufficiency
Brosens et al. (1967) showed the "normal physiological changes" in the maternal bed
vessels for the first time. The conversion of spiral arteries of the non-pregnant uterus
the uteroplacental arteries was termed as a "normal physiological changes" by these
investigators. These changes make the spiral arteries deliver about 500 ml of blood per

minute into the intervilous space. These changes were referred to as an "invasion" of the
maternal spiral arteries by trophoblast cells, with the replacement of the muscular wall
with trophoblast tissue.

Brosens et al. (1972) showed that the depth to which these vascular physiological
changes extended could be correlated with the presence or absence of pre-eclampsia and
IUGR. They claimed that in pregnancies complicated with hypertension only part of the
normal physiological changes occur. Shepherd and Bonnard (1976) challenged these
observations made by Brosens et al. (1972). They studied the placentae from 15 growthrestricted pregnancies, 10 of whom were hypertensive and 5 of whom were
normotensive. They claimed that they found vascular lesions in cases of non-hypertensive
foetal growth retardation which were indistinguishable from those found in the mothers
with hypertension. They noted occlusive lesions of the spiral and basal arteries of the
decidua in both intima and media of decidual vessel walls in pregnancies complicated by
IUGR and pre-eclampsia compared with 5 uncomplicated pregnancies.

One of the points which should be considered in the evaluation of the studies conducted
by Brosens et al. (1972) and Shepherd and Bonnard (1976) is that the placentae were
taken from vaginal deliveries. Taking biopsies from the placental bed seems to be
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extremely difficult in vaginal delivery and a reliable biopsy can only be obtained using
ultrasound, a method not used in these studies.

Robertson et al. (1986) show similar result to those of Brosens et al. (1972). They note
that, in pregnancies complicated with IUGR or pre-eclampsia, the placental bed spiral
arteries show an incomplete physiological transformation. This may be as a result of a

disturbed response of the maternal tissue to the trophoblast cells. In pre-eclampsia some
arteries show physiological changes only in the decidual segment, leaving the myometrial
segment responsive to vasomotor influence. The arteries then become not only few in
number but those partially transformed are incapable of meeting the haemodynamic
demands of the fetus later in pregnancy. A similar mechanism occurs in IUGR. They

showed that absence of physiological vessel changes is universal in pre-eclampsia, but is
variable in IUGR. Robertson et al.'s study (1986) raises the possibility of
underestimating the ethics of the research. There is no acknowledgment of obtaining
consent from the study subjects in Robertson et al.'s study (1986) or other studies
conducted by Brosens et al. (1972). The risk of biopsy via the vagina, potential or real,

makes it unethical procedure to undertake when there is no therapeutic benefit directly t
the patient or her baby.

Vascular changes in the placenta in normal and complicated pregnancies have been
widely studied since then (Raymond & Mills 1993; Salafia 1992; Redman, Satgent &
Starkey 1993; Robinson, Seamark & Owens 1994). These studies have shown that, in
spite of Brosen's view, restriction to physiological vascular changes cannot be the only
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factor contributing to a reduction in placental blood supply associated with I U G R and
hypertension.

It has been stated that the vascular changes in the placenta in IUGR range from
complete physiological changes in decidual and myometrial segments (Khong & Sawyer
1991) to changes confined to the decidual portion (Laurini, Laurin & Marsal 1994) or
the absence of any changes in both portions (Khong 1995). Figure 2.4 shows partial

changes in the spiral arteries; lack of dilation in some of the spiral arteries can be se

Figure 2.4. Lack of dilatation in some spiral arteries. Khong 1995, p. 181.

I U G R is also reported to be associated with reduced capillary development in the
terminal villi. It is not clear what the cause of this problem is. It is postulated that
villi development is dependent on capillary growth, then factors regulating angiogenesis

must be important. There is confusion as to whether this is a primary event or if it occur

following foetal and placental hypoxia. There is a relationship between pre-eclampsia and
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IUGR. Most pregnancies complicated with pre-eclampsia will deliver IUGR fetuses.
However the placental changes vary in both of these complications. In pre-eclampsia

there is impaired invasion of the trophoblast into the myometrium, while there is reduce
capillary growth in IUGR (Pardi, Marconi & Setin 1997; Smith 1996).

The association between IUGR, hypertension and defective spiral artery maturation was
demonstrated by Olofsson, Laurini and Marsal (1993). They showed both circulatory and
structural pathophysiological changes of the uteroplacental unit in IUGR and
hypertensive pregnancies. They selected 26 pregnant women as a study group, which
included eleven with IUGR, and 15 with PIH. The control group was composed of
normal pregnant women in which the fetuses were estimated to have normal weight at
ultrasound screening in week 33. Doppler blood flow measurement was recorded from

the uterine artery in all pregnancies. After delivery of the baby, the placenta was remo
and a biopsy of approximately 10 X 10 mm with a depth of 5 mm was taken from the
centre of the placental bed. The histological examination was performed without the
knowledge of clinical diagnosis. Olofsson, Laurini and Marsal's (1993) study showed
that absence of physiological changes was found in cases with abnormal high uterine
artery Pin. Olofsson, Laurini and Marsal (1993) found atheriosis in about half of the
cases complicated by hypertension and IUGR in this study. This comprises hyperplasia,
fibroid necrosis and accumulation of lipid cells in the intima. The problem was not
associated with normal physiological changes in their study. One of the good points in
the methodology mentioned by the researchers in Olofsson, Laurini and Marsal's (1993)

study was that they did not use oxytocin after delivery of the baby to facilitate placen
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removal since this changes the placental vascular structure. This point was not
appreciated by other investigators (Voiget & Becker 1992).

The clinical significance of morphological changes in the placenta is still a matter of
controversy. Significantly, placental pathology as a factor in IUGR needs to be clearly
investigated. Nevertheless, there is increasing agreement that damaged utero-placental

circulation is important in the patho-physiology of placental insufficiency. A number of

studies by various investigators have been undertaken to investigate if histological les
in the placenta are associated with changes in foetal blood flow velocity in pregnancies
complicated with IUGR (Soothil 1986, Rayburn, Sander & Compton 1989, Nordenvall
1990, Voigt & Becker 1992, Laurini, Laurin & Marsal 1994). Laurini (1994) and his
colleagues undertook a study in Sweden of 75 pregnant women suspected to have
IUGR. After entry into the study, they performed Doppler velocimetry from the

umbilical artery and foetal aorta every second week until delivery. They also examined a
least five random samples from each placenta after delivery. Correlation between
morphological findings and pregnancy outcome showed that there was a significant
relationship between placental infarction and IUGR. They also found that those women
who had abnormal Doppler imaging from the utero-placental circulation were more likely
to have infarction and IUGR (defined as SGA at birth). In Laurini, Laurin and Marsal
(1994) study, only one lesion, infarction was associated with IUGR. The study design
appears satisfactory. However, there seems to be a bias in sampling the placenta as the
authors took samples from macroscopicalfy abnormal parts of the placenta thus causing a

selection bias in favour of infarction. Infarction or other morphological changes in the
utero-placental vascular system may be a result of hypoxic damage to the endothelium.
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These changes seem to be associated more frequently with hypoxic maternal diseases
such as pulmonary disease and cardiac diseases.

A number of studies have also shown that utero-placental blood flow is decreased in
pregnancies complicated with maternal hypertension (Khong & Sawyer 1991; Voiget &
Becker 1992; Salafia et al. 1992; Templeton et al. 1993; Khong 1995; Smith 1996). The
clearance of radioactive sodium from the intervillous space is reduced in pregnancies
complicated with pre-eclampsia (Kaar et al. 1980). Local ischaemia of villi due to
obstructive arterionecrosis is frequently seen on histologic examination of the
implantation site in pregnancies with IUGR fetuses (Creasy & Resnik 1994).

Utero-placental insufficiency accounts for 25 to 30 percent of IUGR infants. The precise
cause of this increased resistance is unknown. Trudinger et al. (1988) state that the

elevated resistance may be a result of utero-structural damage due to placental fibrosis o
placentisis or a lack of adaptive mechanisms secondary to hypoxemia.

2.4.3.3 Placental abnormalities

Ultrasonography is a relatively useful technique in the evaluation of placental structure.
Placental abruption is one of the causes of placental abnormalities. It is reported that
14% of patients with placental abruption will develop IUGR (Raymond & Mills 1993).
Abnormal cord insertion may be present in a small number of pregnancies associated
with IUGR. Marginal or velamentous cord insertion is identifiable by ultrasound. Thirtyfour percent of infants with a single umbilical artery have IUGR (Pardi, Marconi & Setin
1997). There is controversy about the incidence of IUGR in cases of placenta previa
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which shows a different incidence in different populations. The incidence of I U G R was
reported between 3% to 16% in cases with placenta previa (Smith 1996). Doppler
velocimetry from the umbilical artery helps in the evaluation of placental function.
Doppler velocimetry is beneficial in the differential diagnosis of IUGR because an
abnormal finding shows placental involvement while a normal finding makes placental
complications less likely. Placental abnormalities associated with IUGR are summarised
in Table 2.2 (section 2.3).

One may need to evaluate the relationship between the size of the placenta and IUGR.
Placental weight increases in normal pregnancy and at term a normal placenta weights
around 500g. However, in pregnancies complicated with IUGR the placenta usually
weighs less than 350 gm (Salafia et al. 1992). As the pregnancy progresses the foetal
weight increases. At term, the growth of both fetus and placenta slows, with a greater
decrease in placental growth. Therefore the foetal-placental weight ratio increases. If
ratio is greater than 10, there will be an increased risk of having an IUGR baby, the

placental size being small in IUGR babies. Although it is stated that placental function
does not decrease with a decrease in placental size (Redman, Satgent & Starkey 1993),
evidence shows that the birth weight increases with an increase in placental weight
(Robinson, Seamark & Owens 1994).

A project was undertaken in Sweden by Nordenvall (1990), in which the author
compared the placentae from SGA and AGA singleton infants. In this study, 188 SGA
and 343 AGA infants were examined for placental developmental factors such as shape,
cord insertion, vessel pattern and placental lobes, and for gross and histological
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abnormalities. The placental abnormalities were found to be much greater in SGA babies
compared to AGA babies.

The placentae of the SGA infants were small, light and thin, with an excess of
extrachorial configuration, marginal cord insertion and few placental lobes. There was

an increase in all types of infarcts, massive perivillous fibrin and excessive syncytia kn
It was concluded that placental weight, size and developmental abnormalities were
strongly associated with IUGR and, to various degrees, with hypertensive disorders

It is hard to identify placental insufficiency using a single antenatal test. The only
available test claiming to be useful (Soothill 1989; Soothill, Campbell & Nicholades
1993; Voiget & Becker 1992; Gaziano 1995; Bates, Evans & Mason 1996), along with
other tests for evaluating umbilical-placental function, is Doppler imaging. In severely
abnormal Doppler results such as absent or reversed diastolic flow, the incidence of
IUGR and adverse pregnancy outcome is very high. The technique of Doppler imaging
and its application in the identification of IUGR will be discussed at the end of this
chapter.

2.5 The history of IUGR
For the past sixty years, 2500g has represented the cut-off point below which low birth
weight status was assigned. McBurney (1947) used gestational age to define full term
neonates and, furthermore, used weight as an important criterion to identify premature
neonates. In the 1950s and 1960s, researchers developed the idea that not all neonates
below 2500g are premature. It was recognised that around one third of infants with a
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birth weight below 2500g were not premature (Scott & Usher 1966). These neonates are
actually SGA. Battaglia and Lubchenco (1967) proposed a system which classified
newborn infants on the basis of birth weight into large for GA (LGA) above the 90th

percentile, appropriate for gestational age (AGA), between the 90th and 10th percentiles,
and small for gestational age (SGA), below the 10th percentile. The most accepted
definition for IUGR has been a birth weight below the 10th percentile for a given GA.
Other arbitrary points have been chosen for identifying IUGR at each GA. These points
have included the 3rd (Thomson et al. 1971) and the 5th percentile (Kurjak and Beazley
1989) of birth weight and 2SD below the mean (Miller & Merritt 1979). However none
of them has been in practical use as much as the 10th percentile.

One should consider that birth weight cannot be the only indicator for recognising IUGR

babies and that, with the exception of some pathological conditions, small babies are n
at an increased risk of an unfavourable outcome after birth. There are some important
drawbacks in the use of the 10th percentile as a cut off value for distinguishing IUGR
babies from normally grown babies. First, a proportion of SGA babies are normal babies
who are small because of their genetic growth potential. Second, there are some large

babies who are undernourished and using this classification they fall into the AGA grou
This means that not all small babies are growth restricted and conversely some growth
restricted fetuses would have a weight above the 10th percentile (Chard, Yoong &
Macintosh 1993, Chard & Costeloe 1992). The undernourished AGA group are the
neonates who have apparently normal weight but who are born short of their genetic
growth potential. This is the 3200 g fetus which, as the result of placental disease,
weighs only 2800g at birth. If Battaglia and Lubchenco's (1967) classification is
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accepted, its figure does not place it in an obvious diagnostic category. The third
drawback is that the race and parity of the mother and the gender of the infant m a y also
affect birth weight.

In any discussion about foetal growth, it is absolutely essential to differentiate betwee
I U G R and S G A babies. This distinction between size and growth is very important. The
simplistic classification adopted by Battaglia and Lubchenco (1967) ignores the inherent
growth potential of each fetus, so that small, well-nourished fetuses m a y fall into the
S G A group and large undernourished fetuses m a y be considered as A G A or even L G A .
Indeed several studies have shown evidence of growth restriction in infants with normal
weight (Chard & Costeloe 1992, Benson, Doubilet & Saltzman 1986). Moreover, if for
instance foetal weight estimation shows that the fetus is below, say, the 10th percentile
for G A , the claim that the fetus might be I U G R is unjustified because 1 0 % of all babies
born will be below the 10th percentile of a normal distribution.

2.6 The effects of maternal race, parity and foetal gender on birth
weight
The race and parity of the mother and the gender of the infant m a y affect birth weight. A
review of the literature (Cogswell & Yip 1995; Williams, Creasy & Cunningham 1982;
Naeye & Dixon 1978; Lubchenco et al. 1963) on the 10th percentile birth weight shows
that the 10th percentile birth weight at each G A at various published standards differs
substantially by >500 g. Although different birth weight standards are in use, the most
widely used standard is that of Lubchenco et al. (1963), whose study was undertaken in
Denver on 5,635 live born white infants. Babies with abnormalities were excluded from
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this study. The GA was calculated from the first day of the LMP. The other birth weight

standard in use is that of Brenner et al.'s (1976) 10th percentile standard for birth weig
which is drived from 30,772 deliveries at 21 to 44 weeks GA in Cleveland. The
population comprises 53% white and 47% non-white pregnant women. Again
pregnancies complicated with abnormalities and complications are excluded. GA is
calculated from LMP confirmed by early sonography. In Brenner et al.'s study (1976)
correction factors for gender, race and parity are calculated. In another study by Naeye
and Dixon (1978), the 10th percentile values are not reported by race and sex. The 10th
percentile values presented by Williams et al. (1982) are calculated from a large sample
size (n=2,288,806) in California. Unlike the earlier studies infants with congenital

anomalies or antenatal complications are not excluded from this study. It is apparent tha

10th percentile birth weights are not calculated in similar ways by different investigator
There are many methodological differences between studies, and studies are undertaken

in different areas. Evidence shows that infants born to mothers who live at high altitudes
are smaller than those infants born at low altitudes (Cogswell & Yip 1995). Correction
factors for gender, parity and race are not calculated in some studies (Naeye & Dixon
1978), while it is known that male newborns weigh more than females and the 10th
percentile cut off is higher for males than for females. Moreover, infants born to
multiparous women are generally heavier than those born to primiparous women. Thus,
it seems quite reasonable to use gender-specific, parity-specific and race-specific
standards, otherwise infants classified as being IUGR will include a large number of
healthy infants. Unfortunately, standards applied to a specific population are not always
derived from that particular population.
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It is clear that the 10th percentile weight at each GA is not a reliable indicator of IUGR

and other indices of neonatal nutritional status will be used in this study to define IUG
at birth.

2.7 Estimating gestational age
The accuracy of estimation of GA is critical in planning for appropriate management in
high risk pregnancies, such as prolonged pregnancy, premature pregnancy and IUGR.
The establishment of the precise GA is the gold standard in detecting IUGR. If the GA is
assigned correctly, a correct figure of foetal growth is obtained. On the other hand,

inaccuracy of age estimate is associated with overestimation or underestimation of foetal
growth. It is for this reason that attempts at accurately establishing early GA are so
important. GA determination is usually uncertain. Only in a few rare exceptions such as

artificial insemination, invitro fertilisation or monitoring serum levels of human chorio
gonadotropin (Deter, Harrist & Hill 1990) can an accurate determination of GA be

achieved. Traditionally, the method used to estimate foetal age is the cessation of mense
due to foetal hormonal secretion beginning near conception. Estimating GA using this
method has received criticism mainly due to the uncertainty of menstrual history. Women
may not accurately estimate periods, may have irregular ovulation or may mistake early
bleeding in pregnancy (eg.implantation bleeding) for a menstrual period (Manning
1996a). Ultrasound estimation of GA is reported to be a better method of estimating GA.
Foetal size varies much less in early pregnancy and therefore early ultrasound
assessments tend to be more accurate (Hall 1990). CRL is used between 6 to 12 weeks,
BPD diameter from 12 to 24 weeks and femoral length from 12 weeks to term.
Ultrasound and LMP estimation of GA were compared by Kramer et al. (1988). They
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used BPD as the gold standard. Gestation estimated to be post-term by LMP differed
from the ultrasound estimate. These authors concluded that the scan-based estimates
were correct. It is suggested that, if there is a two-week discrepancy between GA
determination based on an examination in the first trimester and GA based on LMP, the
GA according to ultrasound examination is more reliable.

2.8 Neonatal standards for identification of IUGR
Different neonatal standards for identification of IUGR have introduced. The most
important methods are described below.

2.8.1 Neonatal morphometry
Investigation of protein-calorie malnutrition of fetuses and neonates has been based on
several different anthropometric parameters, including weight, height (Sarmandal and
Grant 1990), HC, MAC (Sasanow, Georgief & Pereira 1986, Georgieff et al. 1986),
skin-fold thickness (Oakley, Parsons & Whitelaw 1977; Farmer 1985) and chest
circumference (Rondo & Tomkins, 1995). All of these parameters are dependent on

GA.

Neonates with malnutrition due to placental insufficiency have some changes in body
proportionality. This disharmony is due to reduced muscle mass because of low protein

and calorie intake resulting in long thin limbs, a large head and a small chest. The rat
of these parameters are more reliable, since they are not age or GA dependent. These
ratios are; weight and height, weight and chest circumference and mid-arm and HC. Few
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studies have been undertaken to evaluate the usefulness of these ratios except for the
weight and height ratio.

2.8.1.1 Ponderal Index (PI)
A number of methods have been described to differentiate small but normal fetuses from
fetuses which are truly growth restricted. One method is the neonatal Ponderal Index,
which is the measure of the relationship between birth weight and body length. Neonatal

PI is the ratio of birth weight in g multiplied by 100 divided by the cube of the CHL in
cm.
PI= Birth weight in g x 100/ (CHL in cm)3
(Where CHL is crown-heel length)

The neonate with placental insufficiency will have a low weight to length ratio with
consequently a low PI and a high risk of perinatal asphyxia (Villar, Deonis & Kestler

1990; Guashino et al. 1986). According to the definition of PI all parts in the foetal b
grow in parallel. Therefore, the body symmetry of a normal 3500g neonate is similar to
that of a 3000g neonate. This agrees with the approach of Lubchenco and colleagues
(1963), who believe PI to be a ratio in which the geometric law of dimensionality is
maintained. Lubcheno et al. (1963) believe that the weight of similar bodies is
proportional to the cube of their linear dimensions. If the ratio is found not to be
constant then this might be due to a change in the form of the body. According to the

Lubcheno et al.'s beliefs (1963), there is no association between birth weight and PI or
other foetal growth indices such as MAC/OFC. In a study of 160 neonates with a birth
weight greater than 2500 g, Chard, Costeloe and Leaf (1992) show that Lubcheno et
al.'s theory (1963) is not always right. They show that there is a highly significant
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correlation between PI and birth weight and PI and M A C / H C . This means that PI and
MAC/HC cannot be judged against a single absolute standard. Instead they must be
judged against the standard for a given weight range. Thus there seems to be agreement
that the identification of IUGR neonates who are at an increased risk of postnatal
mortality is more accurate using the method of Chard, Costeloe and Leaf (1992).

2.8.1.2 Skin-fold thickness
Skin-folds contain a double layer of skin and subcutaneous tissue. Skin-fold thickness
measurement is a direct measurement of fat deposition in the body. In the process of
skinfold measurement the diameter of skin and the subcutaneous fat underneath are what

is actually measured. This is done using a skinfold calliper. The skin-fold thickness is o
of the important items to measure in identification of IUGR at birth. This is because

variations in subcutaneous fat reflect foetal and neonatal nutrition. Body weight does not
necessarily indicate the amount of body fat because each baby may be heavy without
being fat if they are large, have heavy bones and big muscles, suffer water retention or
have large heads. On the other hand, babies might be light with a reasonable amount of
fat in their body. The finding of reduced skin-fold thickness can help to distinguish the
truly undernourished thin-for-dates babies at risk of hypoglycaemia from the
constitutionally small neonates. This kind of measurement is cheap, non-invasive and
reproducible. In order to understand the importance of skin-fold thickness in
identification of IUGR, it is necessary to know about the process of fat accumulation in
the foetal period.
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2.8.1.2.1 Fat accumulation in the foetal period

During the first 6 months of gestation very little subcutaneous fat is deposited, the fe
accumulating most of its body fat during the third trimester. Between 24-41 weeks skinfold thickness increases at mid-arm over the biceps and triceps and on the abdomen 1-2
mm lateral to the umbilicus. Total foetal fat increases from 4% of body weight at 28
weeks' gestation to 14% at 40 weeks gestation. Near term almost 75% of body fat is

found in the subcutaneous adipose tissue. Therefore, if foetal growth restriction reduce

total body fat, this should be reflected in a proportional decrease in skin-fold thickne

Abramowicz et al. (1991) evaluated foetal subcutaneous adipose tissue by measuring

cheek-to-cheek diameter from a corneal view of the foetal face at the level of the nostr
and lips. They found significant differences in cheek-to-cheek diameters between IUGR,
normal and macrosomic infants. Additional studies, however, are necessary to determine
the usefulness of this measurement in screening for IUGR. A number of other
measurements of foetal adipose tissue have been studied, such as subcutaneous tissue
thickness at the level of foetal mid-calf, midthigh or abdominal wall, or estimation of

liver size or weight (Hill et al. 1990; Hill et al. 1992). There is a wide overlap betwee
IUGR and non-IUGR fetuses and further research in this area is needed to determine the
utility of these measurements. For the purposes of the current study the subcutaneous
tissue was measured at the level of the AC 2 cm from the cord insertion.
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Figure 2.5. Subcutaneous fat measurement (Hill et al. 1992).

2.8.1.3 Mid arm circumference, head circumference ratio (MAC/HC)
Mid arm circumference (MAC) has been reported to provide useful information as an
indirect measure of muscle mass and the subcutaneous fat store in neonates. The MAC
evaluates body proportionality according to the principle of relative sparing of head
growth compared to muscular and fat wasting in the process of foetal malnutrition
following placental insufficiency. In a study of 204 neonates in the US Sasanow,
Georgief and Pereira (1986) construct standard curves for the MAC/HC ratio. They
show that mid-arm-circumference increases linearly with increasing gestational age
between 27 and 42 weeks (r=0.93, P<0.001), similarly MAC/HC increases linearly with
gestational age (r=0.84, P<0.001). Sasanow, Georgief and Pereira (1986) suggest that

using this method can help in identifying fetuses that have suffered IUGR. This can also
provide information for assessment of the postnatal nutritional status more accurately
than by monitoring weight, length, and HC alone. The result of the study conducted by
Excler et al. (1985) is in agreement with the results obtained by Sasanow et al. (1986).
Excler et al. (1985) found MAC to be more useful than birth weight in identifying IUGR
in small and appropriate-for-gestational age French white infants.
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The MAC/HC ratio has also been reported as a good indicator of metabolic disorders.
Georgieff et al. (1986) measured MAC and HC in 73 term and pre-term neonates in St.
Paul Children's Hospital in California. They aimed at comparing the ability of birth
weight and MAC/HC to predict the risk of metabolic complications resulting from

deceleration or acceleration of foetal growth. They divided infants into LGA and healthy
LGA and IUGR; SGA and healthy and finally SGA and IUGR. The MAC/HC ratio in
this study was able to separate the symptomatic SGA infants from the healthy
asymptomatic infants. Moreover, this ratio is able to separate the symptomatic AGAIUGR infants from those infants who are considered normal, healthy infants according to

birth weight classification alone. Due to the head sparing mechanism in IUGR babies, the
MAC/HC decreases in the latter babies.

The MAC/HC ratio also provides an accurate way of assessing IUGR in multi-ethnic

populations. Meadows et al. (1986) selected 194 multi-ethnic infants (49 Asian, 58 black
and 87 white). The MAC/HC ratio was measured in these infants. In contrast with birth
weight, the ratio does not differ among different ethnic groups; it is also independent
sex. When applied prospectively on 64 neonates whose weight was below the 10th
percentile, it is found that the MAC/HC ratio could be more accurate than birth weight
identifying those infants with postnatal complications.

The literature simply suggest that the MAC/HC ratio is more useful than birth weight in
identifying IUGR babies. Measuring the MAC and MAC/HC is a simple, non-invasive
procedure that can be easily performed in the nursery without complicated mathematical

calculations as it requires only a tape measure. However, it may give a false low readin
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in those babies with hydrocephalus, and in those babies whose occiputo-frontal
circumference (OFC) is reduced because of symmetric growth restriction. They do not,
however, have the same risk of postnatal complications. These babies are abnormal
IUGR and are not included in the study.

Most studies on the MAC/HC were undertaken in the 1980s. The most important and
most frequently cited studies are those of Sasanow et al. (1986), Georgieff et al. (1986)
and Meadows et al. (1986). An extensive literature search has failed to find any studies
undertaken more recently.

2.9 Antenatal standards for identification of IUGR
Antepartum surveillance of pregnancies with asymmetric IUGR presents a complex set

of problems to clinicians. Each of the available testing methods has prognostic limitation
and therefore selecting a single best primary screening method can be both confusing and

frustrating. The properties of diagnostic tests can be assessed by their ability to identi

disease (sensitivity) or health (specificity) as well as their accuracy in detecting eithe

disease (positive predictive value) or health (negative predictive value). In the following
section of this thesis different methods which are used in antenatal surveillance of IUGR
babies are briefly described.

2.9.1 Symphysis fundal height measurement (SFH)
The SFH measurement is simple, rapid and requires little training. Up to 28 weeks of
gestation, the fundal height measurements in centimetres approximates GA in weeks.
However, considerable controversy exists as to whether fundal height measurement
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offers a valuable index for evaluation of I U G R . The association between reduced growth
of the uterine height and IUGR was first suggested by Rumbolz and McGoogan (1953).
Subsequently, Belizan et al. (1978) demonstrated that fundal height measurement in
centimetres from the symphysis pubis to the top of the fundus has a curvilinear
relationship with GA and therefore with foetal growth. These researchers reported 86%
positive predictive accuracy in the diagnosis of IUGR when the fundal height was below
the 10th percentile. Wennergren (1992) also reports that SFH measurement may identify
85% of infants at increased risk of growth restriction.

Some investigators, on the other hand, report that fundal height measurement was not a
effective means for detecting IUGR. These authors report only 27-40% of growth
restricted fetuses are detected using this method (Walravan et al. 1995; Lindhard et al.
1990). For instance, Walravan et al. (1995) report that symphysis to fundus
measurements helps to identify correctly only 40% of growth restricted infants, while
Lindhard et al. (1990) report an even lower SE of about 30%. Thus IUGR infants are
both overlooked and overdiagnosed.

Fundal height as a reflection of the total mass of the fetus, placenta and AF can provide
an index of foetal growth but imprecision and inconsistency in the application of this
technique restricts its use in detection of IUGR. In addition, multiparous women with
sagging abdominal muscles may decrease the predictive value of this tool.

Beyond physical examination afforded by SFH, IUGR assessment by ultrasonographic
biometry and Doppler velocimetry have been subjects of widespread interest as objective
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means of predicting the presence of growth restriction and of predicting foetal and
neonatal mortality and morbidity.

2.10 Ultrasonographic examination of foetal biometry
The ultrasound technique is employed for determination of intrauterine foetal biometry
and is used to monitor foetal growth and diagnose foetal growth restriction. A number of
sonographic parameters have been used for the diagnosis of IUGR. The important
ultrasonographic parameters include:
1. Biparietal diameter
2. Head circumference
3. Femur length
4. Abdominal circumference
5. Estimated foetal weight
6. Head to abdominal circumference ratio
7. Femur length to abdominal circumference ratio
8. Transverse cerebellar diameter (TCD)
9. Amount of amniotic fluid
10. Placental grading
11. Foetal Ponderal Index
12. Blood flow in the umbilical artery and uterine artery

2.10.1 Biparietal diameter (BPD)
BPD is usually measured at the level of the thalami. The measurement is taken from the
outer table of the proximal skull to the inner table of the distal skull "leading edge to
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leading edge". A n appropriate section for the measurement of B P D is shown in Figure
2.6.

Figure.2.6. Ultrasonographic image of the measurement of B P D and H C in a 34 weeks
fetus, T shows the thalamic nuclei (Kurtz & Goldenberg 1994, p. 161).

Some studies (Owen & Khan 1998; Meyer et al. 1994; Deter et al. 1982) have evaluated
the reliability of ultrasound measurement of BPD in detecting IUGR. Accuracy rates
from as low as 56% (Owen & Khan 1998) to as high as 93% (Deter et al. 1982) have

been reported. It is reported that BPD can be of value even in detecting asymmetrical
growth restricted infants (Campbell & Thorns 1977). Similarly, Crane and Kopta (1980)
report that brain sparing does not exist in any asymmetric IUGR. Furthermore, BPD
measurement can be useful in detecting asymmetric IUGR babies.

It is generally reported that BPD is of limited value in detecting IUGR, although it

in classifying types of growth restriction into symmetric and asymmetric by comparing
foetal head and AC measurements. Deter et al. (1982) suggest that application of BPD
an indicator for identifying IUGR would result in low SE with a high number of false
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negative results. The accuracy of BPD is based on a normal head shape. If the foetal
head is rounded (brachycephalic) or elongated (dolichocephalic), the BPD will either
cause the GA to be overestimated or underestimated. Some changes in foetal head shape
may be due to molding, which occurs in multiple gestations. Breech presentation will
result in high number of false negative cases of IUGR.

Consistent with this trend, Owen and Khan (1998) report that measurement of BPD
detects only the symmetrical type of IUGR and reflects only one dimension of the foetal
head. The insensitivity observed may result from the inclusion of so-called brain sparing
IUGR resulting from placental insufficiency. This phenomenon is related to the
preferential preservation of blood flow to the brain at the expense of the other organs.
The brain sparing theory is based upon experiments in rats where ligation of the uterine
artery that supplies one horn of the biocornuate uterus resulted in asymmetric foetal
growth restriction in which the brain was minimally affected (Wigglesworth 1964).
Because of this phenomenon, BPD may not be affected until late in the growth
restriction process.

Other authors have criticised the application of BPD as a predictor of IUGR. Craigo
(1994) argues that BPD alone cannot be used to detect IUGR babies with malnutrition.

The reason is that the physiological variation with advancing gestation is high. Moreover,

the decrease in head growth with nutritional deficiency is late and different factors such
as maternal obesity, and oligohydramnios and breech presentation may change the shape
and size of the head. BPD over-diagnoses asymmetric IUGR fetuses. This is because of
insufficient growth of the head from one examination to the next. This inaccuracy in
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detecting IUGR can also be the result of other factors, such as technical errors and
incorrectly measuring the BPD.

Different methods have been suggested to overcome the above-mentioned problems
related to BPD. These techniques include ultrasonic measurement of HC (David et al.
1995; Campbell & Thorns 1977) and the ratio of HC to AC (Meyer et al. 1994). The

latter technique is based on the fact that the liver is more severely affected than the
in asymmetric IUGR. The HC/AC ratio is abnormal in approximately two-thirds of

growth restricted fetuses. This ratio, however, has a high number of false positive resu
Most authors believe that the use of AC alone in a patient with known GA can be used

effectively in place of this ratio. Table 2.3 shows the normal values of BPD at differen
gestations.
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Table 2.3. Values of B P D (after Hadlock et al. 1982b).
Weeks

Gestational Age
Days

21
22
23
23
24
25
26
26
27
28
29
30
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

6
4
1
6
4
1
6
4
2
0
6
4
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
2
1
0
0
0

Total
21.8
22.5
23.2
23.9
24.6
25.3
26.1
26.8
27.6
28.3
29.1
30.0
30.8
31.6
32.5
33.3
34.2
35.1
36.1
37.0
38.0

39
40
41

BPD (mm)

Error ±2SD

52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98

1.4 weeks

1.3 weeks

2.0 weeks

3.6 weeks

S D = Standard deviation

2.10.2 H e a d circumference ( H C )
Because the BPD can be mistaken in cases associated with head shape changes, HC is
the measurement of choice for the evaluation of head growth in utero. It has been
suggested that measurements of the foetal HC may help to distinguish between the
different causes of small foetal size (Campbell & Thorns 1977). In symmetric IUGR,
foetal head size will frequently be compromised early in pregnancy and when GA is

known, HC below the 3rd percentile for age is cause for concern. This complication coul
be a result of a foetal anomaly such as microcephaly or it may be associated with more
generalised growth restriction, in which case other parameters are also small. In
asymmetric IUGR, serial measurements of BPD and HC alone fail to diagnose IUGR
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early enough to impact clinical management. H C is measured at the level where B P D is
measured (Figure 2.7).

Front

Figure 2.7. Foetal head measurements (BPD,HC); Evans (1990) after modification.

Figure 2.7 shows appropriate section for measurement of the foetal head. The landmarks

in the foetal head are the falx, anteriorly and posteriorly, Caveum septi pellucidi (CSP

anteriorly, the thalamic nuclei (T) in the midline and the choroid plexus (CP) in the a
of the lateral ventricles.

Table 2.4. Values of H C (after Hadlock et al. 1982c).

Gestational age HC(mm)
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
S D = Standard deviation

175
186
198
210
221
231
242
252
261
271
280
288
296
304
311
318
324
330
335
340
344

±2SD
18mm

23mm

21mm

17mm
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2.10.3 F e m u r length
FL is an indicator of skeletal growth and can also be used to establish GA and foetal
growth disturbances. The femur is a linear structure and is measured along its ossified

shaft (diaphysis), disregarding the epiphysial cartilages. FL is usually measurable in an
foetal presentation. Because FL is a linear structure, it is not affected by foetal
presentation. Table 2.6 shows values of FL (Warda et al. 1985). Measurement of FL by
ultrasound equipment is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8. Ultrasound image of F L measurement.

Foetal FL can be affected early in pregnancy in cases of asymmetric IUGR related to

chromosomal abnormality or infection, but in general foetal FL is not affected until ver
late in pregnancy in asymmetric IUGR. Hadlock et al. (1983) report the FL to be below
the 3rd percentile in 20% of third trimester fetuses with IUGR. FL is shown to have more
SE in Brown et al.'s study (1987). The latter authors report the FL to be less than the

10l percentile in 45% of growth restricted fetuses in the third trimester. Abramowicz et
al. (1989) studied the accuracy of FL in detecting IUGR. They studied 91 growth
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restricted and 170 normal babies in Virginia. Analysis of the difference between means
showed that there was not a statistically significant difference between the FL of the
IUGR and normal fetuses. The reason given is that in asymmetric growth restricted

fetuses, because the height of the fetus is not affected, the length of long bones should
remain normal. They conclude that the length of the femur is not affected by conditions
associated with growth disturbances. Despite this report, Todros, Plazzotta and Pastorin
(1996) report that FL is reduced in both asymmetric and symmetric IUGR fetuses in their
study. The reduction in FL may be because the hypoxic fetus reduces its motor activity
to save oxygen and, as a consequence, muscle and bone growth is affected.

Measurement of FL can be used as an alternative for CHL in the sonographic growth
profile. Neonatal CHL is an important measure of growth because of its role in the
Ponderal Index, which as mentioned, describes the weight for length relationship of the
neonate at delivery. CRL can be measured using ultrasound scanning in early pregnancy.
However it is impossible to measure CHL, particularly after 18 gestational weeks.
Nevertheless, several investigators (Hadlock et al. 1984b) have evaluated FL using
sonography and have demonstrated a consistent relationship between FL and CHL. Table
2.5 demonstrates values for FL at different GAs.
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Table 2.5. values of F L (Hadlock et al. 1984b).
Gestational age

FL(mm)

Weeks
Total

20
21
21
22
23
24
25
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Error (± 1 SD )

Days

3
1
6
5
3
2
1
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
6
6
5
4
3
3
2
1
0
6

20.4
21.1
21.9
22.7
23.5
24.3
25.1
25.9
26.7
27.6
28.4
29.3
30.2
31.0
31.9
32.8
33.7
34.6
35.5
36.4
37.3
38.1
39.0
40.8

32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
80

1.4 weeks

1.3 weeks

2.0 weeks

2.10.4 Abdominal circumference ( A C )
AC has been suggested to be the most sensitive index of foetal growth because of fat

deposition in the liver which is reduced in fetuses with growth restriction and increas
with macrosomia. This measurement is first described by Campbell and Wilkin (1975) as
a predictor of IUGR. The measurement should be performed at the level of the foetal
liver. The most important criterion in obtaining a proper abdominal section for
measurement is that the section should be as circular as possible. The level where AC
should be measured is shown in Figure 2.9. An ultrasound image of AC is shown in
Figure 2.10.
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Fig 2.9. Foetal A C .
The landmarks in the abdomen are the portal vein (PV), the stomach (S) and the spine
(SP). Evans (1990) after modification.

Figure 2.10. Ultrasound image of A C
S shows stomach, SP shows spine and the arrow shows portal vein
(Kurtz & Goldenberg 1994, p. 167).

Pearce and Campbell (1987) report 83% SE of AC measurements in screening for
IUGR. The false positive rate is rather high, up to 6 1 % . However in selected patients,
detailed ultrasonic biometry with repeated examination will reduce this figure to about
15%. Better results ( 9 1 % SE) are obtained by Nielson et al. (1984). In a study
conducted by Sarmandal and Grant (1990) A C measurements are shown to be the most
sensitive indicator of foetal growth. In an effort to determine the most appropriate
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ultrasonographic measurements for the prediction of S G A infants, Chang (1992) and his
colleagues reviewed all materials published in this regard over the 15 years prior to the
time their study was undertaken. They conclude that in high-risk subjects AC was the
best predictor for an SGA infant at birth. As mentioned, the AC is presumably reduced in
asymmetric IUGR babies as a result of the decreased size of the liver which decrease in
size is due to malnutrition. Of any growth parameter, AC has been reported (Weiner
1989) as the best parameter for prenatal diagnosis of growth deficiency. Despite the high
advocacy of this parameter in the literature, it has a 50% chance of being wrong if the
AC is small (Weiner 1989). Table 2.7 shows standard values for AC.

Table 2.6. values for A C (Weiner 1989).

Gestational age

AC (mm)

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
SD = Standard deviation

149
160
171
183
194
206
217
228
240
251
263
274
285
297
308
320
331
342
354
365
377

±2SD
16 m m
17mm
18mm
19mm
20mm
20mm
21mm
22mm
23mm
24mm
25mm
27mm
28mm
29mm
30mm
32mm
33mm
34mm
35mm
36mm
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Foetal liver measurement has also been proposed as a predictor of IUGR (Murao et al.

1987; Vintzileos et al. 1985). Vintzileos et al. (1985) describe foetal liver measurement
and determine foetal liver size for each week of pregnancy from 20 weeks. A linear
relationship between foetal liver and AC is also described. The foetal liver is the most
severely affected organ in deprivational IUGR. It has a fast growth rate during the
critical third trimester and this is of great importance for the accurate detection of

growth abnormalities. In their preliminary study often IUGR infants the authors reported
excellent correlation (100%) between IUGR and foetal liver measurements, which
decreased by more than 2SD below the mean.

2.10.5 Estimated foetal weight (EFW)
The EFW is the most frequently used criterion to diagnose growth deficiency. A variety
of ultrasonic parameters have been evaluated to develop a formula to estimate foetal
weight accurately. There are numerous formulae using various ultrasonic parameters for

estimating foetal weight and as yet no technique has been established as having entirely
acceptable accuracy. Formulae which have been developed are based on one of several
ultrasonic parameters.

One of the formulae in which only one parameter is used is that of Campbell and Wilkin
(1975). The equation is:

loge (BW) = -4.564+0.0282 (AC)-0.0000331(AC)2 + loge(1000)
(Where BW is in grams and AC is in millimetres)
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AC as a sole measurement of foetal weight in this formula has an estimated error of ±
15%. The EFW in this formula is based on the AC which is the part of the fetus most
affected by growth restriction.

It is claimed that when foetal weight is estimated from multiple parameters, it is more
accurate than any single measurement. To prove that combined head and body
measurements were more accurate than either a head or body measurement alone,
Thompson and Makowski (1971) calculate a decreased SD error when this combined
approach is employed. They find the SD for the combined measurements to be ±290 gm
as opposed to an SD of ±350 gm for the BPD and a SD of ±364 gm for the anterior
posterior chest diameter. The predictive accuracy of combined head and body parameters
was ± 10%. Birnholz (1980) claims greater accuracy with his equation, stating that he
could predict foetal weight to within ±2% to 3%. However, Sampson et al. (1982) do

not substantiate this high accuracy. Using Birnholz's equation Sampson et al. (1982) fi
the predictive value to be 10% ± 8%.

Evans (1990) in a comprehensive review of formulae used to estimate foetal weight
suggests that it would seem reasonable to assess foetal weight based on two parameters.
It is explained that by using two parameters rather than one an improvement in accuracy
of 5% is obtained but the addition of a third parameter or more results in an
improvement of less than 1%.

Hadlock et al. (1985) have published data estimating foetal weight by a combination of
four parameters. Hadlock's Formula has been tested by Simon et al. (1987) and it is
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reported that Hadlock's Formula had an absolute error of up to 8.3% of 1 SD. These
investigators recruited a small sample size (n=259). Therefore, there is some doubt about
the accuracy of statistical analysis in these studies.

Murao et al. (1990) claim that their technique of estimating birth weight by measuring
the size of the liver has a standard deviation of ± 274g less than SD in other studies
(Birnholz 1980). They claim that measurement of foetal liver size can enhance the
interpretation of AC growth, which is the most useful parameter in the detection of
IUGR.

Direct comparisons of these studies are extremely difficult since studies vary in
environmental, racial and social factors as well as statistical analysis. Jeanty (1996)
criticises studies on EFW as most formulas are derived from a relatively small population
of uneven weight distribution with variable intervals between measurement and delivery.
Any method for estimation of foetal weight should be as accurate as possible. Also in

order to be clinically useful, it should be simple and practical. The efficacy of a formul
for weight estimation depends upon how successfully the formula describes the
relationship between measured parameters and foetal weight, the accuracy of the
measurement and how the formula deals with altered foetal body proportions, often
present in IUGR.

The three most accurate and widely used formulae for foetal weight estimation are listed
in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.7. Important formulae for foetal weight estimation.
Reference

Formula

Hadlock et al.

Log 10 Bw=1.5622-0.01080HC+0.04680AC

(1984)

+0.171FL+0.00034HC2-0.003685ACFL

Ott et al.

Log 10 Bw=2.0660 + 0.4355HC + 0.0539AC-

(1986)

0.0008582HCAC +1.2594FL/AC

Shepherd et al. Log 1 0 Bw= -1.7492 + 0.166BPD + 0.046AC (1982)

R2

% Error

0.965

0.3(7.6)

0.0956

0.3(8.8)

-1.1(9.1)

0.00246BPD A C

O n e should examine the accuracy of E F W in predicting I U G R . Divon et al. (1986) find
that an EFW below the 10th percentile has a SE and specificity (SPE) of 87% making it
the best predictor of IUGR when compared with the HC/AC ratio, FL/AC ratio, AFV
and umbilical artery Doppler waveform. Other investigators have not reported such
perfect prediction for EFW with a detection rate of 35% (Skovron et al. 1991). In a
comprehensive review of literature to find the best predictor of IUGR, Chang et al.
(1992) concluded that the EFW along with AC were the best predictors of IUGR and
better than other foetal morphmetric parameters and Doppler measurements. Scans
performed near delivery are reported to be more predictive than those done near term.
Using Shepherd et al.'s formula (1984), which utilised the BPD and AC Ott and Doyle
(1984) calculate foetal weight in 595 patients, both low and high risk, who had
undergone ultrasound examination within 72 hours before birth. The EFW is then plotted
on a normal ultrasound foetal weight curve. They find this technique is 89.9% sensitive
and 79.8% specific for the diagnosis of SGA infants. Moreover all of 39 severely growth
restricted neonates are accurately predicted. Rogers et al. (1993) in a study of a large
cohort of 23,750 singleton deliveries between 20 to 40 weeks gestation evaluate the
accuracy of EFW in predicting IUGR. These authors suggest that ultrasound is not a
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precise method for foetal weight estimation and therefore E F W cannot be used as a
predictor of IUGR.

The performance of the E F W as a predictor of I U G R probably depends on the
prevalence of IUGR in the population studied, the criteria used to define IUGR and the
timing of the examination. Scans performed near delivery are more precise than those
performed early in pregnancy. Obviously accurate knowledge of GA is essential for
proper interpretation of the EFW. Patients who are referred for evaluation of foetal
growth in the third trimester and who do not have an ultrasound confirming their GA can
be very difficult to evaluate.

O n the whole, it seems that an estimation of foetal weight does not add to the A C
percentile in the diagnosis of growth deficiency. However, estimation creates a graphic

image easy to understand for both patient and physician to conceptualise the health stat
of the fetus. Table 2.8 shows the estimated foetal weight for gestational age.

Table 2.8. Foetal weight for GA (After Hadlock, Harrist & Martinez-poyer 1991).

10 th
Gestational age
Percentile
(weeks)
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

652
758
876
1004
1145
1294
1453
1621
1794
1973
2154
2335
2513
2686
2851
3004

50 th
Percentile

90 th
Percentile

785
913

918

1055
1210
1379
1559
1751
1953
2162
2377
2595
2813
3028
3236
3435
3619

1068
1234
1416
1613
1824
2049
2285
2530
2781
3036
3291
3543
3786
4019
4234
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2.10.6 B o d y proportionality ( H C / A C and F L / A C ratios)
The simultaneous measurement of two or more foetal dimensions may give more
information about foetal growth than any single measurement. The ratios of these
measurements have been reported to be better indicators of foetal growth by some
researchers (Meyer et al. 1994; Gramellini et al. 1992; Hadlock et al. 1983; Campbell
Thorns 1977). However, few studies have collected such data and few of these have
analysed data longitudinally.

Campbell and Thorns (1977) developed cross sectional percentile charts for the ratio of
HC to AC (Table 2.9). The ratio of FL to AC has been studied by Hadlock et al. (1983)
and this was constant from 21 weeks to term.

Table 2.9. Ratio of H C / A C (After Campbell & Thorns 1977).

GA

Mean

±1SD

13-14
15-16
17-18
19-20
21-22
23-24
25-26
27-28
29-30
31-32
33-34
35-36
37-38
39-40

1.23
1.22
1.18
1.18
1.15
1.13
1.13
1.13
1.10
1.07
1.04
1.02
0.98
0.97

0.040
0.085
0.055
0.055
0.050
0.040
0.045
0.055
0.055
0.050
0.035
0.045
0.045
0.050

Some studies have evaluated measures of body proportionality in an effort to identify

growth restricted infants. Hadlock et al. (1983) report that FL/AC is independent of GA

This ratio has been proposed as a very important indicator in the diagnosis of IUGR. Th
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reason for using this ratio was the apparent length sparing effect of F L frequently

observed in growth restricted fetuses. The latter authors show that the ratio in 30 case
using the 90th percentile is found to be 23.5, and successfully identified 63% of the
growth restricted fetuses.

Todros, Plazzotta and Pastorin (1996) report that body proportionality is of limited val
in clinical practice. These authors studied IUGR fetuses with different aetiological
factors. Comparison of the HC/AC ratio between symmetric and asymmetric IUGR
showed that, in 70% of symmetric IUGR fetuses, there was an increase in HC/AC. The
increase for HC/AC presented in 78% of asymmetric fetuses. This figure shows that the
HC/AC ratio has almost similar values for detection of IUGR.

It is important to note that the use of AC and its ratios as an index to assess foetal
growth should only be used in pregnancies at high risk of IUGR since there is no

evidence to support the routine use of this index in normal pregnancies. For instance, t
HC/AC ratio has a limited ability to identify IUGR. Benson and Doubilet and Saltzman
(1986) review 21 articles on ultrasonographic parameters which were used to identify
growth disturbances. Nine criteria are used in the reviewed articles; HC/AC is the best
these. However, this ratio could not be used effectively because of its low PPV:

"When the incidence of IUGR is 10%:
PPVofHC/ACis60%.
NPVofHC/ACis98%.
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If in an unselected population of 4000 there were 400 babies suffering from IUGR.
HC/AC would correctly identify 240 of the IUGR babies but would leave 160 IUGR

babies in the normal group. If the screening is restricted to a high risk group in w
incidence of IUGR is 25%;

PPVofHC/ACis83%:
NPV of HC/AC is 96%" (Benson, Doubilet & Saltzman 1986, p.416)

2.10.7 Transverse cerebellar diameter (TCD)
TCD is one of the biometric parameters widely evaluated as an indication of IUGR

babies and as an indication of GA. The cerebellum is situated in the posterior fossa
skull. Figure 2.10 shows an ultrasound image of TCD. It has been claimed (Goldstein

al. 1987) that the cerebellum represents an area of brain that is easily visualised.

growth of cerebellum starts later in foetal life and ends sooner than that of any ot

parts of the brain. Its growth rate is however faster than that of other part of the
The cerebellum has its peak growth in the last three months of foetal life (Dobbing

Sands 1973). This period of rapid growth is the time when the brain is most vulnerab

growth abnormalities. Because the cerebellum has a different growth rate and time fr

that of other parts of the brain, it is expected to be affected differently by foeta

restriction. On the basis of foetal brain sparing in asymmetric growth restricted ba

which the brain is unaffected, it is assumed that the cerebellum is also unaffected.
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Figure 2.11. Ultrasound image of T C D .

There have been conflicting reports regarding the ability of cerebellar diameter to predict

satisfactorily the GA of growth restricted fetuses. Recee et al. (1987) examined 19 SGA
neonates with delivery weights less than the 10th percentile and reported that the TCD
was always within the normal range for gestation and that this diameter was unaffected
by IUGR. They suggested that the TCD may be an independent and reliable correlate of
GA. Lee et al. (1991) examined the utility of TCD for estimating GA in two ways. First,
GA prediction was derived from 270 normal fetuses in William Beaumont Hospital in
Michigan between 14 and 40 weeks gestation for BP, FL and TCD. Then they evaluated

the ability of these parameters to predict the GA for 19 SGA fetuses. TCD is reported to
predict asymmetric growth restriction but not symmetric growth disturbances. They
conclude that human cerebellar growth is relatively resistant to IUGR when compared
with other foetal structures which are commonly measured by ultrasound. Consistent

with this line, Goldstein et al. (1987) have shown that TCD allows for the estimation of
GA that is independent of the shape of the foetal head and thus TCD can be used to
detect the abnormal foetal growth.
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However, subsequent studies have provided conflicting results. Hill et al. (1990)
examined 44 SGA fetuses between 27 and 42 weeks in Pennsylvania. These fetuses were
suspected to have IUGR. They found that the TCD was reduced in only 59% of cases
and concluded that this parameter cannot be used as a reliable indicator of IUGR.
Snijders et al. (1994) report similar results. The latter authors measured TCD, AC, FL in
103 SGA fetuses presumed to be growth restricted as a result of utero-placental
insufficiency. They also measured foetal blood PH and erythroblast count by
cordocentesis. They reported that compared with the AC, HC and FL, the TCD was
reduced. They observed that the cerebellar size reduces in proportion to the severity of
the growth restriction. They thus conclude that the TCD cannot provide information as

to whether or not the fetus is growth restricted. The status of cerebellar measurements i
screening for altered foetal growth therefore is still controversial.

Unfortunately it is difficult to compare the studies above because the study groups are
different. The birth weight in the subjects selected by Recee et al. (1987), Hill et al.

(1990) and Snijders et al. (1994) are different. Reece et al. (1987) evaluate the neonates
whose weights are between the fifth and the 10th percentile while Hill et al. (1990) and

Snijders et al. (1994) evaluate neonates whose weights were less than the fifth percentile
The wide difference in TCD (from normal range to 2 SD below the mean) at each weight
percentile as shown by the latter two groups of authors emphasises the importance of the
severity and the type of growth inhibition. Therefore, the "brain sparing " which is
thought to accompany asymmetric IUGR should be considered as a relative term because
the TCD is shown to be decreased even in asymmetric growth restricted fetuses. This
contrasts with the findings of other studies. Owen and Khan (1998) reported brain
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sparing definitely existed in asymmetric IUGR fetuses. Thus it is quite logical to consi
the phenomenon of brain sparing in asymmetric IUGR. It is possible that studies in which
TCD was affected by growth retardation may be influenced heavily by a greater
proportion of fetuses with symmetric growth retardation.

Huang and Liu (1993), in a detailed study of cerebellar measurements in growth
retardation compared with appropriate for GA infants, indicated that retarded growth in
the cerebellar vermis occurs only late in gestation in non-fatal causes of IUGR. The
delayed effect on cerebellar growth seen in some IUGR fetuses is too unpredictable to
make this measurement a reliable independent measure of suspected growth retardation.
Moreover the intrinsic hypoplasia seen with infections, aneuploidies and congenital
anomalies precludes the utility of this measure.

2.10.8 Amniotic fluid index
Ultrasound examination also enables the assessment of AF volume using semiquantitative indices. AF volume results from the balance of the movement of fluid into
and out of the fetus, mother and amniotic cavity. There is a wide variation among normal
pregnancies in the volume of AF which also changes up and down over the course of a
normal pregnancy. In a normal pregnancy the AF increases up to 1 litre at 33-35 weeks.
At around 34 weeks the normal volume begins to fall, decreasing to 800 ml at 40 weeks.
Olygohydramnios is a situation in which the AF decreases to 500 ml or less.

The amount of AF around the fetus is important during foetal development and affects
perinatal outcome. AF can be evaluated either qualitatively (subjectively) or
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quantitatively (objectively). There are two methods of quantitative measurement of AF.

One method is to measure the diameter of the largest single pocket of fluid. This metho
has not been universally accepted. The common method, which is used, for diagnosis of

oligohydramnios is the amniotic fluid index (AFI). This is the sum of the diameters of t
largest pocket of fluid in each quadrant. By this method ohgohydramnios is determined
by an AFI less than 7 cm, and AFIs between 7 and 10 are considered to show reduced
AF. AFI increases early in pregnancy about 16 cm from 26-36 weeks and then decreases.
This method of evaluating the amount of AF has been examined by Moore and Cayle
(1990). They observed that AFIs change by AF alterations in normal pregnancy. They
conclude that the AFI reliably describes the AF volume and reflects changes as
pregnancy progresses. AFIs under 7 cm have been associated with an eight-fold increase
in occurrence in IUGR. Table 2.10 shows normal values of AFI at different gestations.
Figure 2.12 shows AFI measurement by ultrasound.

turn rMtta

* •

* & ,

Figure 2.12. AFI measurement by ultrasound,
L U Q = Left upper quadrant, L L Q = Left lower quadrant
(Kurtz and Goldenberg 1994, p. 183).
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Table 2.10. AFI values (cm) in normal pregnancy (Moore & Cayle 1990).

Gestational age
Week

5*
Percentile

50*
Percentile

95*
Percentile

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

7.9
8.3
8.7
9
9.3
9.5
9.7
9.8
9.8
9.7
9.7
9.5
9.4
9.2
9.0
8.8
8.6
8.3
8.1
7.9
7.7
7.5
7.3
7.2
7.1

12.1
12.7

18.5
19.4
20.2

13.3
13.7
14.1
14.3
14.5
14.6
14.7
14.7
14.7
14.6
14.6
14.5
14.5
14.4
14.4
14.3
14.2

14
13.8
13.5
13.2
12.7
12.3

20.7
21.2
21.4
21.6
21.8
21.9
22.1
22.3
22.6
22.8
23.1
23.4
23.8
24.2
24.5
24.8
24.9
24.9
24.4
23.9
22.6
21.4

It is postulated that in I U G R babies with utero-placental insufficiency, there is decreased
exchange between maternal and foetal blood of the placenta. This decreases foetal
cardiac out-put and causes a reduction in urine production (Kurtz & Goldenberg 1994).
Oligohydramnios has also been reported to be the result of foetal renal failure caused
foetal hypoxemia (Steele 1988). In an attempt to examine the parameters of placental
function, many investigators have studied AF volume assessment for the detection of
IUGR. The original report on the relationship between AF and IUGR is from a
population of 120 fetuses referred because of a discrepancy between clinical size and
GA. In this study Manning, Hill and Piatt (1981) determined that oUgohydramnios was
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present whenever the largest AF pocket measured less than 1 cm in vertical diameter.
Using this method they were able to detect 89% of IUGR fetuses in a small series of
study subjects. Application of this method to the more general population has had

generally lower but still clinically useful detection rates for IUGR. The study conducte

by Manning, Hill and Piatt (1981) was criticised as being too restrictive. The criterion
used by Manning, Hill and Plat (1981) was a 1 cm pocket of AF, which means a total
lack of fluid and fewer than 10% of IUGR pregnancies meet this criterion (Hoddick et al.
1984).

Later studies do not find oligohydramnios to be as good a predictor as in Manning, Hill
and Piatt's study (1981). Hoddick et al. (1984), in a retrospective study of 125 SGA
fetuses of whom 58 had birth weights between the 5th and 10th percentile and 67 at or
below the 5th percentile, find little relationship between IUGR and olygohydramnios.
Lin, Sheikh and Lopata (1990) studied 146 cases of suspected IUGR fetuses identified
by ultrasonic AC below the 10th percentile. Of these subjects, 56 were confirmed IUGR
at birth and 91 were non-IUGR infants. The incidence of IUGR was different among
these groups. 29% of the IUGR group and 9% of the non-IUGR group had
oligohydramnios. Therefore the incidence of oUgohydramnios is three times higher in the
IUGR group than that in the antenatally suspected non-IUGR group. The SE is 87.5%
and SP is 77.2% in antenatally suspected IUGR babies. Since this study population had
some fetuses with karyotype anomaly the frequency of decreased amniotic volume is
probably higher in normal karyotype babies. Lin, Sheikh and Lopata (1990) also report
that oligohydramnios develops in the third trimester, about two weeks after the first
ultrasonic evidence of somatic IUGR. The presence of ohgohydramnios in the third
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trimester is not associated with a worse outcome in a fetus with assymetrical I U G R .
Chamberlain et al. (1984), on the other hand, report a markedly increased mortality rate
in assymmetric IUGR babies associated with severe ohgohydramnios. Manning (1996),
based on his experience with more than 14500 observations of AFV in more than 10000

patients referred with a clinical suspicion of IUGR, obtained important results. Firstly t
presence of normal AFV does not mean that the fetus is not IUGR but the probability of
disease is decreased. Secondly ohgohydramnios secondary to placental insufficiency
might also be because of some chromosomal abnormalities, such as trisomy 13 or 18.
Thirdly, olygohydramnios associated with intact membranes and without renal agenesis
can be a strong indicator of dysmaturity.

Table 2.11. The value of olygohydramnios in prediction of I U G R .
Study
Manning, Hill
and Piatt
(1981)
Hill et al.
(1983)
Chamberlain
(1984)
Hoddick et al.
(1984)
Lin, Sheikh
and Lopata
(1990)
Manning
(1996)

No. of
cases

Prevalence
ofIUGR(%)

SE
(%)

SP
(%)

PPV

NPV

(%)

(%)

120

26

84

97

90

95

Youden
Index
0.81

317

2

50

100

-

-

0.50

7298

5.5

13

97.7

25

97.7

0.11

125

100

4

-

-

50

147

29

87.5

77.2

2270

100

35

97

PPV = Positive predictive value
N P V = Negative predictive value
FPR = False positive rate
F N R = False negative rate

0.65

33

97

0.32
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2.10.9 Placental grading
Pertucha and Piatt (1982) have demonstrated that, while 20% of normal patients will

have a grade III placenta at term, it is rare to have a grade III placenta before 36 weeks

so it is possible that a grade III placenta at this stage of pregnancy could be a predict
of early placental insufficiency. It has been reported that ultrasonic placental
complications (grade III) associated with IUGR successfully detect IUGR in 62% of
patients (Kazzi et al. 1983). As a single method it is not sensitive enough for IUGR
detection but it may be useful in connection with other methods. Further work is needed
however before the early appearance of grade 3 changes can be considered a risk factor
for IUGR.

2.10.10 Foetal Ponderal Index
Another screening test used during the antenatal period to identify asymmetric IUGR is
the Foetal Ponderal Index as used by Sarmandal and Grant (1990). In their study the
authors selected at random a total of 310 women attending an antenatal clinic in the UK.
The foetal Ponderal Index is calculated from the ratio of the AC to the femoral length
(AC/FL). They explain the logic of this formula as in IUGR the length of the fetus is
preserved but the tissue mass is wasted. They select this ratio as analogous to the
neonatal Ponderal Index. This index has a low SE (52%) in identifying IUGR (as defined
as birth weight <25 percentile). AC is found a better predictor. They conclude that the
foetal Ponderal Index is not a useful screening test for identification of assymetrical
IUGR. This is probably because they incorrectly assumed that AC was analogous to birth
weight and FL was analogous to CHL (as it is in neonatal PI).
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2.10.11 Doppler flow velocimetery waveform studies
Doppler ultrasound has become available as a non-invasive technique for identifying
IUGR associated with an abnormal utero-placental and/or foetal circulation. Doppler

ultrasonography may be helpful in identifying utero-placental dysfunction as the cause of
as well as in establishing a management plan for, some cases of IUGR.

The Doppler flow velocimetery waveform ultrasonically is derived from the movement of

the blood cells within the vessel lumen. In general it is based on the reflection of sound
according to changes in the frequency of reflected sound from the flowing blood. This

method is relatively inexpensive and technically easy to use. The technique has been used
in medicine for many years (Soothill 1989) and has also been used in cardiovascular
medicine and research for the assessment of cardiac structure and function and in the
evaluation of vascular diseases. In the late 1970s, Doppler velocimetery was developed
for obstetrical use. During the past two decades, examination of foetal and uteroplacental arterial waveforms by Doppler ultrasound has presented a new method of
investigation in the management of pregnancy. The use of this non-invasive technique for
the foetal and utero-placental circulation has also expanded the understanding of foetal
growth restriction. Figure 2.13 shows a normal Doppler velocity waveform from the
umbilical artery.

Doppler flow-velocity waveforms are usually interpreted in a qualitative manner using
different indices. The three commonly used indices are the systolic-diastolic ratio (S/D),
resistance index (RI) (S-D/S) and pulsatility index (PI) (S-D/mean) where 'mean' is the
average Doppler shift over one waveform (Maulik et al. 1991). A low value for these
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indices is usually ideal since a high value shows a high resistance in the vessels. There is
controversy as to which indices are the best predictor for IUGR. The resistance index of
the umbilical artery is claimed to be the best predictors for IUGR and adverse perinatal
outcome (Gaziano 1995). While Soothill (1989) points out that the Pin is the best of the
waveform indices, particularly for the study of the umbilical artery, because absent or
reversed diastolic blood flow is usually present in this vessel in IUGR fetuses. Since
measurement of the S/D ratio is more convenient, this measurement is used in most

ultrasound clinics. Figure 2.13 shows the various indices and their method of calculation
from the flow velocity wavefrom.
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Figure 2.13 Derivation of indices from foetal
Doppler waveform. RI= resistance index;
PI= pulsatility index; M F S = m a x i m u m frequency shift
S/D= systolic/diastolic ratio, A = average
(Gaziano 1995 after modification, pp=116)
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Table 2.12 Umbilical artery peak systolic-end diastolic ratio (Fogarty 1990)

GA
(Weeks)

1 0 * percentile

5 0 * percentile

9 0 * percentile

16
20
24
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
41
42

3.01
3.16
2.70
2.41
2.43
2.27
2.08
1.96
1.89
1.88
1.93
1.91

4.25
4.04
3.50
3.02
3.04
2.73
2.52
2.35
2.24
2.22
2.21
2.51

6.07
5.24
4.75
3.95
3.80
3.57
3.41
3.15
3.10
2.68
2.55
3.21

The following ultrasound pictures show the Doppler velocity from the umbilical artery in
normal and I U G R babies.

Figure 2.14. Normal Doppler velocity waveform of the umbilical artery
(Gaziano 1995, pp=116).
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Figure 2.15. Elevated resistance index.
Lewinsky et al. (1991) p.633.

Figure 2.15 shows low diastolic velocities (elevated resistance index) in the umbilical
artery in a fetus with I U G R .

Figure 2.16. Reversal of diastolic flow in the umbilical artery
(Gaziano 1995) p. 120.

Figure 2.16 shows reversal of diastolic flow in a severe growth retarded baby in third
trimester.

Using Doppler flow velocimetery waveform studies, a number of blood vessels have
been studied during pregnancy. The most commonly studied vessels are utero-placental
vessels (Bates, Evans & Mason 1996; Bewley, Cooper & Campbell 1991), feto-placental

vessels (umbilical artery, umbilical vein) (Chang et al. 1993) and foetal vessels (Ferraz
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et al. 1995). Foetal vessels include the middle cerebral artery, femoral artery, pulmonary

artery, renal artery, ductus venosus, and hepatic veins. Correlations between the presence
of abnormal velocimetric findings and foetal hypoxia have been demonstrated for some
of the foetal vessels (Forouzan & Tian 1996). However, as many studies show (Bates,
Evans & Mason 1996; Omtzigt, Reuwer & Bruinse 1993; Lewinsky et al. 1991; Devoe
& Stantos 1991; Fairlie et al. 1991), the Doppler flow studies of the umbilical vessels
provide a better method for earlier recognition of IUGR with abnormalities with uteroplacental blood flows. Since blood flow in the umbilical vein is not pulsatile waveform
indices cannot be used for this vein. Therefore, the umbilical artery is more widely used
for recognition of IUGR with placental abnormalities. The physiology underlying foetal
vascular changes with IUGR was reviewed by Divon and Hsu (1992). The umbilical

artery waveform velocity in this condition reflects placental impedance to blood flow. In
order to have an adequate supply of nutrients and gases between the foetal and maternal
circulation, a low resistance in the umbilical arteries is required. In the normal
pregnancies the diastolic flow is high and continues to become higher by the end of
pregnancy which leads to having low umbilical artery blood velocity waveform indices at

this time. It is suggested that the arteries in the utero-placental and feto-placental ves
are more vascular in those pregnancies complicated by foetal growth deficiency and pre-

eclampsia causing high resistance vessels (Gaziano et al. 1994; Fairlie et al. 1991). It h
also been shown that the absence of end-diastolic blood flow in the umbilical artery
waveform is a normal finding before 18 weeks pregnancy. After 18 weeks gestation, this
finding is not normal and is associated with the birth of growth-deficient babies and
increased risk of neonatal mortality and morbidity (Kurdi et al. 1998; Omtzigt, Reuwer &
Bruins 1993).
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Abnormalities in the Doppler studies, have been shown to be predictive of IUGR before
there are any other signs of growth restriction. The waveform can be abnormal up to 18
weeks before any foetal growth problem is observed. Research by various investigators
has been conducted to show the importance of Doppler studies in the prediction of
IUGR. Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery allows for evaluation of placental
function. This is beneficial in the differential diagnosis of IUGR because an abnormal
finding signals placental involvement and a normal finding makes placental aetiology less

likely. An elevated S/D ratio is believed to be caused by increased resistance distal to th
point measurement. Giles, Trudinger and Baird (1985) perform morphometric analysis of
the placenta in three groups, normal pregnancies with normal ratio, high-risk patients

with normal ratio and high risk patients with elevated ratios. The last group had a smaller
number of arteries and arterioles than the other groups. This supports the use of Doppler
in distinguishing fetuses secondary to feto-placental circulatory problems from the
fetuses that were genetically small.

Doppler ultrasound in pregnancy has been evaluated more closely than most other
obstetric interventions. The randomised trials of Doppler (Neilson 1993) have
demonstrated a reduction in perinatal mortality accompanying the use of umbilical
Doppler ultrasound. In a controlled trial with high risk patients by Trudinger et al.
(1991), it was concluded that the use of umbilical Doppler velocimetry was associated
with improved obstetric decision making. Divon and Hsu (1992) analysed 21 studies that
demonstrated significant odds ratios for the prediction of growth restriction in varying
populations. In high risk populations, SENs in the range of 75% to 95% have been
reported. Maulik (1996) reviewed 12 randomised trials in which Doppler velocity of the
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umbilical artery was performed. Although many of the nearly 17000 pregnancies are high
risk, most were unselected. In half of these trials, including about 6000 pregnancies,
Doppler was judged by the investigators to benefit obstetric decision making. In the
other half including over 1100 pregnancies, there were no benefits identified. Alfirevic
and Nielson (1993) performed a meta-analysis of 20 randomised controlled trials
performed outside the United States. They concluded that there was strong evidence in
favour of Doppler velocimetry as a test of foetal well-being.

Despite the numerous studies it cannot definitely be claimed that foetal umbilical artery
velocimetry alone can provide a very reliable method of detection of IUGR in the general
population. The reason is that IUGR is heterogenous in terms of cause. Many causes of
IUGR (infectious, nutritional) may not result in changes in abnormalities in the uteroplacental circulation. Even when the cause of growth restriction is utero-placental
insufficiency, Doppler may predict the foetal hypoxia but it does not reveal when the
problem occurs. Fairlie et al. (1991) cite that the loss of end diastolic Doppler
velocimetery might be artefactual in some studies carried out by unskilful sonographers
or using faulty equipment. The Doppler shift frequency changes with the insonation
angle. If the insonation angle is too high there may a loss of end-diastolic frequencies.
Using a high pass filter in continuous equipment may cause an apparent increase in the

effect of vessel wall motion. In this situation the flow in diastole will appear to be abse

An abnormal A/B ratio indicates an underlying foetal problem. However it is not yet
known if, once detected, this abnormal ratio can routinely be equated with foetal distress
or demise. Although abnormal Doppler signals, particularly when other variables such as
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foetal biometric measurements are abnormal, put the fetus at an increased risk level,
there is nevertheless no absolute correlation between this and severe foetal compromise.
In most pregnancies close observation, not intervention is considered the correct
approach unless the fetus is mature enough to be delivered. As a general rule, however
the earlier an abnormal ratio is detected, the worse the prognosis is.

Of additional importance, abnormal Doppler signals are not encountered in all cases of
growth retardation. The indication for performing Doppler ultrasound should therefore
be limited to selected cases of IUGR that are most likely due to malnutrition, not
diminished cell growth. It is not the purpose of Doppler ultrasonography to evaluate
foetal size, rather it evaluates the functional integrity of the feto-placental unit.
The use of Doppler umbilical vessel velocimetry has remained controversial because of a
lack of convincing data that demonstrate these techniques either show the need for
standard clinical and sonographic assessment of foetal growth or improve perinatal
outcome.

2.10.12 Utero-placental Doppler waveforms and perinatal and neonatal outcomes
Some studies report clinical correlations between abnormal waveforms in umbilical artery
Doppler velocimetery and adverse perinatal and neonatal outcomes. Erskin and Ritchie
(1985) report a series of nine significantly growth-restricted fetuses detected by an
elevated Pin. Three of nine fetuses with abnormal waveforms died in utero. Burke et al.
(1990) studied 179 women with singleton pregnancies and concluded that IUGR with
normal umbilical blood velocity waveforms could be viewed as a benign condition. In
contrast all stillbirth and congenital abnormalities were in fetuses with zero diastolic
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flow. Admission to neonatal intensive care and early delivery at less than 37 weeks are
seen in those with S/D ratios greater than two standard deviations above the mean as
well as those with zero diastolic flow. Trudinger, Cook and Giles (1991) reporting one
of the largest outcome series to date (2178 pregnant women) show that neonates with
abnormal waveforms stayed in the neonatal intensive care unit twice as long as those
with normal waveforms. Abnormal umbilical artery flow velocity waveforms are

associated with a shorter gestation, light birth weight, shorter length and lower Pondera
Index. In the study conducted by Gaziano et al. (1994), neonates suspected of having
abnormal Doppler velocity from the umbilical artery compared with normal Doppler

results had significantly prolonged hospitalisation (neonatal intensive care unit 21 days
8.7 days, p<0.05).

In contrast, the predictive ability for adverse perinatal and neonatal outcomes by uteroplacental Doppler assessment of blood vessels in some studies appeared low. Gazzolo et

al. (1994) with the aim of establishing the best predictors of perinatal outcome, examine
the efficacy of neuro-behavioural profile and Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical
artery on 53 IUGR fetuses and 75 healthy fetuses. They observed that fetuses with only
abnormal umbilical artery RI were not at a high risk for perinatal outcome. When the
umbilical artery was assessed in a low risk non-selected sample of pregnant women,
SENs of only 26.6% at 18 to 21 weeks and 17.6% at 31 to 33 weeks were reported for
IUGR detection (Kurmanavichius et al. 1990). Gudmundson and Marsal (1990) also note
the limited usefulness of blood velocity waveforms from the arcuate arteries because of
the wide variation in the Doppler signals received. Predictive ability of different
ultrasonographic parameters are shown in Table 2.13.
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2.11 Management of late-onset growth deficiency
The obstetric management of late onset IUGR will vary with aetiology, severity and
stage of gestation. The first step in the management of IUGR is to eliminate any external
risk factors such as malnutrition, smoking and stress. Pregnant women with this
complication are encouraged to rest in the left lateral position. This position would
increase uterine and placental blood flow. Trudinger et al. (1988) report a significant
improvement in the outcome of fetuses with IUGR with the use of low-dose aspirin.

Table 2.13. Predictive ability of various ultrasonic measurements to diagnose I U G R .
Ultrasound
Criteria

BPD
HC
AC

FL
EFW
HC/AC ratio

FI/AC ratio
Oligohydramniosis

Placental grade
Doppler velocity
from umbilical
artery

Reference
Owen and Khan (1998);
Meyer et al. (1994)
Meyer et al. (1994)
Chang et al. (1992);
Sarmandal and Grant
(1990);
Chambers et al. (1989);
Abramowicz et al. (1989)
Chang et al. 1993;
Gaziao et al. (1992)
Meyer et al. (1994);
Campbell and Thorns
(1977)
Meyer et al. (1994);
Hadlock et al. (1983)
Manning (1981);
Manning (1996a);
Lin, Sheikh and Lopata
(1990)
Kazzi et al. (1983)
Yoshimura et al. (1997);
Gaziano (1992);
Maulik et al. (1991);
Fogarty (1990);
Jacobson (1990);
Bower, Schuchter and
Campbell (1993),
Campbell et al. (1991)

SEN

SPE

(%)

(%)

56-93

62-94

81.2

57.3

72.9

70

20

70

80-89

70-88

82

94

34-49

78-83

24-80

72-98

62

64

41-100

83-95

Youden
Index
0.180.87
0.39
0.43

Predictive value
Positive Negative
21-44
92-98
59.6

79.7

26

42

-0.10
0.500.77
0.76

-

-

40-45

80-99

62

98

0.120.32
-0.04 0.78

18-20

92-93

21-55

92-97

16

94

9-79

10-73

0.26
0.240.95
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Methods of close foetal intrauterine surveillance are:

1. Serial ultrasound scanning and estimation of foetal weight;
2. Doppler study of uterine and umbilical blood flow; and more recently also the
assessment of middle cerebral artery flow (Forouzan & Tian (1996) and its ratio to
other parameters such as the foetal aorta (Ferrazzi et al. 1995);
3. Amniotic fluid assessment
4. Antenatal foetal heart monitoring
5. A full biophysical profile score.

Soothill, Campbell and Nicholades (1993) report that the efficacy of currently used
methods for intensive antenatal surveillance of foetal growth depends on the incidence of

growth restriction in the target population. In general such tests are better when applied
to a high risk population or when there is already a suggestion of growth restriction.
They perform less well when used to identify abnormality within a low risk population or
when they are applied to fetuses that are of average size.

The timing of delivery of the IUGR fetus is controversial and critical. Weiner (1989)
reports that in cases of 36 weeks GA or more, with normal AF volume, patients should
be delivered electively. In the case of fetuses of GA less than 36 weeks the risk of an
impaired intrauterine environment must be weighed against the complications associated

with prematurity. If the fetus is still premature, amniocentesis is necessary to determine
the maturity of the foetal lungs. The efficacy of corticosteroids to prevent neonatal
respiratory disease is uncertain. Premature fetuses with IUGR should be delivered
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urgently if they have a low BPP score (<6), ohgohydramnios and abnormal foetal heart
rate pattern.

Because of the ohgohydramnios usually associated with IUGR, the fetus in labour is at
risk of cord compression and foetal heart rate decelerations as well as placental
insufficiency. Continuous electronic monitoring is essential for appropriate intrapartum
care. Oxygen therapy and maternal hydration should be considered because they may
improve utero-placental perfusion. If there is evidence of foetal distress which includes,
late decelerations and absent or reversed umbilical artery blood flow, caesarean delivery
without a trial of labour is indicated (Hanson, Spencer & Rodeck 1995). Figure 2.17
summarises the management of intrauterine growth deficiency.
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Urgent
delivery

Reassess fetal well
being periodically

Continous monitoring
of fetal heart rate

'r
Await spontaneous
onset of labor

Continous fetal heart
rate monitoring

Figure 2.17. Management of IUGR. Weiner (1989) and Cunnigham (1997) after
modification.
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Different countries may apply different tests in identification of IUGR. The surveillance
of foetal growth also varies in different countries. The current study was conducted in
both Australia and Iran with the aim of finding the best method of identification of
IUGR. The question may arise as to who is in charge of primary prevention and
identification of IUGR in these countries. In Australia, prenatal care is shared between
the general practitioner or community midwives and obstetricians. Prenatal care starts at
around 12 weeks gestation when the pregnant woman is visited each month until 28
weeks gestation by one of the health practitioners mentioned above. Thereafter the
pregnant woman is visited every two weeks until 36 weeks gestation and every week
until 38 to 40 weeks gestation. The same protocol management is adopted in Iran as
well.

In many obstetric units in Australia women are examined by ultrasonography in midtrimester at the hospital maternity units, provided that they are considered low risk and,
if pregnancy progresses well, they do not have any more examinations unless they
develop a problem. Pregnant women in Iran do not have routine ultrasound examinations
in mid-pregnancy unless a complication occurs. However, almost 90% of women who
are seen in hospital maternity units or in private surgeries are referred for an
ultrasonographic examination sometime in the third trimester. The management of IUGR
is different in different countries and depends on the obstetrician's opinion and the
equipment available. For instance one of the important tests done for identification of
fetuses with suspicion of placental insufficiency in Australia is to apply Doppler imaging
from the umbilical artery. However, ultrasound machines equipped with Doppler are not
available in all clinics in Iran and only maternal history and biometric measurements are
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used to detect IUGR. When a fetus is suspected to be IUGR, immediate Caesarean

section is applied in Iran. However, in Australia several diagnostic protocols explained in
Figure 2.18 are applied.

2.11 Summary
IUGR is a multifactorial disease with varying degrees of severity and a wide range of
consequences. Normal growth of the fetus depends on many factors. A healthy mother
has enough nutrients and oxygen to support a fetus. A structurally normal placenta
facilitates enough transfer of oxygen and nutrients from the maternal circulation. Normal
placental perfusion and uterine perfusion support this maternal to placental transmission
of nutrients and oxygen. Any disturbance in any steps of this process may lead to IUGR,
in which a fetus fails to achieve its full growth potential. The heterogeneity of IUGR is
probably one of the reasons contributing to the inability to find a perfect sonographic
diagnostic marker.

Advances in ultrasonographic biometry and foetal Doppler technology have enhanced
our ability to detect the presence of IUGR. However, antenatal diagnosis of IUGR is
fraught with difficulty and considerable controversy exists as to the level of efficacy of
different ultrasonographic biometry and Doppler velocimetry measurements. It is difficult
to compare the various studies that assess the efficacy of ultrasound parameters in
prediction of foetal growth retardation because of different and often imprecise methods
and definitions of IUGR. Review of the literature suggests that, of the ultrasonographic

measures, AC is the most sensitive parameter but conflicting results reduce the reliability
of these methods. Changes in AC also shows promise for identification of IUGR but is
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dependent on serial examination. As IUGR has different causes, it is unlikely that any
single sonographic parameter will allow an accurate diagnosis in all cases.

It is obvious that the diagnosis of IUGR requires attention to a number of factors and the
problem can be diagnosed if a number of details are taken into account. These details

include maternal history, foetal biometry and intra-uterine observation and foetal Doppler
studies. Such an approach is probably time-consuming and expensive. However, it is
definitely worthwhile if foetal mortality and morbidity can be reduced.

As a final conclusion, IUGR should be detected as early as possible because of the fact
that intensive surveillance and optimal timing of delivery could save many affected
infants. To improve the diagnostic accuracy of IUGR by ultrasound the following are
needed; 1) a precise definition of IUGR based on not only on birth weight but also on the
signs of nutritional deficiencies in fetuses; PI and MAC/HC ratio and skinfold thickness
measurement are the best currently acceptable means of classifying a newborn whose
weight is more than 2500 gm as having IUGR, and 2) nomograms of each parameter
measured which should be obtained by the construction of nomograms in the same
population.

We are in search of a method to improve assessment of foetal status and manage
pregnancies with IUGR to maximise foetal outcome.
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2.12 Hypotheses
As the literature relating to the intra-uterine growth restriction was reviewed the
following hypotheses were developed:
Hypothesis one: Single ultrasonographic parameters are not reliable indicators for
detecting IUGR.
Hypothesis two: There is no difference between early and late ultrasound examination
in the prediction of IUGR.
Hypothesis three:: The risk factors for IUGR are different in different societies.
Hypothesis four: Maternal risk factors have an important influence on foetal
ultrasonographic measurements.
Hypothesis five: Race specific ultrasound standards are necessary to diagnose IUGR
fetuses accurately.
Hypothesis six: An index developed from a combination of different social factors,
IUGR risk factors and ultrasonographic parameters is the best indicator of IUGR in the
antenatal period.
Hypothesis seven: The developed index has the ability to identify neonatal mortality and
morbidity.

A statistician from the Department of Applied Statistics at the University of Wollongong
was consulted about the feasibility of testing these hypotheses prior to and after
collecting data.

CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODS
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3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the research design, variables, sampling methods, research
instruments, the method of measurement of ultrasound biometric measurements and
reliability of the measurements taken.

3.2 Materials and method
The study sample is composed of two sets of data, data from Iranian fetuses and data
from Australian fetuses.

3.2.1 Iranian sample
The Iranian study was undertaken in Shahrood, one of the biggest cities in Semnan
Province in North Eastern Iran. Figure 3.1 shows the study area in Iran.

Figure 3.1. M a p of Iran location in the Middle East
and the study location.
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Ultrasonographic data were collected from two ultrasound clinics, one located in Sadri
Polyclinic and the other in Emdad Hospital. The pregnant women and their neonates
were followed up in Fatemieh Hospital between October 1998 and June 1999. There are
approximately 3000 births per year in Shahrood and all of those infants are born at

Fatemieh Hospital because it is the only hospital that provides inpatient obstetrical car
Two hundred and ninety six pregnant women participated in this study. The sample for
this study included those pregnant women who attended for ultrasonographic
examinations during the third trimester. Those women who had normal pregnancies were
used as the control group (normal), while those women who showed ultrasonographic
evidence of IUGR were considered as the experimental group (IUGR). Full informed
consent was obtained from the participants. The patients were given an information sheet
with the aims and design of the study in the Persian language (See Appendix 1). The
study was approved by the Ethics Committee at Shahrood Medical University.

The size of the sample chosen was thought to be sufficient to generate enough patients
with asymmetrical IUGR to be able to demonstrate the usefulness of the developed index
as a screening test. A sample size of more than 500 was not necessary because the

equation is well described and the standard deviation does not decrease significantly wit
a larger sample (Jeanty 1996). To be included in the study the subjects were required to
have: 1) a singleton pregnancy, 2) a regular menstrual history with known LMP and 3)

all foetal biometric measurements able to be visualised and measured. Patients with foeta
abnormalities such as renal agenesis and patients with early ruptured membranes or
premature rupture of membranes (a confounding cause of ohgohydramnios) were
excluded from the study. Diabetic mothers were also excluded.
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3.2.1.1 Data recorded for each case
The data recorded for each case are listed in the following form:

Demographic
Mother's Age:
Mother's height:
Mother's weight:
Education level:
Occupation:

Medical history

LNMP:
EDD:
Parity:
Gravida:
Previous illnesses:
Alcohol:
Smoking (cigarettes per day):
Hypertension:
Medication used during pregnancy:
Bleeding:
Contractions:
Insufficient weight gain:
Decrease or no increase of girth:
History of I U G R :
Other medical conditions:

Previous Pregnancies:

Date

Gestation

M o d e of delivery

Outcome

Ultrasonographic measurements
Indication for ultrasound:
Date of first ultrasonographic examination:
Biparietal diameter:
Femur length:
Abdominal circumference:

Birthweight

Gender
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Head circumference:
Liver size:
Transverse cerebellar diameter:
Amniotic fluid index:
Subcutaneous tissue thickness at abdomen:
Placental grade:

Neonatal and foetal assessment:
Foetal distress:
Mode of delivery:
Gestational age at the time of delivery:
Neonate's gender:

Apgar index:
At 1 minute:
-Low (<6)
-Very low (<3)
At 5 minutes:
-Low (<6)
-Very low (<3)

Neonatal Intensive Care admission:
Neonatal hypoglycaemia (minimum plasma glucose < 40mg/dl):
Neonatal hypocalcaemia (minimum serum calcium <7 mg/dl):
Neonatal polycythemia (maximum Haemoglobin >21 g/dl):
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The study can be considered as a cross-sectional study in which the features were
measured only once during gestation. As suggested by Jeanty (1996) and Goldenberg et

al. (1989), in order to get accurate data in a study of foetal growth it is crucial to hav
precise and well-established GA. A certain GA can be established by recording the basal
body temperature during the conceptual cycle or by knowing the exact date of
conception. Since this information is not always available, women who had a well
established menstrual history with confirmation from an ultrasound examination in the
first trimester were recruited for the purpose of this study. Whenever there was a
difference of more than two weeks between menstrual age and GA based on ultrasound
examination, the GA was set by using the information obtained in early ultrasound
examination (as suggested by Weiner 1989). All patients were managed similarly. Each
patient underwent an evaluation for possible etiologies of IUGR which included a careful
maternal history, demographic questionnaire, history of previous pregnancies, and
sonographic examination.

3.2.1.2 Foetal biometry
It was attempted to include as many parameters as possible for detection of IUGR. It is
believed that the accuracy of ultrasonography is increased with the number of parameters
studied. On the whole, 26 variables (Table 3.1) related to IUGR were tested in the
Iranian sample. They were recorded in the third trimester in all pregnant women
attending the antenatal clinic and ultrasonographic department during the period of this
study. There was a slight difference in the number of parameters studied in two samples.
All of the parameters examined in the Australian sample were evaluated as for the Iranian
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sample, except Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery, as there were no Dopplerequipped ultrasound units available in clinics in Iran. Some extra ultrasound
measurements such as placental grading, subcutaneous measurement at abdomen, liver
size measurement and measurement from cerebellar diameter were added to the
measurements taken in the Iranian sample with the assumption that they are important

parameters in the diagnosis of IUGR. Table 3.1 shows the list of independent variables in
the study.

Table 3.1. List of independent variables.
Ultrasonographic parameters
BPD

FL
AC
HC
HC/AC
FL/AC
Liver size

TCD
AFI
Doppler from umbilical vessels
Placental grade
Subcutaneous tissue thickness at abdomen

Risk factors
Renal disease
Maternal Height
Maternal weight
Smoking
Alcohol consumption
L o w Weight gain during pregnancy
Asthma
Drug
Pre-eclampsia
Primiparity
Bleeding during pregnancy
Medication used in pregnancy
Hypertension
History of I U G R

Ultrasound examinations in the Australian sample were performed with an A T L 200
equipped with 3.5 and 5 MHZ transducer. The ultrasound equipment used for data
collection in the Iranian sample were Hitachi and Ff sonic both equipped with 3 and 5
MHZ transducers.
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BPD: Biparietal diameter was measured between the parietal eminences, the maximum
transverse diameter of the foetal skull. BPD was measured at the level of the thalami.
The measurement was taken from the outer table of the proximal skull to the inner table
of the distal skull "leading edge to leading edge".

FL: The femur was identified and the transducer rotated until the full femoral diaphysi
was seen as close as possible to right angles to the ultrasound beam. The femur was
measured from the proximal portion of the shaft to the distal end. Neither the femoral
head nor the distal epiphysis were included. In this study a straight measurement from
one end of the diaphysis to the other was made disregarding the curvature.

Abdominal circumference: AC was measured transaxially at the level of the foetal liver

using as a landmark the umbilical portion of the left foetal portal vein at its junctio
the portal sinus.

Estimated foetal weight: EFW was calculated using HC, AC and FL using Hadlock's
Formula (Hadlock 1984).

LogEFW=1.5622-0.01080HC+0.04680AC+0.171FL+0.00034HC2-0.003685ACxFL

TCD: The landmarks of the thalami, cavum septum pellucidum and third ventricle were

identified, then by slightly rotating the transducer below the thalamic plane the poste
fossa was revealed with the characteristic butterfly-like appearance. TCD measurement
was obtained from outer to outer margins of the cerebellum.
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Liver measurement: The foetal liver was measured from its long axis. The long axis
was first diagnosed by detecting the foetal abdominal aorta and then moving the
transducer parallel and to the right to locate the longest length of the liver edge.

Placental grade:
The following procedure was used in placental grading.
Grade 0: The normal uniform placental echogenecity was defined as grade 0.
Grade 1: Small diffuse calcifications constitute grade 1 changes.
Grade 2: Calcifications were similar to grade 1 changes but include some larger
calcifications lining the placenta adjacent to the basilar plate in a dot-dash shape.
Grade 3: Calcifications were more extensive and thicker, separating the placenta into
cotyledons.

Note: If the placenta was grade 1 in one area and 2 in another area, the placenta was
classified as grade 2.

Abdominal fat: The subcutaneous tissue at the level of the AC 2 cm from the cord
insertion.

AFI: The largest antero-posterior fluid pocket was imaged and measured in each of the
uterine quadrants and the four measurements were then totaled. The AF was considered
as normal if it was equal to or more than 10cm. AF less than 10cm was considered as
reduced AF or ohgohydramnios.
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HC/AC ratio and FL/AC ratio: These ratios are calculated on the basis that they can
be considered as good indicators of asymmetric IUGR (Campbell, Thorns, 1977,
Hadlock et al. 1983). These ratios in the group of neonates with genetically small and
abnormally small fetuses are proportionally reduced while in fetuses with UPI and
asymmetric IUGR, the AC is reduced more than the head and FL.

3.2.1.3 Neonatal morphometry
All newborn lengths and circumferences were measured with a plastic non-stretch tape,
then the mean of two successive measurements was rounded to the nearest 0.1 cm. The
tape was checked for accuracy using a metal tape as standard. Infant length and head
circumference were measured by the study investigator for the Iranian sample.

Neonatal mid-arm and head circumferences were measured 2 or 3 days after birth to
allow for the resolution of oedema and head moulding which is usually observed on the
first day of life. The mid-arm-circumference was measured at the mid-point between the
acromion and olecranon with the arm held in a horizonal position. The HC was measured
at the largest occipotofrontal diameter. MAC/HC was calculated [(Mid-arm
circumference/ Head circumference ratio) xlOO].

3.2.1.3.1 Skin-fold thickness measurement
Newborn skin-fold thickness was measured at three sites using a Slim Guide calliper as
recommended by Wallace (1995). 1) The back of upper arm (Triceps). This is located
halfway between the shoulder and elbow joint and was measured over the posterior belly
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of the triceps muscle of the left arm, halfway between the acromion and olecranon, with
the arm held at the side of the body with the elbow extended (Oakley, Parson &
Whitelaw 1977). 2) The front of the upper arm (Biceps). This is on the centre of the
front of the upper arm. The procedure of measurement is exactly the same as for the
Triceps. 3) On the back below the shoulder blade (subscapular). The caliper was located

just below the shoulder blade and the skin-fold was taken at a 45 degree angle. All of th
above measurements were taken with the infant's arms extended by its side as suggested
by Tanner and Whitehouse (1975).

The skin at each of the above sites was pinched up firmly between the thumb and
forefinger and pulled away slowly from the underlying tissues before the caliper was
applied for the measurement. During the measurement the right hand was used to hold
the caliper and the left hand maintained a hold on the skin fold. Measurements were
made at 60 seconds and repeated and the mean of two readings was calculated to obtain
the final value. The procedure was not invasive and babies did not become upset by the
skin-fold measurement.
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3.2.1.3.2 Method of measurement of H C
A narrow measuring tape was used. The tape crossed the frontal bone area superior to
the suborbital ridges passing around the head at the same level on each side and
posteriorly lying at the level of the occiput.

3.2.2 Australian sample
The study conducted in Australia was based on 219 pregnant w o m e n attending at
Wollongong Hospital in the Illawarra region in N S W , Australia, which is on the coast
about 80 k m south of Sydney. The main city in this area is Wollongong (Figure 3.2).
The estimated resident population in 1993 for Wollongong was 248700 (Australian
Bureau of Statistics 1997). Wollongong Hospital is the main hospital in the area and the
number of births is around 3500 annually.

Figure 3.2 M a p of Australia, the arrow shows where the Australian
study sample was collected
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To reduce the inter-observer variability of the measurements only the ultrasonographic
data obtained by an obstetrician and an ultrasonographer were used. The
ultrasonographer's notes were specifically reviewed by the main researcher to verify the
completeness of data. Of the 257 subjects, 12 subjects were excluded because the exact
BPD or AC were not measured. Prior to 35 weeks gestation the confounding effect of
prematurity makes evaluation of IUGR babies difficult, hence 17 pregnancies delivered
before 37 weeks gestation were excluded. Nine women were excluded because of
incomplete data. Therefore the ultrasonographic and anthropometric measurements
reported in this study are based on data collected from 219 term singleton pregnancies
and their infants born alive at or after 37 weeks gestation. The study was approved by
the Human Experimentation Ethics Committee at Wollongong University.

Of the study infants, 7 were Asians, 29 were from Europe, 9 from Middle-Eastern
countries and the rest of the sample were from an Australian-English background. All
had an ultrasound examination before 20 completed weeks to establish GA and to screen
for foetal abnormalities. The ultrasound estimate of GA and estimated dated of delivery

were established at the initial ultrasound examination either by CRL if prior to 14 weeks
or foetal parameters of BPD and FL were used after 14 weeks. The GA by initial
ultrasound examination was used as the standard by which ultrasound parameters were
compared.

Ultrasonic measurements were taken with linear real time ultrasound equipment (ATL
200) equipped with 3.5 and 5 MHZ transducers. Measurements were grouped to the
nearest week ± 3 days for analysis. FL, AC, BPD, EFW and HC were considered to be
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abnormal if the value was 2 S D s less than the mean for G A . The Doppler values were
considered to be abnormal if the mean S/D ratio was 3SDs above the mean for GA.

For the purpose of this research measurements were standardize based on GA in this
study. In order to standardize the measurements, those taken for each parameter were
compared to the appropriate related nomograms at the same gestation. All of the
measurements were converted to the values at 32 weeks gestation. If the measurement
was in the normal range for that gestation, no particular change was made. If the foetal
ultrasound measurement deviated with reference to nomograms the deficit value was
reduced at 32 weeks gestation.

3.2.3 Validation of measurements
One of the ways to check the accuracy and precision of measurements is to determine
whether two measurements taken by two persons using the same system make the same

record, that is whether inter-observer agreement exists. The accuracy and consistency of
two or more measurements taken by one person using the same system is referred to as
intra-observer agreement or intra-rater reliability.

Table 3.2 Intra-observer agreement for the measurements taken in the Iranian data

Parameter
BPD
FL
AC
HC
Liver size
Cerebellar diameter
Subcutaneous fat

Agreement level
80%
93%
82%
85%
89%
92%
95%
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In most studies observers are required to meet some standard of agreement with an
experienced coder before beginning to collect data. The level sought is usually 80%
agreement or more (Frank-Stromborg & Olsen 1997). Intra-observer agreements were
calculated in 1 patient who was examined three times by the same observer.

Level of agreement for intra-observer reliability was calculated using the following
formula:

Measurement taken by the observer - M e a n
Mean

xlOO

Levels of agreement for all of the variables measured were more than 8 0 % , therefore an
acceptable rate of consistency and accuracy exists in the measurements taken.

Intra-observer and inter-observer coefficients of variation were also evaluated for the

Iranian data. Intra-observer coefficients of variation were calculated in 1 patient who was
examined three times by the same observer. The coefficient of variation was calculated
using the following equation:

Standard deviation of the m e a n

CV(%)=

—
Mean

xlOO

The mean intra-observer coefficients of variation were as follows for some of different
variables:
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Table 3.3 Intra-observer coefficient of variation for some of the variables

Parameter
BPD
FL
AC
HC
Liver size
Cerebellar diameter
Subcutaneous fat

CV
5.5%
1.9%
3.9%
3.5%
3%
4.2%
13%

MeamfcSD
91.3 ±5.1
6.6±0.13
33.2± 1.3
33.4±1.2
6.6±0.2
3.5±0.15
2.1±0.28

C V = Coefficient of variation
S D = Standard deviation

The coefficient of variation in the measured parameters except subcutaneous fat was less
than 10%. Therefore the measurements are reliable. The inter-observer variations for
different measurements were also calculated. Each pregnant woman was studied by two
observers blind to each others results.

W h e n both observers measured the same fetuses, the differences between two observers
were never more than:
20 m m
1 mm
10mm
9mm
100 gm
1mm for
1mm for
1mm for

for BPD
forFL
for A C
forHC
for E F W
Liver size
Cerebellar diameter
Subcutaneous fat

Table 3.4. Inter-observer agreements for measurements taken in the Iranian data.

Parameter
BPD
FL
AC
HC
Liver size
Cerebellar diameter
Subcutaneous fat

Agreement level
85%
89%
87%
89%
92%
97%
93%
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Thus inter-observer-variability and intra-observer variability were within reasonable
limits and did not cause any significant variations in the measurements made.

3.2.4 Definition of some terms
Oligohydramnios: AFI less than 10 cm was considered as ohgohydramnios in the
Iranian sample. The same definition was used for the Australian data. In those cases in
which AFI was not measured, AF was considered reduced based on the
ultrasonographer's subjective measurement.
Hypertension: Hypertension was defined as blood pressure of at least 140/90 mmHg
without considering the type of hypertension.
History of having IUGR baby: Having previous low birth weight infants < 2500g.
Renal Disease: All kidney disease prior to and during pregnancy was considered as renal
disease. Any two subsequent urinary tract infections were also considered as renal
disease.
Heavy smoking: Smoking more than 10 cigarettes a day.
LMWG: Maternal weight gain in pregnancy was evaluated against the standard maternal
weight gain table developed by Dawes and Grudzinskas (1991).
Alcohol consumption: Drinking alcohol without considering the amount of alcohol.
Calcified placenta: Placental calcification with grade 3 or higher.
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3.3 Statistical analysis
The data were coded so that they could be used by two PC based computer packages
EXCEL and STATISTICA. The first package was used for descriptive analysis and the
inferential statistics were carried out using the second package.
The Chi-square analyses, ANOVA (analysis of variance), linear regression, multiple

regression, logistic regression, Discriminant analyses and z test were used to investigate
the association between dependent and independent variables in order to answer the
research questions stated in Chapter Two. SE, SPE, PPV and NPVs were used to
evaluate the predictive value of different ultrasound parameters in detecting IUGR.
These analyses will be explained in detail in the subsequent chapters.

3.4 Summary
The research methods have been described in this chapter. Clarification of research

methods is essential at the beginning of the research and outlines the researcher's overal
plan for answering the research questions.

Data on maternal anthropometric characteristics, maternal risk factors for IUGR,
ultrasound biometric and Doppler measurements and foetal and neonatal characteristics
were collected retrospectively from 219 singleton deliveries at Wollongong Hospital in
Australia. The Iranian sample included 296 pregnant women who attended either Emdad
Hospital or Sadri hospital in Shahrood, Iran. The same set of data as for the Australian
sample in addition to a few more variables were collected prospectively.
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Ultrasound biometric measurements were taken based on the most widely acceptable
definitions available. As the first characteristic that any instrument should possess is
reliability, the intra- and inter-reliability of measurements were evaluated. The level of
agreement ranged from 80-100% which showed measurements taken had a reasonable
level of accuracy.

Data were analysed by using both descriptive and inferential statistics based on the aim
and objectives of the study. PC based computer packages including EXCEL and
STATISTICA were used for the purpose of statistical analyses.

CHAPTER FOUR
STANDARD ULTRASOUND TABLES
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4.1 Introduction
Ultrasound is the most accurate method of determining foetal GA, size and foetal
growth. Ultrasound measurements of BPD, HC, AC and FL are the variables used to
evaluate foetal growth, GA and to estimate foetal weight. Reference standards for a
variety of foetal biometric measurements for different races exist. Tables and equations
relating measured BPD, HC, AC and FL values to GA have been published and widely
used. Identification of IUGR using ultrasound is based on comparisons of the measured
parameters and related standard ultrasound tables.

The debate continues as to the use of one set of foetal growth standards for international
purposes or the use of national standards derived from representative samples. It is
reported that babies of women of Middle-Eastern origin are generally of lower birthweight at term than European or Anglo-Saxon babies (Wilcox et al. 1995). However, the

standard ultrasound tables used in Iranian ultrasound clinics are not Iranian race specific
To the knowledge of the author, no specific ultrasound tables have been constructed for
Iranian fetuses and no studies have been conducted in this regard. Some other authors
have reported that babies from Middle Eastern countries are generally of lower birth
weight at term than Anglo-Saxon babies (McFayden et al. 1984; Brooke et al. 1981).
These authors have therefore suggested that it is inappropriate to assess the birth-weight
and ultrasonographic parameters of such Middle-Eastern babies by Anglo-Saxon birth
weight standards. A preliminary study was conducted of 70 Iranian fetuses with
uncomplicated pregnancies and healthy neonates to develop standard ultrasound tables
and to determine whether differences exist in ultrasonographic measurements between

Iranian and Australian fetuses. The results of this study are important (if any differences
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are found) and could be applicable in the prevention of misdiagnosis of IUGR. This is
particularly important in the process of development of an IUGR index.

Although this chapter may appear to be unrelated to the aim of this study, it was

necessary to conduct this study to reduce the effects of misclassification of fetuses as
IUGR and non-IUGR in the Iranian sample.

4.2 Objectives
1. To develop ultrasound tables for BPD, FL, AC and HC for Iranian fetuses.
2. To determine if racial differences exist between Iranian and Australian fetuses in
ultrasound measurements of BPD, HC, AC and FL.

4.3 Data collection
The study sample was composed of two sets of data from Iran and Australia. The Iranian
sample consisted of 70 Iranian pregnant women. All these women received prenatal care
and were delivered at Fatemieh Hospital in Shahrood, Iran from October 1998 to
February 1999. All these women had an ultrasound scan for anomalies in the second
trimester. This study was a cross-sectional study of 70 fetuses measured once only for
the purpose of this study. Only those pregnancies were selected in which the estimated
date of delivery by LMP agreed within ±14 with the estimated date of delivery
determined by the initial ultrasound examination. All demographic and outcome data

were entered into a computerised data base. Twins, stillbirths, immediate neonatal deaths
and infants with congenital anomalies were excluded as were those pregnancies with
missing information. The study was approved by the Hospital Ethics Committee and
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informed consent was obtained from each w o m a n . Measurements of B P D , H C , A C and
FL were made on an Ff Sonic or Hitachi machine using a 3.5 MHZ linear array
transducer.

The data from Australian fetuses were obtained from the ultrasound section at the
Wollongong Hospital in Australia. Ultrasonographic measurements such as BPD, FL,
HC and AC were obtained by two expert ultrasonograhers. These ultrasonographic
measurements related to the fetuses of 93 women seen in the routine antenatal clinic
whose ultrasound and menstrual dates agreed within 10 days. All ultrasonographic
measurements were measured only once at GA of 26 to 40 weeks. The detailed design
and method of measurements are the same as described in Chapter Three.

4.4 Results
Demographic and delivery details of the two population are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Details of the two populations, Data are mean ± S D or frequency of
occurrence.

Characteristics

Iranian
n=70

Australian
n=93

P

Maternal age
Maternal weight (kg)
Maternal Height (cm)
Neonatal birth weight (g)
Newborn's length (cm)
Newborn's Head circumference
(cm)
Ultrasound G A
Primigravida (n)
Normal vaginal delivery (n)
Apgar at 5 minute <7
Admission to N I C U
Significance assessed by z test
NICU= Neonatal intensive care unit
G A = Gestational age
*0.01£P<0.05
**0.001<P<0.07
***P<0.001

25.5±10
59.25±11
159.1±7
3020±500
47.1±4.2
33.1±1.3

26.51± 7.0
61.3±10.7
162.3+9
3252+530
48.2±2.9
34.4±1.7

0.227
0.122
0.007**
0.002 **
0.053
0.0001***

39.2+2.5
12(17%)
30 (42%)

39.1± 2.6
38 (40%)
88 (94%)

0.805

0
0

0
0

.
.
.
-
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Birth weight differences were observed with Australian infants heavier than Iranian
infants (means 3252 g vs 3020). Iranian women were shorter and lighter at booking than
Australian women. There was not a significant difference between the mean GA by
ultrasound between the Iranian and Australian groups. Interestingly, most Australian
women (94%) delivered normally while only 42% of the Iranian women delivered
normally. Demographic and delivery details of Iranian and Australian fetuses were
compared using a Z test. The comparison of BPD, HC, FL and AC measurements of
Iranian and Australian fetuses are presented in Figures 4.1 to 4.4 and Table 4.2.

Using Z test the differences between proposed ultrasonographic parameters were
evaluated in two samples (Table 4.2) . BPD was significantly different between the two
samples late in the second trimester and late in the third trimester (26, 28 weeks'

gestation and 32, 37, 38, 39, 40 weeks' gestation). There were not significant difference
between FL measurements except at week 31 in the two samples. Significant differences
were found between HC measurements at 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35 and 36 weeks'

gestation. AC was significantly different between the Iranian and Australian fetuses all
throughout the third trimester (29, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 weeks' gestation).
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Table 4.2. Difference between ultrsonographic measurements in the Iranian and
Australian fetuses.
FL

BPD
AUS
Mean
Week 26 SD
n

P
Mean
Week 27 SD
n

P
Mean
Week 28 SD
n

P
Mean
Week 29 SD
n

P
Week 30 Mean
SD
n

P
Week 31 Mean
SD
n

P
Week 32 Mean
SD
n

P
Week 33 Mean
SD
n

P
Week 34 Mean
SD
n

P
Week 35 Mean
SD
n

P
Week 36 Mean
SD
n
Week 37 Mean
SD
n

P

.^

69.0
0.0
2

IRAN
63.0
0.0
1

0.030*
71.0
1.9
4
0.14

68.0
4.6
3

69.0
72.0
1.3
1.4
2
3
0.047*
72.0
73.0
4.9
2.2
4
3
0.36
73.0
74.0
3.8
1.4
4
2
0.41
78.0
79.0
3.5
7.0
3
8

0AHI
82.0
1.0
7
0.032*

80.0
2.1
3

83.0
4.9
12
0.41
85.1
2.9
9
0.48

82.0
2.4
6

89.0
0.9
4

88.0
3
15

0.26
91.0
5.5
13
0.22
92.0
3.1
7
0.045*

85.0
2.1
3

AUS

HC
IRAN

52.5
3.5
2
0.15
53.0
2.8
4
0.12
53.5
2.8
2
0.47
58.0
3.4
4
0.29
59.0
2.8
2

89.5
1.2
6

IRAN
240.0
0.0
1

255.0
0.7
2

50.5
3.2
3

0.003**
260.0
249.0
15.8
6.1
4
3

53.0
7.8
2
56.0
5.8
3
58.0
4.7
4

63.5
2.4
6
67.0
3.5
3

0.16
261.0
16.3
2
0.33
275.0
10.4
4
0.048*
280.0
0.7
2
0.038*
292.0
23.3
8

255.0
6.4
2
260.0
8.3
3
258.0
11.6
4
265.0
14.7
3

0.049*
297.0
285.0
7.3
6.5
7
3
0.040*
300.5
300.0
22.5
22.8
12
6
0.49
315.0
310.0
18.8
29.5
9
3

71.3
3.5
13
0.24

71.0
3.7
6

0.37
325.0
310.0
15.2
10.9
4
15
0.042*
315.0
327.6
18.3
11.4
13
6

72.0
1.9
7
0.36

71.5
3.0
6

0.047*
334.0
325.5
10.6
23.6
7
6

70.0
3.1
15

0.5
89.0
4.3
6

AC

49.0
0.0
1

0.40
62.0
60.0
1.5
1.7
8
3
0.044*
63.3
63.0
2.1
0.6
7
3
0.41
63.7
3.4
12
0.45
69.0
3.3
9
0.19
70.0
2.1
4

AUS

0.19

AUS

IRAN
240.0
235.0
5.7
0.0
2
1
0.17
245.0
238.0
14.0
17
4
3
0.13
248.0
243.0
0.7
19.8
2
2
0.39
270.0
249.8
12.5
6.4
4
3
0.023*
275.0
255.0
6.4
10.5
2
4
0.037*
280.0
8.2
8
0.038*
290.0
7.2
7
0.013*
292.0
15.2
12
0.28
310.0
7.7
9

265.0
17.9
3
275.0
10.0
3
278.0
9.4
6
295.0
8.9
3

0.009*
305.0
315.0
9.3
10.8
15
4
,
*
O.C 4
316.0
325.0
10.5
10.4
6
13
0.049*
325.0
335.0
9.5
10.4
6
7

0.049*

I
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Table 4.2. (Continued) Difference between ultrsonographic measurements in the
Iranian and Australian fetuses.
AUS

HC

FL

BPD
IRAN
90.0

AUS

AUS

IRAN

72.5

72.0

1.2
5

2.8
4

2.4
5

93.5

91.0

73.0

72.5

SD
n

2.8
2

1.4
8

7.8
2

3.5
8

P

0.045*

93.0

Week 38 M e a n

2.6
4
0.0 18*

SD
n
P
Week 39 M e a n

0.390

337.8
15.1

IRAN
330.0
38.5

4

5

0.372
340.0
335.0
14.5
27.7

AUS
340.0
11.2

4

91.5

74.0

73.5

1.4
5

1.2
2

4.5
5

7.5
2

P

0.039*

8.2
5

2

0.40

94.0

IRAN
327.0

0.041*
342.0
338.0
13.4
24.1

8

2

0.44

SD
n

Week 40 M e a n

AC

8

0.41

342.1
12.3

345

347

17.6

19.3

342.0
14.1

5

2

5

2

0.45

0.40

0.37

BPD=bipimetal dianleter; FL= femur lensth; H C = head circumference, A C = abdominal circumference
SD= standard deviation
n=Number
*0.01<P<0.05
**O.OO1<P<0.0/
***P<0.001

75.0
<p 70.0
65.0
• Australian
• Iranian

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Gestational Age (weeks)

Figure 4.1. Comparison of F L between Iranian and Australian fetuses.

Although significant differences were not found between F L measurements in the two
samples, Australian fetuses have longer FL than Iranian fetuses in most weeks in the
late second trimester and the third trimester (Figure 4.1).
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95.0

n

f 90.0
E
S 85.0
§ 80.0
5
5 75.0

• Australian
• Iranian

I 70.0
2
65.0
60.0
26

27

28

29

30

31

32
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34

35
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38

39

40

Gestational Age (weeks)

Figure 4.2. Comparison of B P D between Iranian and Australian fetuses.

B P D is also larger in Australian fetuses compared with Iranian fetuses.

360
340
320
300

•
I Iranian

26

27

28

29
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31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Gestational A g e (weeks)

Figure 4.3. Comparison of H C between Iranian and Australian fetuses.

As Figure 4.3 shows H C is again larger in Australian fetuses.
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• Australian
• Iranian
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of A C between Iranian and Australian fetuses.

In the sample used in this research, at virtually most of the G A s evaluated, Australian
fetuses had greater AC than Iranian fetuses. Small but significant differences in BPD
and HC were present between Australian and Iranian fetuses, with Australian fetuses
slightly larger than Iranian fetuses [AC (3.9%), HC (3.7%), BPD (2.6%) and FL
(1.6%)].

4.5 Discussion
Standard ultrasound tables for estimation of GA and identification of foetal growth
disturbances in Iran are not race specific and European or American or Australian
standard tables are used in the ultrasound clinics. The results of the current study show
that fetuses of uncomplicated Iranian pregnancies are smaller than Australian fetuses.
The mean birth weight differences were around 232 g. The results of this study also
show that most of the proposed ultrasonographic parameters were almost larger in the
Australian fetuses than those in the Iranian fetuses in the third trimester.
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The findings in this study are contradictory to those reported by Hadlock et al. (1987)
and Meire and Farrant (1981). Hadlock et al. (1987) reported that regression equations
using multiple measurements to estimate GA developed from a white, middle class
population were applicable to a racially mixed population with different socio-economic
characteristics. Meire and Farrant (1981) compared ultrasound measurement of foetal
size during pregnancy in Asian and Anglo-Saxon women and found no differences in
BPD between the two populations but the group of Asian babies did have significantly
lower AC, but the authors did not report the mean or standard deviation of their raw
data.

Parker, Davies and Newton (1982) selected two populations of Asian and European
pregnant women in Birmingham and Sorrento Maternity Hospitals. All Asians were of
ethnic origins from the Indian subcontinent. BPD and CRL were compared in early
gestation. They concluded that at < 20 weeks gestation BPD and CRL were similar in
European and Asian populations. Parker, Davies and Newton's study (1982) has several
flaws. The authors did not report the sample sizes of the two populations, thus making it

difficult to judge the power of statistical analysis. Secondly, the GAs of patients recruit
in this study, were established based on LMP, which is unreliable. BPD values were
reported as early as 10 weeks gestation. Technically it is hard to measure BPD at this
stage, hence the reliability of these measures is questionable.

Other studies have reported different results. A study by Davis et al. (1993) on 2831
white and black women suggests that there is difference in body length proportions
between different races. Birth-weight differences were observed, with white infants
heavier than black. Black fetuses had significantly longer FL than white fetuses.
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However the authors of this study failed to respect the principle that each fetus should

contribute only one data point to the study, otherwise the difficult variance assumptions
are violated and the accuracy of confidence limits is questionable. The authors in this
study claim that a total of 2831 patients were scanned with 5405 examinations. Other
studies have shown that BPDs are different between different racial groups. A Nigerian
study (Ayangade & Okonofua 1986) found that BPD measurements were generally
smaller and that there was flattening of the BPD curve in late pregnancy when compared
to results reported from England. Nonetheless, the authors did not recommend a
separate BPD table for estimating GA for Nigerian babies. Sabagha, Barton and Barton
(1976) in a study of 107 white and 91 black pregnant women concluded that the
observed foetal racial BPD differences are not large enough to warrant establishing a
separate BPD growth curve. The study conducted by Sabagha, Barton and Barton
(1976) is a well-designed study in the sense that the study was conducted longitudinally
thus the statistical analysis allows stronger curve fitting and a more reliable standard
curve.

Grundy and Hood (1978) also addressed the importance of establishing standard foetal

size charts for different ethnic groups in Britain. In this study 1723 women from differe
ethnic groups including Caucasian, Irish, Indian and West Indian were studied. The study
was conducted at the Central Middlesex Hospital in the catchment area of the London
Borough of Brent, where there is a large immigrant community. The Irish babies were

larger than the rest of the sample in this study. Indian babies were the smallest babies,
being approximately 300 g smaller than Irish neonates, After adjusting for various
combinations of parity, social class and GA, Indian babies were still 190 g lighter than
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Irish babies. The authors then concluded that using the standard Caucasian charts, a large
number will be unnecessarily labelled as IUGR. The results of Grundy and Hood's study
(1978) are reliable and valid because the sample size and sampling procedures were
appropriate. The literature review, which was composed of both conceptual and databased literature indicated the current status of knowledge about the problem. However,

the statistical tests used for data analysis were not indicated, therefore nothing can be

stated about the appropriateness of the statistical tests for the characteristics such as
and distribution of the sample.

A recently conducted study (Jacquemyn, Sys & Verdonk 2000) on the comparison
between foetal biometry in different ethnic groups in China also showed that there were
some differences in foetal biometry among the studied ethnic groups. In this study foetal
biometry among 369 Belgian, 78 Moroccan and 77 Turkish fetuses were compared.
Although, no significant differences were shown for BPD in fetuses in these three
groups, significant differences were found for HC (p=0.017), the AC (p=0.0015) and the
FL (p=0.0014). The results of this study suggest the use of race-specific ultrasound
standard tables in the ultrasound tables in ultrasound clinics.

Some studies with ultrasonographic measurements have shown that different variations
occur among different populations when the same ultrasound parameters are measured
using the same methods. Davis et al. (1993) found that FL measurements were different
among black and white fetuses at the same GA in the third trimeter. Haines et al. (1986)
reported a difference of more than 5 mm at term in measurement of foetal FL when
compared to the study of O'Brien and Queenan (1981). Such a discrepancy could cause
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a significant error in assessment of GA if different nomograms are used. However,
Hadlock et al. (1982b) have shown that FL is similar among European and Asian fetuses
when measured between 19 and 32 weeks.

The finding that there are inter-cultural differences in neonatal birth-weight has been
shown in other studies. A well-designed British study with a reasonably large sample size
(n=41718) is that of Wilcox et al. (1993) which showed that birth-weight standards vary
with ethnic or cultural characteristics. In their study the authors observed significant
differences in the mean birth-weights of babies of mothers of European origin (3357 g),
of Afro-Caribian origin (3173 g) and from the Indian Subcontinent (3096 g). There were

also significant inter-ethnic differences in length of gestation, parity and maternal hei
which affected birth weight. In their study, however the authors failed to show whether

the test-retest reliability of different variables used were within acceptable limits. Thi
makes the stability of these results questionable.

The small but consistent differences in BPD, AC and HC in this study (on average about
3% larger for Australian fetuses) correlated with the approximately 3% differences in
birth weight observed between Iranian and Australian fetuses. The impacts of these
finding on ultrasound estimation of GA in an individual pregnancy are not very high.
However, assuming a 3% difference in BPD, AC, HC and FL in estimated GA using
multiple parameters, (GA=10.85+0.06(HC) (FL)+0.1676(BPD)2, GA error is about 6
days at 26 weeks and 8 days at 36 weeks (Hadlock et al. 1984). This shift in the GA

distribution can significantly affect the rate of IUGR, prematurity and postdate diagnosis
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The difference in HC and AC measurements between the Iranian and Australian fetuses
is more apparent at 29-32 weeks gestation, however, this discrepancy decreased towards
term. This race related difference was reflected in the birth weight of newborn infants.
The data from this study also suggest that race-related differences in HC are more
apparent early in gestation.

This studies' results for BPD show decreased variability of the standard deviations
towards term are consistent with Okupe, Coker and Gabjumo (1984) whose curve shows
a reduced variability and narrowing SD towards term. The latter authors explained the
reason for the reduced variability in BPD in that the head of the baby does not engage in
Nigerian women until during labor and therefore the foetal head is relatively easily
accessible for measurement throughout pregnancy. It is not possible to comment on this
subject since no data is available on the state of engagement of the head of the baby in
Iranian women. There is a serious problem in Okupe, Coker and Gabjumo's study (1984)
in the estimation of GA. GA is the most important variable affecting ultrasonographic
biometric parameters. Okupe, Coker and Gabjumo (1984) estimated GA based on the
pregnant women's LMP. As mentioned, before the menstrual history may be unreliable
because of irregular cycle or an inability to remember dates. In the development of
standard reference curves, GA estimation based on early ultrasound scan is definitely
required. This flaw in the methodology in Okupe, Coker and Gabjumo's study (1984)
makes the results questionable.

The differences found between the ultrasonographic measurements in the Iranian and
Australian fetuses may be small in some gestational weeks. However only a small
difference may lead to some mistakes in the GA estimation and foetal growth. Those
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who practice obstetrics in developing countries are confronted with difficult clinical
problems. One of these problems is the fact that many patients do not know or can not
remember the exact date of their LMP. In these circumstances, there is no doubt that an
accurate knowledge of the age of the fetus will favourably influence management and
perinatal mortality. Moreover, the development of a reference standard for a variety of
foetal biometric measurements may be a useful and accurate method for deterrnining GA
of the fetus. As shown in this study significant differences were found for AC
measurements between the two samples. Since AC is used as an important indicator of

foetal growth retardation in most ultrasound clinics, it is important to use race specific
reference tables for AC for Iranian fetuses.

In general, the results of the current study show that there are differences between
Iranian ultrasonographic measurements and Australian ultrasonographic measurements.
These results do not agree with Hadlock et al. (1982b), who subscribe to the use of a
similar chart among different races. The comparison in the current study was between a
sample from a homogenous population in a developing country and a sample from an
heterogenous population in a developed country. Whether the present differences in
foetal size exist between Iranian and other homogenous developed countries (e.g.
European countries) needs to be determined.

Although this study has reported typical values for ultrasound based measurements of
foetal size and birth weight for Iranian women, it did not consider any casual links that
might explain why Iranian ultrasonographic measurements and foetal weight are smaller
than foetal ultrasonographic measurements in Australian fetuses. The differences in AC,
HC, BPD and FL could not be explained by foetal gender because there was not much
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difference in both populations. Maternal weight and height could be a reason for this
difference, as Iranian women were lighter and shorter. Both these factors have been
shown to affect birth weight (Cogswell & Yip 1995). Around 40% of Australian women
were primiparous, but surprisingly maternal parity did not cause Australian women to
have lighter babies than Iranian women in this study. Multivariate analysis of data may
show that the differences between biometric analysis of the Iranian and Australian
samples arise because of differences in race or socioeconomic status and nutrition. It was
beyond the scope of this part of the study to determine the reasons for differences
between ultrasonographic biometric parameters in the Iranian and Australian samples.
Another study may be conducted to find out the reason for this difference.

Several authors have argued for the use of population-specific ultrasound measurement
standards and have suggested the adoption of an international reference range for foetal
size, irrespective of ethnicity (Dunn 1985, Wharton 1985). Based on the present results
of this research, such a policy would categorise many Iranian fetuses as small for GA.
While the difference in ultrasound measurements at a particular GA may be important in
the antenatal classification of foetal size, the diagnosis of foetal growth restriction is
more important in view of the associated perinatal morbidity. In addition to construction
of an Iranian race specific ultrasound chart, it is important to produce a foetal growth
chart based on a longitudinal study of Iranian fetuses.

This study of Iranian fetuses was limited to measurement of AC, HC, BPD and FL from
70 cases. The sample size might be small but the result is valuable since, as far as is
known, no comparable data exist for Iranian fetuses.
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4.6 Summary
On the whole, this study shows that race specific standards for estimating GA may be an
important consideration in improving the accuracy of ultrasound estimation of GA. Since
the evaluation of IUGR is so dependent on GA assessment, using standards specific to
the Iranian race may more accurately classify infants and improve the prenatal diagnosis
of foetal growth disturbances. Using European or Australian standards may cause
overestimation of the rate of growth restricted fetuses in Iranian pregnancies. This is
particularly important in the process of score development.

CHAPTER FIVE
EVALUATION OF SINGLE ULTRASONOGRAPHIC
PARAMETERS
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the efficacy of different ultrasound parameters in detecting IUGR.

The validity of ultrasound parameters in early and late third trimester in identification
IUGR will also be evaluated.

As detailed in Chapter Two, there are several methods for the diagnosis of IUGR
including physical examination, endocrine or chemical testing and ultrasonography.
Clinical evaluation of IUGR by physical examination alone is inaccurate and frequently
the diagnosis is not made until after delivery. The use of endocrine testing, such as
measurement of oestriol, is also of limited value since there is considerable overlap
between normal and abnormal values in growth-restricted pregnancies. The ultrasound
examination has been reported as the gold standard for the assessment of fetal growth.

When abnormal foetal growth is suspected, a thorough sonographic evaluation should be
performed. This evaluation includes measurements of the AC, FL, BPD, HC, AC, AFI
and S/D ratio. Measurements of these parameters are almost routine, yet little has been
written that directly compares these variables. In this chapter, the accuracy of AC, FL,
BPD, HC, AC, FL, S/D ratio and AFI will be assessed, when used as single parameters

in predicting IUGR babies. On the basis that controversy exists in the literature regardi
the SEN, SPE, PPV and NPVs, it was decided to conduct this study to determine if any
single parameter is sensitive enough and with a reasonable level of PPV and NPV to be
used alone. The samples for this study were selected from two different populations,
Iranian and Australian pregnant women, to examine whether selection of a population of
patients for two different heterogenous and homogenous populations may lead to
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obtaining different results. Most previous studies (Owen & Khan 1998, James et al.
1992, Skovron et al. 1991, Sarmandal & Grant 1990, Fogarty 1990) which have
addressed the usefulness of different ultrasound parameters in the antenatal assessment of
IUGR have reported results using low birth weight. PI, which is a better predictor of
neonatal wasting, is used in this study.

Current medical management relies on early detection of IUGR. The clinical application
of ultrasound foetal biometry for detection of IUGR commences late in the second and
early in the third trimester when the period of greatest foetal growth occurs. It has been
suggested that the ultrasonic biometric parameters can accurately predict foetal size
when performed within two weeks of delivery. Therefore most studies have been
conducted within two weeks of delivery (Craigo et al. 1996; Gaziano 1995; Benson et al.
1988). However, since foetal growth is a dynamic process, studies estimating validity of
ultrasound late in pregnancy or near term may not be applicable earlier in the third
trimester. Therefore the validity of ultrasound parameters will be examined early and late
in the third trimester.

5.2 Objectives
The objectives of this part of the study were:
1. To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of different single ultrasonographic parameters
in predicting IUGR babies as defined by PI.
2. To determine if ultrasound examination early in the third trimester is better than
ultrasound examination late in pregnancy in detection of IUGR.
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5.3 Research questions
1. Do single ultrasonographic parameters have a high enough level of SEN, SPE, PPV

and NPVs to be used in the clinical practice as a reliable method for the identificat
of IUGR?
2. Do demographic differences and differences in practice and ultrasound equipment

available make any significant difference in the value of ultrasonographic parameters
in identification of IUGR?

3. Is there any difference between the predictive value of single ultrasound paramete
in the diagnosis of IUGR early or late in the third trimester of pregnancy?

5.4 Ultrasound examination
The method of data collection was explained in great detail in Chapter Three. For the

purpose of this part of the study, ultrasonographic examinations were performed over a
range of GAs. Therefore four GA intervals were defined in this part of study. These
intervals were, 30-32, 33-35, 36-38 and > 38 weeks. Percentile and deviation of foetal
ultrasound measurements for GA were assigned with reference to nomograms of AC
(Deter et al. 1982), HC (Hadlock et al. 1982b), FL (Warda et al. 1985), EFW (Ott
1997), BPD (Hadlock et al. 1982a), AFI (Moore & Cayle 1990) and Doppler
velocimetry from the umbilical artery (S/D ratio) (Fogarty et al. 1990).

Outcome criteria for this part of the study were considered as PI for both samples. PI
was calculated using the formula:
Ponderal Index = ^^ x 100
crown heel length
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PI at and below the 10 percentile and at and below the 2 0 percentile were used to
indicate the possibility of IUGR at birth. It was thought reasonable to select the 10th and
20th percentile as the cut-off points for PI though it has not yet been established whether
the 5th, 10th or 20th percentile may most effectively define a group of babies at risk of
perinatal and postnatal problems.

5.5 Results
A significant difference was found between the age of mothers of normal fetuses and that
of the mothers of IUGR fetuses in the Iranian sample. Mothers of normal fetuses were
younger. Not surprisingly, the newborn's birth weight in IUGR neonates was less than
the birth weight in normal neonates in both the Iranian and Australian samples. A
significant difference was also found between the HC of normal and IUGR neonates in
both samples. Although there were significant differences between the Apgar scores at 1
and 5 minutes of IUGR and normal neonates in both samples, it is probably meaningless,
as there are no clinical significance between the Apgars mentioned. Tables 5.1 and 5.2
give demographic and other details of mothers and newborns of the sample.

Table 5.1. Descriptive statistics of maternal and foetal characteristics in the Australian
sample.
P<
N O R M A I (n=159)
Variable
IUGR (n=60)
SD
SD
MEAN
MEAN
Maternal age
6.4
0.9
25.8
7.0
25.9
Maternal weight
60.4
9.6
0.6
61.05
10.7
Maternal height
0.2
163.2
6.2
162.1
5.6
Newborn's birth weight
^Newborn's length
Newborn's head circumference
Newborn's Apgar at 1 minute
_Newborn's Apgar at 5 minute

*0.01£P<0.05
**0.001 <P<0.01
***P<0.001
SD = Standard Deviation
n= Number

2952.9
47.2
33.4

8.3
9.2

530.9

2.9
1.4
1.2
0.8

2414.5
46.8
32.3

7.0
8.4

516.4

0.0001***

3.3
1.9
2.4
2.2

0.3
0.0002***
0.0001***
0.0001***
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Table 5.2. Descriptive statistics of maternal and foetal characteristics in the Iranian
sample.
N O R M A L (n=266)
I U G R (n=30)
P<
Variables
SD
MEAN
MEAN
SD
29
25.3
4.9
6.1
0.0001***
Maternal age
9.4
8.3
60.1
59.5
0.7
Maternal weight
6
.
6
157
0.42
158
5
.
6
Maternal height
2584
467
342
3130
0.0001***
Newborn's birth weight
50
2
.
2
49.2
0.05
1.7
Newborn's length
0.04*
33.7
1.8
34.3
1.5
Newborn's head circumference
8
.
3
0.02*
8
.
7
0
.
9
1
.
2
Newborn's Apgar at 1 minute
0.7
9.1
9.7
1.4
0.0001***
Newborn's Apgar at 5 minute
* 0.01<P <0.05
**0.001 < P <0.01
***P<0.001
SD = Standard Deviation
n= Number

5.6 Test properties
Sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), positive predictive value (PPV) and negative
predictive value (NPV) are the test properties. SEN is defined as the proportion of those
who truly have the outcome of interest and who are correctly classified based on the test
being evaluated. Conversely, SPE is the proportion of those who do not have the
outcome of interest and who are classified as not having it based on the test being
evaluated (Harkness 1995; Mohide 1988). Typically to assess the validity of a new
measurement it is compared to a gold standard. A gold standard is a method, procedure
or measurement that is widely accepted as being the best available. In this study every
single ultrasound parameter was the test and PI less than the 10th percentile was the gold
standard. Further, PI less than the 20th percentile was the gold standard in the second
stage. The new measurement and the gold standard are perfectly congruent only when
both SEN and SPE are 100% (Mohide 1989).
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The P P V and N P V s are assessments related to S E N and SPE. The P P V of a test is the
proportion of those who truly have the outcome of interest among all those who are
assessed to have the outcome based on the measurement techniques. Similarly the NPV

of a test is the proportion of those who truly do not have the outcome of interest amo
those who have been assessed not to have the outcome. Figure 5.1 shows the usual
procedure for calculation of SEN, SPE and PPV and NPVs.

Test Results

Subjects are I U G R

Subjects are not I U G R

Positive

True positive (a)

False positive (b)

a+b

Negative

False negative( c)

True negatives (d)

c+d

a+c

b+d

a+b+c+d

Sensitivity = a/ (a +c)
Specificity = d/ (b +d)
Positive predictive value = a/(a+b)
Negative predictive values =d/(d+c)

Fig 5.1. Calculation of test properties.

The PPVs and N P V s were calculated from the following formulae using Bayes theorem
(Weinstein and Flineberg and Elstein 1980):

PD+ =

PVxSEN
(WxSEN) + [(l-PV)x(l- SPE)]

[(1-PV) xSPE]
PD- =•
[(1-PV) xSPE] + [PVx(l-SEN)]

where PD4- is the predictive value of a positive test, P D - is the predictive value of a
negative test, PV is prevalence, SEN is sensitivity and SPE is specificity.
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As mentioned above there are other formulae recorded for the calculation of P P V s and
NPVs as follows:
TP

PPV=

TP + FP

Where P P V = predictive value of a positive test and T P = true positive cases (which
means those cases which have IUGR) and FP= false positive cases (which means those
fetuses which are misclassified as IUGR).
TN

NPV=
FN + TN
Where NPV is the predictive value of a negative test, FN= false negative cases (which
means those cases which are misclassified as non-IUGR) and TN= true negative cases
(those cases which are truly growth restricted).

However, as PPV and NPV are prevalence related, it was decided to use the first set of
formulae to include the prevalence of IUGR in the population studied. An IUGR
prevalence of 10% relating to the most commonly accepted definition of IUGR was
assumed.

The values of the various predictors of IUGR under study are presented in Tables 5.3
5.6 for both samples. Estimates of SEN ranged from 39% for decreased AFI to 88%

for decreased AC at and below the 10th percentile threshold for PI. As SEN and SPE are
both prevalence related, another measure called Youden's Index (SEN + SPE-1) was

used to validate the tests. This Index is believed to be the best single measure of th
validity (Pekkanen & Pearce 1999). If both the SEN and SPE are 100% the Youden's
Index will be 1. The closer the Youden's Index to one the better.
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Table 5.3. Value of proposed sonographic criteria in detecting I U G R with a threshold at
or below the 10 percentile for PI (Australian sample).
Variable

FL
AC
HC
BPD
S/D ratio

AH

SEN

SPE

PPV

NPV

61%
88%
87%
75%
60%
39%

51%
21%
31%
68%
38%
68%

12%
11%
12%
20%
12%
9%

92%
94%
95%
97%
94%
91%

Youden
Index
0.12
0.09
0.18
0.43
-0.02
0.07

Table 5.4. Value of proposed sonographic criteria in detecting I U G R with a threshold at
or below the 10 percentile for PI (Iranian sample).
Variable

FL
AC
HC
BPD
AH

SEN

SPE

PPV

NPV

67%
89%
67%
78%
70%

53%
36%
64%
55%
77%

14%
13%
17%
16%
25%

93%
97%
95%
96%
96%

Youden
Index
0.20
0.25
0.31
0.33
0.47

W h e n different variables are compared, with a cut off point at or below the 10th
percentile, AC and HC had the highest SENs in the Australian sample while AC was the
most sensitive parameter for IUGR detection in the Iranian sample. BPD has a
reasonably high SEN at this threshold. Unexpectedly the AFI ratio has the lowest SEN in
predicting IUGR in the Australian sample. PPV is low in all of the parameters in both the
Iranian and Australian samples.

Table 5.5. Value of proposed sonographic criteria in detecting I U G R with a threshold at
Variable

FL
AC
HC
BPD
S/D ratio

AH

or below 2 0 percentile for PI (Aus tralian sample).
Youden
NPV
PPV
SPE
SEN
Index
0.14
84%
24%
53%
61%
0.16
94%
23%
22%
94%
0.20
91%
24%
32%
88%
0.13
86%
23%
37%
76%
0.22
85%
30%
70%
52%
0.01
80%
21%
73%
28%
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Table 5.6. Value of proposed sonographic criteria in detecting I U G R with a threshold at
or below the 20 th percentile for PI (Iranian sample).
Variable
SEN
SPE
NPV
PPV
Youden
FL
AC
HC
BPD
AH

53%
87%
60%
67%
40%

52%
35%
48%
37%
78%

22%
25%
23%
21%
31%

Index
0.05
0.22
0.08
0.04
0.18

82%
91%
83%
81%
84%

As shown in Table 5.5, increasing the cut-off for PI the S E N of reduced A C increased in
the Australian sample while the SEN for an abnormal S/D ratio and reduced AFI to

identify IUGR decreased. As can be seen, all of the proposed criteria have a SEN greate
than 50% except for AFI. SPE on the other hand is low in the most of the proposed
parameters. In the Iranian sample, AC still has the highest SEN and decreased AFI had
the lowest SEN.

In order to examine whether ultrasonography later in pregnancy had superior validity
SEN, SPE and PPVs and NPVs, examinations at 32 and 37 weeks gestation were
compared (Tables 5.7 and 5.8).

Table 5.7. Comparison of S E N s of ultrasound variables at 32 and 37 weeks gestation in
the Australian sample.
Measurement
SEN
SPE
PPV
NPV
You den
Inc ex

BPD
AC
HC
EFW

FL
SD Ratio

AFI

32
47%
82%
82%
59%
35%
41%
65%

37
80%
90%
90%
80%
90%
40%
25%

32
76%
43%
81%
81%
71%
57%
86%

37
47%
33%
33%
67%
57%
77%
80%

32
62%
54%
78%
71%
50%
44%
54%

37
33%
31%
31%
44%
41%
36%
31%

32
64%
75%
85%
71%
58%
55%
75%

37
88%
91%
91%
92%
94%
79%
91%

32

37

0.23
0.25
0.63
0.40
0.06
-0.02
0.51

0.27
0.23
0.23
0.47
0.47
0.17
0.05
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As shown in Tables 5.7 and 5.8, most of the proposed parameters had higher S E N and
NPV late in pregnancy for detection of IUGR in both the Iranian and Australian samples.
SPEs of the ultrasound parameters in detection of IUGR are generally higher at late
gestation compared with early gestation in the Iranian sample. PPVs of the proposed
parameters are lower at 37 weeks compared with 32 weeks in the Australian sample.

Table 5.8. Comparison of S E N s of ultrasound variables at 32 and 37 weeks gestation in
the Iranian sample.
SEN

Measurement

BPD
AC
HC
EFW

FL
AFI

32
85%
77%
62%
64%
46%
62%

37
57%
79%
71%
79%
43%
71%

SPE
32
67%
29%
67%
48%
70%
81%

37
55%
68%
76%
58%
63%
95%

PPV
32
61%
40%
53%
45%
50%
67%

37
32%
48%
55%
41%
30%
83%

NPV

32
88%
67%
74%
67%
68%
77%

37
78%
90%
88%
88%
75%
90%

Youden
Index

32

37

0.52
0.06
0.29
0.12
0.16
0.43

0.12
0.47
0.47
0.37
0.06
0.66

5.7 Discussion

IUGR is associated with a fourfold to eight fold increase in perinatal mortality. Serious
short term and long term morbidity include polycythemia, hypocalcaemia, meconium
aspiration and learning disabilities. Accurate antenatal diagnosis offers the best
opportunity to reduce the perinatal mortality and morbidity associated with IUGR.

This part of the study has outlined the role of several single ultrasonographic parameters
in identifying IUGR fetuses in the third trimester. Table 5.3 shows that AC measurement
and assessment of HC perform almost similarly in identification of IUGR fetuses in the
Australian sample. Surprisingly they both have almost similar SENs, PPVs and NPVs
with a small difference in SPE with threshold at or below the 10th percentile. The SEN
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and SPE of AC in the Australian sample in this study compare favourably with those
reported by Brown et al. (1987). These authors, using an AC < 10th percentile for
identification of fetuses with IUGR, reported a sensitivity of 96%. The corresponding
figure from this study with use of an abnormal AC was 94% with a threshold at or below
the 20th percentile for PI for the Australian sample. The PPV for an abnormal AC
reported by these authors was 9%. The PPV for a reduced AC in this study was 11%

with a threshold at or below the 10th percentile and 23% with a threshold at or below the
20th percentile (Table 5.3 and Table 5.5) . It is probable that the higher PPV in the
current study is related to the prevalence of the condition being screened. It should be
noted that when the 20th percentile for PI was used as the cut-off, the increase in test

properties is related to the increased prevalence of condition. Nielson et al. (1984) al
obtained 93% SEN for AC measurement in screening for IUGR. The results of Nielson
et al.'s study (1984) are also in agreement with Owen and Khan (1998) who reported
AC as the best parameter in detecting IUGR.

Comparison of the Iranian sample and the Australian sample shows that AC has a high
SEN in predicting IUGR in both groups at both thresholds (Tables 5.3 to 5.6). This
finding that AC was the most sensitive parameter in detecting IUGR is also consistent

with the result of the study conducted by Warsof et al. (1986), who prospectively studied
the effectiveness of three ultrasonic growth parameters, BPD, HC and AC to find the
best parameter and best time to perform the scan. They found that AC at 34 weeks had a
higher SEN and SPE than other single parameters in detecting IUGR. Their analysis
however shows to combine all examinations performed in the third trimester. It is thus
difficult to assess the SEN, SPE and predictive values of a single measurement.
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However, the authors' finding that AC is a good predictor of IUGR is consistent with
our finding.

AC has been found to be almost the best ultrasonographic parameter to identify IUGR

babies in several other studies (David et al. 1996; Meyer et al. 1994; Chang et al. 1993
Chambers et al. 1989). Comparison and evaluation of these studies is difficult given the

many differences in study design. Populations of high risk (Geirson et al. 1985), low ris
(David et al. 1996) and unselected (Meyer et al. 1994) have been the object of previous
investigations and different cut-off values have been considered.

As mentioned above, HC has a reasonably high SEN in the Australian sample. As
symmetric IUGR was excluded from the sample, this finding may show that the incidence
of severe IUGR babies is high in this sample. Some degree of brain sparing is present in
asymmetric IUGR babies. When severe UPI exists in addition to the abdomen of the
fetus, the head is affected. This study's finding regarding high SEN of HC in detecting
IUGR is opposite to the result of the study conducted by Chang et al. (1993), who in a
study of ultrasound examination in SGA pregnancies reported that HC was a poorer
predictor of IUGR than either changes in AC or EFW. HC had a lower SEN in
prediction of IUGR in this study's Iranian sample (60-67%) at both thresholds, which is
in agreement with most of the other studies reported to date (Chang et al. 1993, Chang
et al. 1992; Campbell & Thorns 1977).

The choice of the optimal cut-off value for identifying SGA fetuses remains an unsolved
issue. The SEN, SPE, PPV and NPVs were examined at two different cut-offs. The SEN
of IUGR detection changes as the cut-off for the percentile ultrasonographic parameter
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for GA is changed. It seems that if the ultrasonographic parameter is set at the 20th
percentile for GA, a greater number of patients would be monitored and fewer growth
restricted fetuses would be missed. However, this is not the case for the S/D ratio and
FL; as can be seen in Tables 5.3, 5.5 the SEN of these parameters is decreased as the
threshold is increased.

The SEN of reduced BPD in antenatal diagnosis of IUGR was 75% (Table 5.3). The
accuracy of BPD in antenatal diagnosis of IUGR ranges from 35 to 70% (Deter et al.
1982; Crane & Kopta 1980). BPD measurement is not as good as HC in detecting
IUGR. This is only one dimension of the foetal head and might not be as susceptible as
HC to growth disturbances. The lower SEN of BPD may also show that there is a high
number of fetuses with changed foetal head shape in our sample. The accuracy of the
BPD is based on a normal head shape. If the fetal head is unusually rounded
(brachycephalic) or elongated (dolichocephalic), BPD is not reliable.

Reduced BPD had a 20-23% PPV which shows that although the method is simple and

reproducible, ultrasonic measurement of this parameter alone is not a reliable predicto
of IUGR. Consistent with the findings of this study, Owen and Khan (1998) reported
that AC was a good predictor of IUGR and BPD was a poor predictor. They conclude
that BPD is not the most appropriate indicator of head growth since it is one
dimensional.

In contrast to the low PPV of the proposed parameters in this study, the high NPVs
reported here (Table 5.3, Table 5.4) do not show the utility of the parameters in
detection of IUGR. Actually, this reflects the low prevalence of IUGR. In general 90%
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of fetuses are not growth restricted therefore the NPV of any reasonable test of IUGR
will of necessity be that high.

Current data would suggest that the SEN and PPV (see Tables 5.3, 5.5) of Doppler
velocimetry from the umbilical artery at two different thresholds for PI are not high
enough to be of clinical value in the prediction of IUGR. Some previous studies had
similar results (Bewley, Cooper & Campbell 1991; Jacobson et al. 1990; Chambers et al.
1989). In a study of 145 patients of whom 85 delivered growth restricted infants,
Chambers et al. (1989) found a SEN of 63% for the S/D ratio in the umbilical artery.
Jacobson et al. (1990) examined umbilical flow in 93 pregnancies and reported a PPV of
only 33%. Consistent with this trend, Bewley, Cooper and Campbell (1991) showed that
the SEN and predictive value of this measurement was not high enough that one could
justify its use as a routine test.

A meta-analysis (Chang et al. 1992) reviewing 117 ultrasound studies also showed that
umbilical and uteroplacental artery Doppler waveform indices were poor predictors of
SGA at birth. Consistent with the results of this study, some studies (Newnham et al.
1991; Miller & Gabert 1992) have shown that umbilical artery Doppler waveforms have
less SEN compared with standard ultrasound parameters such as AC and EFW in the
prediction of IUGR. Significantly lower odds ratios were reported for Doppler waveform
in these studies. Such low predictive odds are not surprising as size at birth is better

predicted by ultrasound assessment of foetal size than by assessment of the resistance to
the blood flow in the umbilical circulation. In the review of literature on antenatal
outcome and foetal Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery, Gaziano (1995)
reports that Doppler results from the umbilical artery are less effective than foetal
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biometry in detection of IUGR. Some other studies (Gaziano et al. 1992) also suggest
that ultrasonographic foetal biometry is likely to be superior to foetal Doppler for

diagnostic purposes. On the other hand and despite the results of this study, Berkowitz et
al. (1988), suggest Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery as a good predictor of
IUGR and poor prenatal outcome. In the study conducted by Berkowitz et al. (1988),
172 women at high risk of IUGR were selected. AH the patients were examined by
ultrasound and biometric parameters and Doppler flow velocimetry from the umbilical
artery were measured. Abnormal S/D ratio was selected as 3 or more in the third
trimester. In the assessment of perinatal outcome among the growth retarded fetuses,
they found that those with an abnormal S/D ratio were at increased risk for early
delivery, reduced birth weight, decreased AF at birth and admission to neonatal intensive
care unit.

It is of note that the utility of each parameter in the clinical setting depends on its PP
(the possibility that IUGR is present when the test is positive) and its NPV (the
possibility that IUGR is not present when the test result is negative). As can be seen in
Table 5.3 and in Table 5.4, the PPVs of the proposed ultrasound parameters are not very
high. Only one of the parameters, S/D ratio, has a PPV equal to 30%. Table 5.3 shows
that all of the proposed ultrasonographic parameters have a higher ability to recognise
IUGR babies (high SEN) with a lower ability to detect normal infants (low SPE) in both
PI cut-offs. This result contradicts those obtained by Kazzi et al. (1983) who concluded

that ultrasonography was better at identifying normal size fetuses than in predicting poor
intrauterine growth.
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Youden's Index used to validate the tests make the comparison of the different measures
easier. As it has been seen in Tables 5.3 to 5.6 the Youden's Index is low for most of the
parameters that again shows the limited utility of single ultrasound variables in the
detection of IUGR fetuses.

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the dynamic nature and heterogeneity of
foetal growth patterns are such that fetuses below screening cut-offs near term may not
have been so at the beginning of the third trimester. Thus evaluation of the clinical
application of sonographic screening for IUGR needs to consider screening at an earlier
GA. As Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show, the late ultrasound examination is superior over early
ultrasound examination for detection of IUGR for most of the examined parameters.
SEN, NPVs and SPE in the Iranian sample are rather higher at 37 weeks gestation
compared with 32 weeks gestation. This means that the single ultrasound parameters late
in gestation have a better ability to detect IUGR fetuses. Therefore, IUGR fetuses are
not missed late in gestation, while a higher number of IUGR fetuses may be missed early
in the third trimester. Moreover, normal foetuses are recognised more accurately in late
pregnancy compared with 32 weeks gestation. However, PPV of the examined
parameters was lower late in gestation. This means that the accuracy of single proposed
parameters late in gestation is lower than the accuracy early in the third trimester and a
higher number of normal fetuses may be considered as IUGR. The findings of this study,
therefore, suggest that late in gestation fewer IUGR fetuses are missed. Among the
studies that have addressed ultrasound earlier in pregnancy, Warsof et al. (1986)
compared BPD, HC and AC performed at 28 to 36 weeks in a British population of
3616 women with GA determined by ultrasound before 24 weeks. Their finding that late
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ultrasound was better than early ultrasound in prediction of IUGR was consistent with
this study's findings. Consistent with this study's results, Secher et al. (1987) evaluated
ultrasound screening in the 32nd and 37th week of gestation, Examining formulae for
predicted relative birth weight, they reported that ultrasound at the 32nd week had
inferior validity to ultrasonography in the 37th week. They suggested that a very high cut-

off early in the third trimester, about the 40th percentile, was necessary in order to obtain
reasonable SEN in the detection of IUGR.

As mentioned, many studies have suggested that the accuracy of prediction of IUGR at
birth is good when the study is conducted within two weeks of delivery (Skovron et al.
1991; Benson et al. 1990, Benson, Doubilet 8c Saltzman 1986). The results of this study
also suggest that early single ultrasound examination is not a very good indicator of
IUGR. It is therefore concluded that early ultrasound examination using single biometric
parameters is not accurate enough to predict IUGR and other reliable techniques should
be sought. The IUGR Index, which will be developed, based on ultrasonographic
parameters and risk factors for IUGR may be an appropriate alternative for accurate
identification of IUGR early in pregnancy.

5.8 Limitations of the study
This part of the study has several potential limitations that should be acknowledged.

1) Since anthropometric measures were collected from hospital medical records, it is
not possible to assess the accuracy with which the measurements were made.
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Although errors in such measurements are possible, there are no reasons to believe
that such errors are systematic.
2) Because growth restricted infants of the symmetric variety have a normal Ponderal
Index, these results might not show the predictability of various ultrasonographic
measurements in detecting symmetric IUGR babies.
3) It must be remembered that, since this study is a retrospective study the cases sample
might not be representative of the population studied. However, it was attempted to
attain precision in sample selection. As mentioned, to reduce the inter-observer
variability of the measurements only the ultrasonographic measurements taken by
two persons were used.

5.9 Summary
These results indicate that reduced AC was the best parameter in discriminating between
IUGR and non-IUGR fetuses with the highest SEN among the proposed parameters. S/D
ratio and AFI had lower SEN among the other parameters.

Ultrasound examination is not very useful for early detection of IUGR using single
ultrasonographic parameters and it was shown that late ultrasound is better than early
ultrasound examination in detecting IUGR. This is probably because there were many
undetected IUGR that had reduced or abnormal ultrasonographic parameters late in
gestation. Another reason may be the inclusion of a high number of very late onset IUGR
by chance in our sample.
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On the whole, these results show that although the examined ultrasonographic criteria
may detect a group of fetuses that warrant close antepartum surveillance, none of these
parameters can be used to detect IUGR with a high level of confidence. In fact for all of

the parameters a fetus with a positive test result is more likely to be normal than growth
restricted (low PPV). Only an abnormal S/D ratio had the highest chance of predicting
IUGR (30% PPV), but even for the latter criterion more than 70% of fetuses with an
abnormal test result will not be growth restricted.

In conclusion, the examined ultrsonographic parameters do not allow one to diagnose
IUGR with confidence. They have a limited role in clinical decision making and accurate
management of IUGR. Reliable sonographic diagnosis of IUGR probably lies in a
combination of multiple parameters. These studies will show whether a combination of
ultrasonographic parameters will have higher PPV and NPVs.

CHAPTER SIX
MATERNAL RISK FACTORS
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6.1 Introduction
This Chapter of the thesis will examine the impact of various maternal risk factors on

growth of the fetus with the aim of identification of the best variables to be included in
the process of index development.

Although IUGR infants have been extensively studied, a number of issues remain

controversial. The effect of maternal risk factors on growth restriction have been widely
studied. As mentioned in the literature review, Kramer et al. (1999) studied the effects
of maternal pre-pregnancy weight, LMWG, PIH, diabetes and smoking on the increased
risk of IUGR. They reported that low pre-pregnancy maternal weight, PIH and cigarette
smoking predispose to more severe foetal growth restriction. Vik et al. (1996) also
report smoking as an important risk factor for IUGR. Wilcox et al.'s study (1995) shows
that the most socially deprived mothers have the smallest babies. Smoking was shown to
be an important risk factor (p<0.001) for reduced birth-weight. However alcohol intake
and bleeding during pregnancy were not significantly related to birth weight. Unlike
Kramer et al.'s (1999) study, Ash et al. (1989) showed that low pre-pregnancy maternal
weight was an insignificant risk factor for IUGR. Although Shoham-Vardi, Leiberman
and Kopemik (1994) report parity as a significant determinant of IUGR this view is
rejected by Ounsted, Moar and Scott (1985). As can be seen, considerable controversy
exists as to whether some risk factors have a definite impact on the incidence of growth

restriction and the timing when the risk factors have the greatest impact on the growth o
the fetus. Moreover, there is no general agreement about the importance of any of these

factors. Extensive reports on the effects of risk factors on birth weight contain only one
almost universal finding-that smokers have more IUGR babies than non-smokers. The

excess of data leaves a confusion of conflicting results and options about the influences
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of these factors on foetal growth and the mechanism by which they might operate to
disturb it. Ensuring that the growth of the fetus is unrestricted is important and efforts
must be made to gain a better understanding of the factors that influence foetal growth in
the hope that such understanding may be applied to reduce the associated risks.

As mentioned in Chapter Two, a number of maternal characteristics may influence intrauterine foetal growth and consequently neonatal birth-weight and Ponderal Index. The
maternal characteristics that have the greatest impact on foetal growth include smoking,
drug and alcohol consumption, a history of low birth weight infants, primiparity, low
weight gain during pregnancy and maternal hypertension. It is logical to evaluate the
effect and timing of maternal risk factors on ultrasonographic measurements which are
related to calculation of the PI. These parameters are FL, HC, AC and the neonate's
CHL. The goal of this part of the study therefore was to determine if various maternal
characteristics have an effect on the increased risk of foetal growth disturbances and if
they have an effect on foetal anthropometric measurements. The maternal characteristics
which have the most important effect on foetal growth can be considered as important
independent variables and can be given a higher weighting in statistical analysis in the
development of the proposed index.

As mentioned in the literature review, risk factors vary in different populations with
different cultures. Studies of maternal risk factors for IUGR have been carried out in a
number of different populations, eg Ash et al. (1989) and O'Callaghan et al. (1997)
studied risk factors in Australia, Kramer et al. (1999) in Canada, Fedrick and Adelstein
(1978) and Brook et al. (1989) in England. Willcox et al. (1995) studied risk factors for
IUGR in a heterogeneous maternity population in Nottingham, England and they have
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developed the theory that a considerable number of intercultural differences existed. For
instance 30% of mothers of European and Afro-Caribbean origin admitted to smoking
while less than 3% of Indian and Pakistanis did. In both European and Afro-Caribbean
subgroups, smoking considerably reduced birthweight. It is therefore believed that risk
factors for IUGR vary in different populations with different cultures. Hence the present
study was designed to specifically compare significant risk factors in two culturally
distinct population.

6.2 Objectives
1. To identify the most important risk factors for IUGR.
2. To determine whether the risk factors for IUGR are different in the Iranian and the
Australian samples.
3. To determine whether any proposed maternal risk factors had an impact on foetal
anthropometric measurements assessed by ultrasound and the time when the earliest
impact occurs.

6.3 Research questions
1. Are socio-demographic characteristics of mothers a risk factors for IUGR?
2. Are anthropometric characteristics of mothers risk factors for IUGR?
3. Are pathologic characteristics of mothers risk factors for IUGR?
4. Do risk factors vary in different populations?
5. What are the effects of maternal risk factors on each ultrasonographic parameter?
And what time do these effects occur?
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6.4 Risk factors examined
The design and method of the study were described in greater detail in Chapter Three.
Specific methods and statistical analyses performed for this part of the study are now
described.

Potential socio-demographic, anthropometric and pathologic determinants were
examined. Socio-demographic determinants included maternal age, smoking, alcohol
consumption and drug abuse. The anthropometric determinant was maternal weight gain
in pregnancy. The pathologic determinants examined were hypertension, bleeding,
asthma, pre-eclampsia, renal disease and medication. In addition to these identified risk

factors, five physiological factors, maternal height, weight, race, parity and foetal gende
were also examined. Chi-square analyses were performed after adjustment for these
physiological factors.

The analysis in this part of the study for the Australian data is based on data collected
routinely during antenatal and intrapartum care at Wollongong Hospital. The maternal
history of previous pregnancies, parity, previous IUGR babies, pregnancy hypertensive
disease, drug and alcohol abuse, smoking and insufficient weight gain during pregnancy
were investigated from obstetricians' notes. For the purpose of assessment of the effect
of maternal risk factors on the risk of foetal growth restriction, the following
comparisons were conducted. Heavy smokers (women who smoked more than 10
cigarettes per day) were compared with light smokers (women those who smoked less
than 10 cigarettes a day); mothers with a previous low birth weight infant (< 2500g)
were compared with those with a previous normal birth weight infant (>2500); alcohol
consumption vs no consumption of alcohol; drug abuse vs no illegal drug use; mothers
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with hypertension (blood pressure more than 140/90) vs mothers without hypertension
without considering the type of hypertension; low weight gain (those with a weight gain
less than 8 kg) vs appropriate weight gain (weight gain more than 8 kg) and primiparous
women were compared with multiparous women. In order to obtain the overall maternal
weight gain during pregnancy the weight recorded at the first and last visits with a
weight recording was selected. Overall weight gain was calculated by subtracting the
former from the latter value. Data were not used if the time elapsed from the last
recorded weight to delivery was greater than 20 days. The table presented by Dawes and
Grudzinkas (1991) was used as a comparison for weekly maternal weight gain in
pregnancy. Ethnic groups were recorded as Australian-English, Asian, Middle Eastern or
European. Data on alcohol consumption and smoking habits were obtained from records
of clinic visits. Vaginal bleeding data was recorded as yes/no based on having bleeding
no matter in which trimester it happened.

For the Iranian pregnant women, the maternal history of previous pregnancies, parity,
previous IUGR babies, pregnancy hypertensive disease, drug and alcohol abuse and
smoking during pregnancy were investigated directly by asking questions of the mothers
when they attended for an ultrasound examination in the third trimester of pregnancy.
The same procedure as in the Australian data was applied for determining weight gain in
the Iranian sample. Definitions used for the risk factors are the same for both the Iranian
and the Australian samples.

All analyses were performed using the STATISTICA software package. Analysis
techniques included calculation of %2 for correlation between individual risk factors and
IUGR. Statistical significance in this study was defined as p<0.05. Linear regression
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analysis and ANOVA were used to determine the correlation between physiological
variables and PI.

6.5 Results
The results obtained in this part of study are presented below.

6.5.1 Control for the effects of physiological variables in the Australian data
The effect of maternal risk factors on each ultrasonographic parameter was investigated
using a two by two contingency table. Brink and Wood (1983) suggest that to control
for the effect of physiological variables, these variables can be built into the design as
independent variables. They would have to be added to the purpose of the study and
tested for significance along with other variables. Alternatively, the correlation of
physiological variables with dependent variable can be investigated individually and, if
significant correlation is found, the effect of that variable should be removed. The latter
method of reducing the effect of physiological variables was selected in this study. An

initial analysis examined the individual effects of extraneous or physiological variables on
PI. The confounding variables included five physiological factors known to be important
in influencing PI. These variable included maternal weight, height, parity, foetal gender
and race.

The following scatter plots, figures and tables show the correlation between
physiological factors such as maternal weight, height, parity and foetal gender with PI in
the Australian data. Linear regression was performed to show the correlation between
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maternal height and maternal weight with PI. Multiple A N O V A was performed to show
the association between the parity categories, foetal gender and race with PI.

No correlations were found between maternal height, weight and parity with PI as
scatter plots as Figures 6.1 to Figure 6.3 show.
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Figure 6.1. Correlation between maternal height and PI.
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As the literature suggests, it is expected that there should be an association between PI

rise and increasing parity. However, the data shows fluctuation. The scatter p
Figure 6.3 shows no pattern

Table 6.1. The effect of gender of neonates on PI.
Po nderal Index
SD
Mean
Male
Female
All Groups

0.346
0.287
0.315

2.64
2.67
2.66

No.
88
102
190

F(l,188)=.21;p<0.6457
S D = Standard deviation
No. Number

Table 6.2. The relation between race and PI.

RACE
Australian
Asian
European
MiddleEastern
All Groups

F(6,211)=.26;p<.9532
S D =Standard deviation
No. Number

Poiideral Index
SD
Mean
2.68
2.74

0.452
0.514

2.65
2.67
2.68

0.319
0.079
0.423

No.
167
7
29
9
212
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As Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show gender of the neonates and maternal race have no
significant effect on changes in PI (p< 0.64) in the Australian data.

6.5.2 Physiological variables in the Iranian data
The effect of physiological variables was also tested in the Iranian data. As with the
Australian data, it was not possible to find any correlation between the physiological
variables and PI. No correlations were found between maternal height, weight and parity
with PI, as scatter plots in Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.6 using the Iranian data show.
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Figure 6.4. Correlation between maternal weight and PI.
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Figure 6.6. Correlation between parity and PI.

Table 6.3. Correlation between Gender and PI.

Po nderal Index
Mean

SD

2.49
2.68
2.57

0.38
0.26
0.35

Male
Female
All Groups
F(5.012))=.21;p<0.282
S D =Standard deviation

170
116
286

Analysis for identification of the effect of race on PI was not applicable in the Iranian
data because the Iranian sample is composed of a homogeneous population. As the
above statistical analysis shows none of the physiological variables has a significant
on PI. Therefore there is no need to stratify the raw data based on the physiological
variables.

6.5.3 Chi-square analysis of the effects of risk factors on I U G R in the Australian
sample
The Australian sample included 219 pregnant w o m e n , of w h o m 60 had an I U G R infant
while 159 delivered normal infants.
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Differences in maternal characteristics and maternal risk factors between the two groups
of infants in the Australian sample are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5.

Table 6.4. Maternal characteristics in the Australian sample.
Maternal Characteristics
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)

I U G R (n=60)
Mean
163.2 + 6.2
60.4 ± 9.6

Normal (n=159)
+ SD
162.0 + 5.6
61.5 + 10.7

SD =Standard deviation
n= Number

Table 6.5. Distribution of risk factors in the I U G R and normal groups in the Australian
sample.
Risk factors

I U G R (n=60)

Normal (n=159)

n(%)
Smoking(more than 10/day)
Alcohol consumption
low weight gain during pregnancy
Drug use
Primiparity
History of I U G R
Bleeding during pregnancy
Asthma
Pre-eclampsia
Renal disease
Medication used in pregnancy
Hypertension
SD =Standard deviation
n= Number

6 (1%)
9 (15%)
14 (23%)
2 (3%)
25 (42%)
8 (13%)
2 (3.3%)
11 (18%)
3 (4%)
4 (6%)
10 (15%)
15 (22%)

20 (12%)
17 (10%)
24 (15%)
12 (7.5%)
51 (32%)
15 (9.4%)
59(3.1%)
23 (14.4%)
6 (3.7%)
3 (1.8%)
20 (12%)
12 (7.5%)

Asthma, hypertension in pregnancy, smoking, L M W G and primiparity were found to be
significantly correlated with IUGR in the Australian sample. Table 6.6 shows detailed

chi-square analysis for each risk factor and its degree of significance. A more detailed
evaluation of the relationship between the quantity of smoking and IUGR showed no
significant correlation. For instance, when IUGR status was investigated in women who
smoked more than 10 cigarettes a day, no significant correlation between smoking and PI
was found. No significant correlation was found between IUGR and smoking more than
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20 a day. No pattern was apparent in the relationship between alcohol consumption,
ethnicity or bleeding during pregnancy and IUGR.

No significant differences were found in maternal height between the IUGR and normal
groups. Although, mothers of IUGR babies were slightly lighter than mothers of normal
babies, the difference was not significant.

The highest crude IUGR rate was observed in mothers aged between 20-34, with the
lowest IUGR rate in mothers aged less than 20 years. The risk of having IUGR babies
was 10 times more in the age group 20-34 compared with age group <20 years. From

all the pathologic determinants studied, asthma and hypertension during pregnancy had a

significant correlation with IUGR. It was surprising that smoking more than 10 cigarett
per day was not associated with a high risk of IUGR. Further analysis of data showed
that out of the 26 heavy smokers (>10 day) in the study population, 11 heavy smokers
were primiparous. Asthmatic mothers were more likely to be heavy smokers than women
without asthma. 12 out of 31 (38%) mothers with asthma were primiparous.
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Table 6.6. Detailed chi-square analysis of the risk factors for I U G R in the Australian
sample.
Risk factors
Maternal age
<20
20-34
>34
Maternal Height
< 157.5
> 157.5
Race
Australian-English
Asian
Middle-Eastern
European
Alcohol
yes
no
Smoking
0
1-10
>11
Low Weight gain
Yes

df

Chisquare

P

1
1
1

0.14
0.08
2.26

0.70
0.77
0.13

1

0.28

0.59

1
1
1
1

0.92
0.15
1.16
0.11

0.33
0.70
0.29
0.73

1

0.52

0.47

1
1
1

45.2
0.02
0.28

0.001***
0.80
0.59

1

6.31

0.012**

1

1.60

0.20

1

0.000

0.962

1

6.62

0.019**

1

0.63

0.42

1

11.87

0.0006***

1

12.8

0.0003***

1

3.15

0.071

1

0.43

0.512

1

0.30

0.581

1

0.15

0.69

No
Drug
Yes
No
Bleeding
Yes
No
Parity
0
>0
History of I U G R
Yes

No
Hypertension
Yes
No
Asthma
Yes
No
Renal disease
Yes

No
Medication used in
pregnancy
Yes
No
Neonates gender
Female
Male
Pre-eclampsia
Yes
No

df = degree of freedom

* 0.01<P <0.05

**0.001 < P <0.01

***P<0.001
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6.5.4 T h e effects of risk factors on I U G R in the Iranian sample
The Iranian sample included 296 pregnant women, of whom 30 had an IUGR infant
while 266 delivered normal infants. Differences in maternal characteristics and maternal
risk factors between the two groups of infants in the Iranian sample are shown in Table
6.7 and Table 6.8.
Table 6.7. Maternal characteristics in the Iranian sample.
Maternal Characteristics
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)

IUGR

Normal (n=159)
Mean + SD
157±6.6
158+5.6
60.6±9.4
59.2+8.3

SD =Standard deviation
n= Number

Table 6.8. Distribution of risk factors in the I U G R and normal groups in the Iranian
sample.
Risk factors

I U G R (n=30)

Normal (n=266)

n(%)
Smoking (more than 10/day)
Alcohol consumption
Low weight gain during pregnancy
Drug use
Primiparity
History of I U G R
Bleeding during pregnancy
Asthma
Pre-eclampsia
Renal disease
Medication used in pregnancy
Hypertension
n= Number

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
9 (30%)
0 (0%)
15 (50%)
7 (23%)
3 (10%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
3 (10%)
0 (0%)
9 (30%)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
28 (10%)
0 (0%)
50 (18.7%)
25 (9.3%)
11(4.1%)
0 (0%)
3 (1%)
15 (5%)
6 (2%)
26 (9.5%)

6.5.5 Chi-square analysis of the effects of risk factors on I U G R
Primiparity, hypertension in pregnancy, LMWG, maternal age > 34 and having a
previous history of IUGR were found to be significantly correlated with IUGR in the

Iranian sample. Table 6.9 shows detailed chi-square analysis for each risk factor and it

degree of significance. There is no significant difference in maternal height and weight
between the IUGR and normal groups (Table 6.7). There were no Iranian women who
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smoked or consumed alcohol. In addition, no drug addicted or asthmatic w o m e n were
found in the Iranian sample.

). Detailed chi-square arlalysisoftherisk factors for IUG1^ in the Iranian s<
Risk factors
df
Chi-square
P
Maternal age
<20
20-34
>34
Maternal Height
< 157.5
> 157.5
Low Weight gain
Yes
No
Bleeding
Yes
No
Parity
0
>0
History of I U G R
Yes
No
Hypertension
Yes
No
Renal disease
Yes
No
Medication used
pregnancy
Yes
No
Neonates gender
Female
Male

1
1
1

0.25
0.84
0.002**

1
1

0.84

0.84

0.43

0.51

1

9

0.002**

1

2.04

0.153

1

18.22

0.0001***

1

7.73

0.005**

1

10.58

0.001**

1

0.89

0.34

1

0.73

0.43

1

0.15

0.69

in

df = degree of freedom
*0.01<P<0.05
**O.OO1<P<0.0/
***P<0.001

1.29
0.84
9.19
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6.6 T h e effects of some of the risk factors on different ultrasound
parameters

6.6.1 The Australian sample

Table 6.10 to Table 6.14 shows the effect of some of the important risk factors for IUGR
on routine ultrasound biometric parameters at different GAs in the Australian sample.
Again Chi-square analysis was performed to find the significant correlations.

Table 6.10. Results of chi-square analysis of the effect of maternal risk factors on B P D at
different GAs. (Australian sample)#.

Characteristics
Smoking vs non smoking
Previous low birth weight vs none
Alcohol consumption vs no
consumption of alcohol
Drug abuse vs no illegal drug use
L o w weight gain vs normal weight
gain
Hypertensive vs normotensive
Primiparity vs multiparity

30-32
X 2 = 0.452
P=0.501
X2=0.617
P=0432
X2=0.040
P=0.841
X2=10.49
P=0.001**
X2=0-171
P=0.678
X2=0.836
P=0.360
X2=0.886
P=0.346

33-34
X2=4.091
P=0.043*
X2=l-361
P=0.243
X2=0.280
P=0.596
X2=0.159
P=0.690
X2=4.52
P=0.034*
X2=0.435
P=0.431*
X2=6-821
P=0.009**

35-37
X 2 =0222
P=0.637
X2=4.94
P=0.026*
X2=l-63
P=0.200
X2=0.518
P=0.416
X2=0.819
P=0.365
X2=2-210
P=0.137
X2=0.968
P=0.325

>37
X2=0.018
P=0.892
X2=0.672
P=0.412
X 2 = 1.040
P=0.307
X2=0.922
P=0.336
X2=5-66
P=0.173
X2=7-551
P=0.006**
X2=0.653
P=0.653

IPD =Biparietal diameter

# degree of freedom=l
*0.01<P<0.05
**0.001<P<0.07
***P<0.001
The relationship between risk factors, GA and BPD is shown in Table 6.10. The risk
factors affecting BPD were Drug abuse, smoking, having a previous low birth weight
infant, LMWG, hypertension and primiparity. Hypertension caused a decrease in BPD
late in pregnancy while primiparity had a significant impact on BPD at 33-34 weeks
gestation. None of the risk factors remains significantly positive through the rest of
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pregnancy. Hypertension, drug abuse and primiparity had the most significant effect on
reduced BPD.

Table 6.11. Results of chi-square analysis of association between reduced F L and
reduced C H L and maternal risk factors at different G A s (Australian sample).#
Characteristics
30-32
33-34
35-37
>37
Crown-heel
length
(at birth)
Smoking vs non
smoking
Previous low birth
weight vs none
Drug abuse vs no illegal
drug use
Alcohol consumption vs
no consumption of
alcohol
Low weight gain vs
normal weight gain
Hypertension vs
normotensive
Primiparity vs
multiparity

X2=l-821
P=0.177
X2=0.972
P=0.324
X2=0-273
P=0.601
X2=2.75
P=0.969
2

=4.494
P=0.034*
X2=0.984
P=0.321
X2=4.087
P=0.043*
x

X2=0.002
P=0.961
X2=2.351
P=0.125
X2=3-031
P=0.081
X2=0.514
P=0.428

X2=4.709
P=0.030*
X2=0.406
P=0.524
X2=0.033
P=0.854

X2=0.368
P=0.543
X2=0.312
P=0.576
X2=l-157
P=0.282

P=0.737

X2=0.628
P=0.428
X2=0.043
P=0.835
X2=0.350
P=.553
X2=0.364
P=0.546

X2=5.91
P=0.015*
X2=0.984
P=0.321
X2=5-04
P=0.024*
X2=0.905
P=0.341

X2=0.564
P=0.452
X2=0.214
P=0. 643
X2=0.332
P=0.564

X2=0.065
P=0.798
X2=l-536
P=0.215
X2=0.070
P=0.791

X2=4-63
P=0.031*
X2=5-161
P=0.023*
X2=4.490
P=0.034*

x2=o.m

FL =Femur Length; C H L = Crown heel length
# degree of freedom=l
* 0.01<P <0.05
**O.OOl<P<0.0i
***P<0.001

Table 6.11 shows the relationship between the various risk factors and FL. The effects of

maternal risk factors on CHL were also evaluated at birth. Smoking had a negative eff
on FL at 35-37 weeks with this effect continuing to show in reduced CHL at birth.
Previous low birth weight, drug and alcohol abuse, maternal hypertension and
primiparity did not have any effect on FL. Hypertension, drug use, low weight gain in
pregnancy and primiparity all had negative effects on CHL at birth.
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Table 6.12. Results of chi-square analysis of association between reduced A C and
maternal risk factors at different G A s (Australian sample). #
Characteristics
Smoking vs non smoking
Previous low birth weight vs
none
Alcohol consumption vs no
consumption of alcohol
Drug abuse vs no illegal drug
use
L o w weight gain vs normal
weight gain
Hypertensive vs
normotensive
Primiparity vs multiparity

30-33

33-34

X2=5.520
P=0.010**
X2=0.964
P=0.326
X2=0.285
P=0.593
X2=0.096
P=0.756
X2=4.018
P=0.045*
X2=0.028
P=0.865
X2=2-831
P=0.923

X2=0.410
P=0.521
X2=0.386
P=0.534
X2=5.681
P=0.017**
X2=5.222
P=0.022*
X2=0.361
P=0.547
X2=0.360
P=0.548
X2=0.190
P=0.888

35-37
2

x =o.on
P=0.914
X2=4.641
P=0.031*
X2=0.038
P=0.845
X2=l-412
P=0.234
X2=2.145
P=0.143
X2=4.861
P=0.027*
X2=2.799
P=0.094

>37
2

X =0.221
P=0.632
X2=0.201
P=0.653
X2=3.561
P=0.059
X 2 =0.H7
P=0.732
X2=0.607
P=0.435
X2=0.961
P=0.326
X2=l-128
P=0.288

A C = Abdominal circumference

# degree of freedom=l
* 0.01<P <0.05
**0.001 < P <0.01
***P<0.001

Table 6.12, presented in the same format as Table 6.11, shows the effect of various risk
factors at various GAs on AC. The risk factor with the earliest significant negative
impact on AC was smoking and LMWG. The negative effect of smoking on AC was

statistically significant only at 30-33 weeks. Low weight gain had a negative effect o

AC at 30 weeks gestation; later the effect was still positive but not significantly so

Having previous low birth weight had a significant effect on AC at 35-37 weeks. Alcoho
consumption had the most significant negative effect on AC at 33-35 weeks.
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Table 6.13. Chi-square analysis of association between reduced H C and maternal risk
factors at different G A s (Australian Sample). #

Characteristics

30-32

33-34

35-37

Smoking vs non smoking

2

2

2

Previous low birth weight vs
none
Alcohol consumtion vs no
consumtion of alcohol
Drug abuse vs no illegal drug
use
L o w weight gain vs normal
weight gain
Hypertensive vs normotensive
Primiparity vs multiparity

X =0.872
P=0.350
X2=0.090
P=0.763
X2=0.032
P=0.861
X2=5-162
P=0.023*
X2=4.701
P=0.034*
X2=2.767
P=0.096
X2=0.165
P=0.687

X =0.652
P=0.420
X2=5-301
P=0.021*
X2=l-551
P=0.213
X2=1.794
P=0.180
X2=0.498
P=0.256
X2=6.261
P=0.012**
X2=3.941
P=0.047 *

X =0.529
P=0.467
X2=0.091
P=0.762
X2=0.021
P=0.021*
X2=0.332
P=0.564
X2=0.085
P=0.354
X2=0-213
P=0.643
X2=0.098
P=0.753

>37
2

X =4.591
P=0.032*
X2=0.115
P=0.734
X2=0.054
P=0.054
X2=0.506
P=0.476
X2=0-177
P=0.673
X2=0.385
P=0.534
X2=0-373
P=0.541

HC= Head circumference
# degree of freedom=l
* 0.01<P <0.05
**0.001 < P <0.01
***P<0.001

All of the proposed risk factors had some effect on H C at some time during the third
trimester. Hypertension had the most significant negative effect on HC at 33-34 weeks
gestation.

Table 6.14. Characteristics at various G A s that are related to a significant decrease in
specific anthropometric measurement. (Australian sample).
35-37
>37
33-34
30-32
Characteristics
CHL, H C
HC.FL
Smoking vs non smoking
AC

AC
HC
Previous low birth weight vs none
CHL
Alcohol abuse vs non alcoholic
AC
AC
HC
Drug abuse
AC
HC,AC,
FL
BPD
Low weight gain
AC,BPD
HC,AC
Hypertension vs normal
CHL
HC,BPD
AC
FL
Primiparity vs multiparity
CHL =Crown-heel length; BPD= Biparietal diameter; FL= Femur length; A C = Abdominal
circumference; HC =Head circumference

Table 6.14 shows maternal risk factors at various GAs that are related to a significant
decrease in specific anthropometric measurement. This table is a summary of Table 6.10
to Table 6.13 related to the Australian sample. Low weight gain during pregnancy had an
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3

early effect on head and A C . Smoking also had an early effect on A C . At 33-34 weeks
gestation, both primiparity and low weight gain had an effect on BPD. FL is affected by
smoking at 35-37 weeks gestation and low weight gain and primiparity early in gestation.
Late in pregnancy smoking decreases CHL.

6.6.2 T h e Iranian sample
The negative effects of maternal risk factors for IUGR on ultrasonographic parameters
were also studied in the Iranian data.

Table 6.15. Results of chi- square analysis of association between reduced B P D and
maternal risk actors at different G A s (Iranian sample). #
Characteristics
Previous low birth weight vs
none
L o w weight gain vs normal
weight gain
Hypertension vs normotensive
Primiparity vs multiparity

30-32

33-34

X2=0-281
P=0.598
X2=18.201
P=0.0001***
X2=0.123
P=0.725

X2=0.120
P=0.725
X2=0.221
P=0.640
X2=4-95
P=0.261
X2=l-671
P=0.196

x2=i-m
P=0.291

35-37
2

x =o.m
P=0.231
X2=0.612
P=0.435
X2=4.77
P=0.029*
X2=0.130
P=0.715

>37
X2=0.421
P=0.519
X2=l-561
P=0.224
X2=7-20
P=0.007**
X2=0.472
P=0.492

BPD =Biparietal diameter
# degree of freedom=l
*0.01<P<0.05
**O.OO1<P<0.07
***P<0.001

L o w weight gain during pregnancy had a negative effect on B P D early in the third
trimester, but later on the effect was not significant. Hypertension had a significant
negative effect on B P D .
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Table 6.16. Results of chi-square analysis of association between reduced F L and

reduced C H L and maternal risk factors (Iranian sample). #
30-32
Characteristics
33-34
Crown-heel
35-37
>37
(at birth)
Previous low birth
weight vs none
Low weight gain vs
normal weight gain
Hypertension vs
normotensive

X2=0.281
P=0.598
X2=0.121
P=0.725
X2=0.123
P=0.725

X2=0.140
P=0.707
X2=0.101
P=0.825
X2=0-123
P=0.725

X 2 = 1-330
P=0.248

X2=0.161
P=0.69
X2=0.841
P=0.360
X2=15.09
P=0.0001**

P=0.294
X2=0.282
P=0.598

X2=0-831
P=0.361
X2=0.271
P=0.665
X2=0.831
P=0.361

X2=0.221
P=0.635

X2=0.041
P=0.842

x2=i-io

*

Primiparity vs
multiparity

2

X =0.74
P=0.389

2

2

X =2.361
P=0.124

X =0.453
P=0.359

FL =Femur Length; C H L =crown heel length
# degree of freedom=l
* 0.01<P <0.05
**0.001 <P<0.01
***P<0.001

None of the risk factors was shown to have negative effects on F L and C H L except
hypertension at 35-37.

Table 6.17. Results of chi-square analysis of association between reduced A C and
maternal risk factors at different G A s (Iranian sample).#

Characteristics

30-32
2

X =0.041
Previous low birth
P=0.835
weight vs none
X2=0.691
L o w weight gain vs
P=0.407
normal weight gain
X2=0.742
Hypertension vs
P=0.389
normotensive
X2=1.101
Primiparity vs
P=0.293
multiparity
A C = Abdominal circumference
# degree of freedom=l
*0.01<P<0.05
**0.001<P<0.07
***P<0.001

33-34
2

X =0.141
P=0.707
X2=0.121
P=0.725
X2=0.482
P=0.490
X2=2-252
P=0.133

35-37
2

X =2.291
P=0.130
X2=0.491
P=0.483
X2=0.272
P=0.605
X2=2.252
P=0.136

LMWG was the only risk factor affecting AC late in pregnancy.

>37
X2=0.0001
P= 1.000
X2=4.752
P=0.029*
X2=0.012
P=0.920
X2=0.042
P=0.838
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Table 6.18. Results of chi-square analysis of association between reduced H C and
maternal risk factors at different G A s (Iranian sample). #
Characteristics
30-32
33-34
35-37
>37
Previous low birth weight vs
none
L o w weight gain vs normal
weight gain
Hypertension vs
normotensive
Primiparity vs multiparity

X2=0.241
P=0.621
X2=0.163
P=0.686
X2=0.241
P=0.622
X2=2.101
P=0.147

X 2 =0.H3
P=0.740
X2=9.003
P=0.002**
X 2 =0-H3
P=0.742
X2=0.201
P=0.657

X2=0.353
P=0.553
X 2 =L213
P=0.272
X2=0.353
P=0.553
X2=0.091
P=0.765

X2=1.063
P=0.302
X2=0-523
P=0.472
X2=1.063
P=0.302
2
X =0.023
P=0.889

H C = Head circumference
#degree of freedom=l
* 0.01<P <0.05
**0.001<P<0.07
***P<0.001

Table 6.19. Characteristics at various G A s that are related to a significant decrease in
specific anthropometric measurement. (Iranian sample).
>37
33-35
35-37
30-32
Characteristics
Previous low birth weight vs none
AC
HC
L o w weight gain
BPD
FL.BPD
BPD
Hypertension vs normal
Primiparity vs multiparity
B P D =Biparietal diameter; F L =Femur Length; A C = Abdominal circumference; H C =
circumference, C H L =crown heel length

Head

Table 6.18 summarises the anthropometric measurements associated with a significant

decrease in foetal growth at various gestational ages in the Iranian sample. The earliest
but not most consistent effect is that of LMWG on BPD and HC. The only risk factor
with an effect on FL is hypertension. By late pregnancy, LMWG and hypertension had
effects on AC and BPD in the Iranian sample.

6.7 Discussion
Thefirstobjective of this part of the study was to identify the most important risk factors
for foetal growth disturbance during pregnancy in two culturally distinct populations.
The present study has identified a number of associations which may be of predictive
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value in identifying pregnancies at risk of bad outcomes. Most of the present findings
have been reported by previous authors although unanimity has not always been reached.
PI has not been the indicator used in previous studies. Previously birth weight had been
considered as the main indicator in almost all studies conducted to clarify the effects of
risk factors on foetal growth disturbances. PI, which is a more reliable index, was
selected for this study as the indicator of IUGR.

Asthma was one of the pathologic risk factors that significantly correlated with IUGR in
the Australian sample (Chi-square=12.8; p=0.0003; df=l) (see Table 6.6). The present
study shows that approximately 34 out of 219 (15%) of pregnancies are complicated by
asthma. Asthma is a chronic pulmonary disease characterised by increased

responsiveness of the tracheobronchial tree to various stimuli, resulting in a reduction in
airway diameter as a result of smooth muscle contraction and bronchial wall oedema.
The effect of pregnancy on the natural history of asthma shows that, in general,
approximately one-third of asthmatic patients will experience a worse clinical course
during pregnancy (Perlow et al. 1992). A variety of adverse outcomes including
increased prenatal mortality, low birth weight and increased frequency of Caesarean
delivery in pregnant women with asthma have been reported (Perlow et al. 1992).
Consistent with the latter study, the rate of Caesarean section is higher in pregnancies
associated with asthma and IUGR in this study. The respiratory alkalosis present in
normal pregnancy aggravated by hypoxia in asthma is a powerful indicator for an
increased rate of foetal growth disturbance in these pregnancies.

Studies of asthma prevalence in Australia suggest that this condition affects 11% of
pregnancies (Australian Bureau of Statistics 1995). The diagnosis of asthma used in this
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study was not confirmed by clinical examination or pulmonary function test and was
based on the women's own reports. The increase in the prevalence of asthma may be
because of the women's over-reporting or the possible increase in asthma prevalence
may be due to environmental factors.

The possible increase in asthma prevalence may be due to environmental factors This
study was conducted in Wollongong a city with heavy industry. The Illawarra region has
steelworks, combining coke ovens, blast furnaces, and steel-making vessels and the main
pollutants are coke oven gases, blast furnace gases and particulates. High air pollution in
Wollongong may explain the higher rate of asthmatic women in the sample. There has
been a relatively recent study of the relationship between air pollution and asthma in the
Illawarra area in NSW, Australia (Lewis et al. 1998). This study was conducted on
school children in the lower Hunter and Illawarra regions. Particulates and sulfur
dioxides were measured in the study area and it was observed that Wollongong had the
second highest polluted area for particulate pollution among the ten areas measured. It
was shown that with each 10 u\g increase in annual mean particulate, children were more
likely to have signs of asthma. Although this study was conducted on school age
children, the results are generalisable to other adult populations such as pregnant women.

Untreated asthma is reported to be associated with IUGR. Stenius-Aarniala, Hedman and
Teramo (1995), in an investigation on 504 asthmatic women undertaken in Sweden,
observed that women who used inhaled steroids for asthma treatment had a lower rate of
IUGR babies than those who did not use medication. Unfortunately, the study did not
investigate this aspect in detail and we have no reliable data on the use of anti-asthmatic
medication except the women's self report at the first visit as using Ventolin. Another
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reason might be that women during pregnancy are reluctant to use medications or
physicians do not prescribe medicine during pregnancy. Twenty-seven out of 34 (79%)
asthmatic women took no asthma medication during pregnancy. Only 10 women used
Ventolin for the treatment of asthma. From this incomplete data, the current study
confirms previous results. Alexander, Dods and Armson (1998) showed that the
incidence of IUGR babies was higher, among untreated asthmatic women.

Out of 34 asthmatic women, 20 (58%) women smoked, with 7 women smoking more
than 10 cigarettes a day. The combination of the effects of smoking and asthma on the
utero-placental circulation leads to more IUGR infants. No asthmatic women were found
in the Iranian sample. A part of the reason could be that it is culturally inappropriate
Iranian women to smoke. A study by Stick et al. (1996) reports that neonates who are
exposed to passive smoking are more likely to develop asthma in their future lives. The
absence of asthma in Iranian women may show that the women were not exposed or less
exposed to passive smoking in their neonatal period. Another reason might be that the
study was undertaken in Shahrood where the air pollution was not high. A larger number
of asthmatic women might have been found if the data had been collected from a big city
such as Tehran..

In the study population, asthmatic women had a significantly higher rate of smoking
during pregnancy. These findings may be useful in pre-conceptual and prenatal
counselling and in the prenatal management of the pregnancy complicated with asthma.

The finding of low birth weight as a complication of asthma is controversial. For instan
Perlow et al. (1992), similar to this study, found that neonates born to asthmatic women
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were at significantly increased risk for low birth weight (< 2500 gm) with nearly 50% of
this group affected. On the other hand, Steinius-Aaraniala (1995) found contradictory
results. This study's findings on the correlation between asthma and IUGR are also
inconsistent with the statement "the pregnant woman can be reassured that her asthma
will have no bearing on her pregnancy or on the outcome of her delivery" made four
decades ago ( Schaeffer & Silverman 1961).

The current results also show that hypertension during pregnancy, no matter which type,
was significantly correlated with IUGR in both the Australian (Chi-square= 11.87; P=

0.0006; df=l) (see Table 6.6) and the Iranian samples (see Table 6.9) (Chi-square=10.85;
P= 0.001; df=l). In some hypertensive disorders during pregnancy, there are significant
defects in the maternal vascular response to placentation, the numbers of placental
arteries are also reduced and some of the physiological changes of normal pregnancy do
not occur. All of these changes are an adequate explanation for IUGR. These results are
in concordance with Wilcox et al. (1995) who found a significant correlation between
hypertension and IUGR (p<0.001) in a sample of Australian women in Brisbane.

Smoking among women in the Iranian community is socially unacceptable. No Iranian
women smoked in the Iranian sample. Seventy-two Australian women smoked and
smoking in pregnancy was significantly correlated with foetal growth disturbance. It is

not surprising to find this result, which is in agreement with the results of most studi
the relationship between smoking and IUGR. Kramer et al. (1999) (smoking vs nonsmoking Odds Ratio=2.50 (2.31-2.71); O'Callaghan et al. (1997) (smoking vs nonsmoking p value = 0.03); Raymond and Mills (1993) (smoking vs non-smoking p value
= 0.001); Wilcox et al. (1995) (smoking vs non-smoking/? value=0.001)].
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To investigate the numbers of cigarettes smoked per day and the risk of IUGR, the
sample was divided into two groups; 1. Those who smoked 1-10 cigarettes per day; 2.
Those who smoked > 11 cigarettes per day. There were 26 women in the present sample
who stated they smoked > 11 cigarettes a day; 6 of these (23%) had IUGR infants.
From 34 pregnant women who smoked 1-10 cigarettes per day, 17 women (50%)
delivered IUGR babies. This shows, there was not any correlation between the number
of cigarettes smoked and IUGR. This may indicate that reducing the number of

cigarettes smoked a day will not reduce the risk of having IUGR infants. Smoking should
be totally stopped before pregnancy.

More statistical analysis of the relationship between age and smoking showed no
correlation between being in a younger age group and smoking (Chi square=0.01, P=
0.9, df=l). This result is contrary to that of Kwok et al. (1983), who showed that
younger pregnant women in Tasmania (Australia) who smoked were more likely to have
a lower birth weight infant than non-smokers.

One of the possible reasons for not finding a correlation between IUGR and smoking for
more than 10 cigarettes in the Australian sample is the small size of the sample. Most
the reviewed articles that found a strong correlation between smoking and IUGR have a
larger sample size than that used in this study. For instance Kramer et al. (1999) and
Wilcox et al. (1995) each had a large sample size consisting of 62280 and 7493
respectively.

LMWG was significantly positively correlated to decreased PI in both the Iranian and th
Australian samples. This finding of the current study is concordant with the results
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obtained by Kramer et al. (1999) and those of O'Callaghan et al. (1997) but contradicts
the findings reported by Dawes and Grudzinkas (1991). The significant association of
LMWG and having IUGR neonates (p=0.001) in the study conducted by O'Callaghan et
al. (1997) and Kramer et al. (1999) OR= 1 vs 1.66(1.51-1.83) and this study could be
because most mothers of IUGR infants were from socially disadvantaged families and
had a lower level of education. Low socio-economic status and low level of education
are established risk factors for poor nutrition in pregnancy and will lead to low weight
gain in pregnancy. Dawes and Grudzinkas (1991) selected their sample from women of
higher socio-economic status, resulting in the difference between that and the current
study.

Overall, weight gain during pregnancy must be considered a physiological process of

pregnancy. It is positively correlated with increasing GA because of the increasing size o
the products of the conception which are weighed simultaneously with the mother. If

there is no increase in weight, then the mother is using nutritional stores and losing bod

mass. Weight gain is included in this study as a reflection of nutrition. Thus it is essent
to know the pre-pregnancy weight if we are going to study changes in maternal size.
Maternal skin-fold thickness measurement is the best method of evaluating the adequacy

of maternal nutritional intake and weight gain, independent of the fetus. The collection of
both measurements is hard in a population large enough to control for other factors and
give a quantifiable effect. It was far beyond the scope of the current study to do this,
however, it would be interesting to conduct a study to collect both maternal weight and
skin-fold thickness to see which of the factors is more effective in predicting IUGR
babies.
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As the results of this study showed, maternal weight gain during pregnancy has a direct
influence on pregnancy outcome. Appropriate weight gain advice is therefore of great
importance as it has the potential to have a great effect on foetal growth.

The current results also confirm earlier reports from Seidman et al. (1989) that IUGR
decreases as pre-pregnancy weight increases. Similarly, Abrams and Laros (1986), in a
study of 2946 pregnant women in USA, observed that maternal pre-pregnancy weight
had a statistically significant effect on foetal birth weight (P<0.0001). They observed
mean birth weight differed by more than 300 g between the underweight and very
overweight groups . This observation is in agreement with those of others (Abrams and
Selvin 1995; Wilcox et al. 1995). It is therefore important to advise women to have an
appropriate pre-pregnancy weight before deciding to get pregnant. Understanding the
influence of pre-pregnancy weight on foetal growth may strengthen the credibility and
influence of dietary advice for pregnant women.

Over the last few decades there have been significant changes in the recommendations
made to women on weight gain during pregnancy. Abram and Laros (1986) cite
Slemmons (1927) who reported that in the 1920s, efforts were made to limit maternal
weight gain to not more than 15 pounds in an attempt to have easier labor and to keep
women fit after delivery. Concern about the high rate of SGA babies delivered in the
1960s and 1970s resulted in encouraging women to gain a minimum of 24 pounds (11
kg) during pregnancy (Abram and Laros 1986). The mean appropriate weight gain in
pregnancy for Australian women is said to be between 10-13 kg (Worthigton & Bonnie
1993). However, there still is controversy between obstetricians, and there is no
agreement about a uniform accepted amount of maternal weight gain. Even when women
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are encouraged to gain appropriate weight in pregnancy, negative beliefs on the
possibility of getting overweight after delivery or having a complicated labor may
prevent women from gaining enough weight. Palmer, Jennings and Massey (1985)
report that women in their studies had negative attitudes towards pregnancy weight gain.
Therefore recognition of these women and education of the importance of having a
proper diet in pregnancy is necessary.

More analysis of the Australian data showed that 19 out of 38 (50%) women with a
weight gain less than 8 kg were smokers and of advanced maternal age (>34). Twenty
four out of 38 women with a weight gain less than 8 kg also had low parity (0,1).
Appropriate recommendations for weight gain must therefore be determined for
individual women taking into account, high risk maternal characteristics such as negative
attitudes towards weight gain, smoking, primiparity and the mother's age.

It was interesting that in both the Australian and the Iranian data there were many
primiparous women with IUGR. Few studies have examined the effect of primiparity on
IUGR. Of the 60 women suspected of having IUGR babies in the Australian sample, 25
(41%) were primiparous while in women with normal babies (n=159), 51 (32%) women
were primiparous. Primiparity is significantly associated with having IUGR babies (Chi
square=6.62, p=0.019). This might be because of the fact that two main categories of
aetiological factors associated with IUGR are both associated with parity. The first
category is composed of factors such as social risk factors, including poor maternal
health status, poor maternal socioeconomic class and insufficient weight gain during
pregnancy (McFarlin 1994). These risk factors seem to be more prevalent among unwed,
teenage primiparous women. The second group of risk factors mainly includes obstetric
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risk factors complicating pregnancy including maternal hypertensive disorders (Abrams
& Newman 1991). Primiparity was a significant predictor of low PI with an 0.20
increase in PI occurring for second or third births. This effect is confirmed in other
studies where increase in birth weight with parity greater than one was 236 g (Ash et al.
1989).

As Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.6 in both the Iranian and the Australian samples show,
women with parity 0 had a low PI showing a correlation between IUGR and primiparity.
This correlation was also confirmed by Chi-square analysis as shown in Table 6.6 and
Table 6.9. Although the chi-square analysis showed that there was a correlation between
parity 1 and reduced PI in both Australian and Iranian samples and a significant
correlation between parity 2 and reduced PI in the Australian sample, as Figure 6.3 and
Figure 6.6 show no pattern of correlation between IUGR and multiparity can be seen.

The present data failed to confirm the association between race and IUGR in the
Australian sample (see Table 6.6). Few studies have dealt with the effects of race on
IUGR. In the one Australian study of factors influencing SGA carried out in the Mater
Mother's Hospital, Brisbane between 1991 to 1993, O'Callaghan et al. (1997) reported
country of birth as a predicting factor for SGA, which was more prevalent in the
Caucasian group.

Contrary to other studies (Kramer et al. 1999; O'Callaghan et al. 1997), maternal age
also did not show a significant correlation with IUGR in the Australian mothers (see
Table 6.6). There was no association between age and foetal growth disturbance in
young Iranian mothers. However the IUGR rate was much higher in older mothers (see
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Table 6.9) (>34 years chi square = 9.19, P= 0.002). The probable reason for this
association may be that with increasing age the probability of complications in pregnancy
such as maternal vascular disease increases.

The lack of relationship between alcohol use and foetal growth restriction in the
Australian sample (see Table 6.6) in this study agrees with the findings of several other
investigators (Wilcox et al. 1995; Raymond & Mills 1993) but contrasts to others
(Cogswell & Yip 1995). Wilcox et al. (1995) and Raymond and Mills (1993) compared
women who did not consume alcohol with those who did as in the present study. It is
possible that drinking alcohol to excess is associated with IUGR. That may be why a
correlation between drinking a moderate amount of alcohol and IUGR was not found.
Cogswell and Yip (1995) in an study of US National data observed that mothers who
report drinking two drinks per day or more are about two times as likely to deliver low
birth weight infants. Different classifications of drinking levels preclude formal
comparative power analyses in different studies. The systems of classification were
different in this study and the study conducted by Cogswell and Yip (1995). This study
classified non-alcoholic as those who did not drink alcohol whereas in the system of
classification adopted by Cogswell and Yip (1995) non-alcoholics was classified as those
who drink less than two drinks per day. Nonetheless, the disagreement between this
study's results and the latter study may be due to differences in the instruments used to
collect data. There is some evidence that the use of personal interviews to obtain data on
alcohol consumption, as in the current study on Australian data, may underestimate the
amount of drinking in obstetric patients, compared to a self-administered questionnaire
as used in Cogswell and Yip's (1995) study. In addition recall bias may have falsely
elevated the apparent risk in their study, since the alcohol histories were obtained after
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delivery. Brooke et al. (1989) found a significant trend towards lower birth weight with
increasing consumption of alcohol (p<0.04). Women consuming 100 g or more in a
week had babies with a birth weight 4% less than non-drinkers, equivalent to 137 g at

term. The definitions adopted by these investigators were also different from those of th
study.. Alcohol intake in Brooke et al.'s study (1989) was determined from the type of
drink consumed and its quantity converted to grams of alcohol a week.

There was an increased incidence of IUGR in women who had had a history of a

previous low birth-weight infant (under 2500 g) in this study. This is in concordance wit
Fedrick and Adelstein (1978), who reported a striking excess of women with a history of
previous low birth weight who delivered low birth weight infants in their study of 16994
pregnant women in the UK (P<0.00001).

Bleeding during pregnancy was not shown to be a risk factor for IUGR in this study,
which contrasts with the result of the study by Fedrick and Adelstein (1978) who
reported bleeding to have a high predictive value in detection of IUGR (P<0.01).

Fedrick and Adelstein (1978) noted that bleeding in the first and second trimester was of

high predictive value compared to bleeding in the third trimester. Unfortunately the data

in the current study were coded in such a way that bleeding in the different trimesters of
pregnancy were not separated. It is probable that we had a high number of women with
antepartum bleeding, which is less likely to be associated with IUGR.
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6.7.1 Maternal risk factors and their influence on foetal anthropometric
measurements

Another objective of this part of the study was the detection of the effects of maternal
risk factors on ultrasonographic biometric parameters. Using the timing of the effect and
recognition of the type of risk factor affecting ultrasonographic parameters would help
the recognition of important risk factors affecting foetal growth during pregnancy. The
effect of the seven most important risk factors for foetal growth in the Australian sample
and four risk factors to the Iranian sample (alcohol consumption, drug abuse and
smoking were not applicable in the Iranian sample) were examined. According to the
results for the Australian sample low weight gain during pregnancy had the earliest and
the most consistent effect on foetal anthropometric measurements with statistically small
head and abdominal circumference apparent at 30 weeks' G A . This effect remained
almost consistent for A C but not for H C . L M W G

might be a result of maternal

malnutrition which is believed to cause less foetal deposit of glycogen (Neerhof 1995)
and decreases foetal A C . The same effect can be observed in the Iranian sample. L M W G
is also the risk factor which is associated with reduced A C in the Iranian sample. A s
mentioned before, L M W G in pregnancy is a well established risk factor for I U G R and
this effect has been substantiated in other studies (Kramer et al. 1999; O'Callaghan et al.
1997). Goldenberg et al. (1993), similar to the Australian sample in this study showed
that L M W G in pregnancy had a consistent effect on A C from 25 weeks' gestation to
birth. Concerning the method of study conducted by Goldenberg et al. (1993), they state
that the primary statistical analyses used were multiple and general regression analysis.
The risk factors studied were categorical variables, so the techniques in this study should
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be analysis of logistic regression or analysis of variance. Therefore the accuracy of these
results are questionable.

Smoking had an effect on AC early in the third trimester. HC and FL were also affected
by smoking. The risk factors having most impact on FL were smoking and primiparity.
The decrease in FL as a result of smoking is not surprising since smoking is usually
associated with symmetric IUGR and therefore foetal length is also reduced. Smoking,
low weight gain and hypertension caused a decrease in CHL, HC, BPD and AC late in
pregnancy. Smoking (Ahluwaha et al. 1997; O'Callaghan et al. 1997; Wennergren 1992)
hypertension (Lewinsky et al. 1991) and primiparity (Shoham-Vardi, Leiberman and
Kopernik 1994) are all established risk factors for IUGR. Smoking is significantly
associated with SGA status, making it one of the most important casual factors of foetal
growth restriction (English et al. 1994; Cilver et al. 1993). Other investigators have
found hypertension to be an important risk factor for growth restriction (Devoe &
Ramos-Santos 1991).

BPD was the ultrasonographic parameter which was affected by hypertension late in the
third trimester in both the Iranian and the Australian samples. Hypertension early in
pregnancy did not have a negative effect on BPD. This finding may also explain the
phenomenon of brain sparing (Owen & Khan 1998) in IUGR. This shows that the foetal

head is not the first organ affected by maternal vascular changes. If the risk factor is not
removed over a longer time, the head is affected.

Because the differences in the different anthropometric measurements associated with

each of the risk factors tended to be small, even though they were statistically significant
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it m a y be questioned whether the finding m a y be because of measurement errors.
However, in evaluating the ultrasonographic measurements what stands out most clearly
is the consistency across time periods. The mean values for all of the parameters
increase linearly and this suggests that the differences in the ultrasonographic
measurements attributed to each risk factor are real.

On the whole, this study showed that all of the proposed risk factors had some effect on
foetal growth at some time in the third trimester. Although some of these risk factors,
such as alcohol consumption, were not shown to be associated with IUGR (Table 6.6),
more detailed analysis of data showed that they have an impact on foetal growth at
different GAs (Table 6.10 to 6.18).

6.8 Limitations of our study
In this study multiple variables were used and multiple tests were performed. A problem
with conducting multiple tests is an increased probability of a type I error. Because the
purpose of this study was to add to the pool of knowledge about the relationship
between the risk factors and IUGR a potential type I error was preferred over a type II
error.

The Australian data collected in a retrospective study is definitely less detailed than data
which may be collected for a prospective study. Because patients in the Australian
sample were selected mostly from high risk population the sample might not be
representative of population selected. We feel however, that our findings could be
generalisable since we did not select this sample of pregnant women on the basis of
specific growth parameter in the fetuses.
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6.9 Summary
The present study has shown that even in different cultures there are some significant risk
factors for IUGR, such as hypertension in pregnancy, LMWG and primiparity, that are

similar. Intercultural differences did not exist for these risk factors in the Iranian and t
Australian samples. Intercultural differences existed between habits such as smoking,
alcohol consumption and drug abuse. The author believes that it would probably be
possible to find asthma as a risk factor for IUGR if the study were conducted in a
polluted area in Iran. If smoking were culturally acceptable among Iranian women, it
might have been possible to find a significant correlation between IUGR and smoking.
Smoking remains a significant social risk factor for IUGR. The available evidence now
suggests that, although risk factors for IUGR are similar in different cultures, culturally
acceptable behaviours result in some risk factors being more or less important in different
cultural groups.

Moreover, this study confirms the negative effect of a number of maternal risk factors on
the anthropometric measurements through which the decrease in AC and FL and
consequently on birth weight and PI occurs. Smoking and hypertension are the most
important risk factors to have an effect on FL and consequently on PI (weight/lenght3x
100). AC was the most important anthropometric measurement which was significantly
affected by most risk factors at various GAs, most significantly by LMWG and
hypertension. More significantly, with the use of ultrasound this study reveals when
various risk factors have an effect on foetal growth and which of the foetal
anthropometric measurements reflect the decrease in growth. The authors are quite
aware that the effect of different proposed risk factors on ultrasonographic parameters
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may be interlinked. However, they believe that this study is a preliminary study whose
results will help toward a better understanding of foetal growth patterns.

CHAPTER SEVEN
DEVELOPMENT OF AN IUGR INDEX
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7.1 Introduction
As has been previously established there is no method for precise identification of IUGR
babies antenatally. The most important parameters used in clinical practice are EFW and
AC. The GA has to be estimated precisely and IUGR is diagnosed if both AC and EFW
are below the 10th percentile for GA. However, imprecision in both estimation of GA and
prediction of foetal weight limits the rehability of this kind of estimation. Prediction of
IUGR based on AC is also not always reliable. These are the important currently used
methods in ultrasound clinics in Australia. No special methods appear to be used in
ultrasound clinics in Iran and many IUGR babies are missed.

Other ultrasonographic parameters have been proposed for diagnosing IUGR. However
as previously shown, any one of these parameters alone is insufficient for the diagnosis of
IUGR and they have a particularly low level of PPV and NPV in detecting IUGR. This
part of the study is a test of the hypothesis growing out of the study reported in Chapter
Five. The hypothesis is that a combination of multiple parameter is better in diagnosis of
IUGR than any single ultrasonographic parameter. An index will be developed in the
process of this study. The proposed index will be developed based on samples recruited
from two countries, Australia and Iran. In the first study, which is conducted in
Australia, the index will be developed with the combination of ultrasound morphometric
parameters with maternal and social risk factors for IUGR and Doppler velocimetry from
the umbilical artery. As there is no Doppler ultrasound equipment available for routine
ultrasound in Iran, the index will be developed for the Iranian sample based on some
parameters but excluding Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery. The
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combination of several parameters m a y provide a better means of detecting I U G R and
therefore of refining subsequent surveillance techniques.

7.2 Research Question
Does combination of several parameters provide a better means of detecting IUGR?

7.3 Review of the IUGR indices developed to date
In order to predict IUGR, several investigators have developed indices (Kofinas and
Penry and Hatjis 1994; Deter, Harrist & Hill et al. 1990; Benson et al. 1990; Hill 1989;
Wennergren and Karlsson 1982; Rosenberg, Grant & Hepburn, 1982; Adlstein & Fedrick
1978). However, most of these studies suffered from methodological problems in their
investigations.

About 18 years ago a prospective study of a scoring system including eight variables
was carried out by Wennergren and Karlsson (1982) on 705 women in a maternity
hospital in Sweden. Initially the researchers tested 31 selected variables considered to be
related to IUGR. The correlation between these variables and IUGR (defined as birth
weight less than 2SD for GA at birth) was evaluated. Discriminant analysis was then
used to identify the strength of the correlation between different variables, and foetal
growth restriction. Using this study method, 8 variables were selected on the basis of
having the strongest correlation with IUGR. Based on these variables a scoring system
was constructed. These investigators claimed that their scoring system had a SEN of
100% and a SPE of 95.5% in the detection of IUGR babies. In the second part of this
study, 836 patients were evaluated in the multi-centre study. The SEN of detecting
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IUGR was then 88% and the SPE was reported as 90% (Karlsson et al. 1983). The high
SEN and SPE of the test in the study conducted by Wennergren and Karlsson (1982) is
rather suspect. The investigators used birth weight less than the 10 percentile as the cutoff value for identifying IUGR. Given that there are some large babies who are IUGR
(Chard, Yoong & Macintosh 1993), this calls the validity of this index into question. The
data were selected from a tertiary obstetric hospital in Sweden. There seems to be a
possible bias in the selection of the sample so that a population at high risk of IUGR was
selected. If a high-risk population is selected in the development of a score, the SEN and
SPE will definitely be decreased in a population with a normal rate of prevalence of
IUGR (3-10%). This score is also not very reliable in the prediction of IUGR in a low
risk population. The authors did not include ultrasound parameters as independent
variables in their analyses. This is probably because ultrasound examination was not a
routine test for diagnosis of IUGR at the time the study was conducted, as it is now.

A few other indices have also been constructed in the late 1980s and early 1990s by
adding various ultrasonographic variables (Benson et al. 1990; Benson et al. 1988; Hill
1989). In an attempt to improve the ultrasonographic diagnosis of IUGR, Hill (1989)
combined risk factors for IUGR with some ultrasonographic parameters. The population
for this study comprised 101 consecutive patients at a Pennsylvania Hospital. They
included BPD, HC, AC and FL and maternal risk factors to develop the index. The
scoring system of Wennergren and Karlsson (1982) for antenatal identification of foetal
growth restriction was used in this study. The investigators concluded that the antenatal
IUGR index including maternal risk factors could predict IUGR with a high SEN (80%).
In this study the FL/AC ratio had a SEN of 27.2% and a SPE of 65.7%. However, for
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weight less than or equal to thefifthpercentile, it had a high S E N of 8 0 % . F r o m their
multivariate analysis, these researchers suggested that antepartum factors such as
maternal clinical characteristics had an important role in differentiating small, healthy
foetuses from small, IUGR babies. In their study, Hill and co-workers combined the
maternal history index with foetal measurements to produce a logistic IUGR index which
could define the probability of IUGR in a given case. These researchers found that the
probability of IUGR was directly related to the estimated weight percentile and inversely
related to FL. The study seems valid, similar to the above studies (Adlstein and Fedrick
1978; Wennergren and Karlsson 1982), whose authors defined IUGR as birth weight less
than the 10th percentile for GA. As mentioned before, this kind of classification has
many flaws that can reduce the validity of the index. Moreover, the study is biased by
just including IUGR babies. Neither did they include in their study some variables such as
liver size (Murao et al. 1987), subcutaneous fat (Romero et al. 1996) and placental grade
(Kazzi et al. 1983) which are now thought to be important predictors of IUGR.

Using logistic regression, Benson et al. (1988) showed that a combination of EFW, AF
volume and maternal blood pressure best correlated with IUGR. In their study, the
combination of elevated maternal blood pressure, severe ohgohydramnios and an EFW 3
standard deviations below the mean for GA were predictive of IUGR.

Another index was developed by Kofinas, Penry and Hatjis (1994) based on two
parameters, Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery and weight deficit based on
GA. The author's assumption was that in the ideal pregnancy a foetus should have the
average resistance and average weight for the corresponding GA. The S/D value for the
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50 percentile for each gestational week was termed ideal resistance. The weight value
for the 50th percentile for each GA was termed the ideal weight resistance point. The
point on the regression line where for every GA the ideal resistance and ideal weight
meet is termed the ideal weight resistance point. Kofinas and Penry and Hatjis (1994)
constructed a formula called compliance deficit.

Compliance deficit was calculated with the following formula:

r- v
^ w ^ ™
Actual S/D-Ideal S/D xlOO
Compliance deficit (CD) =
Ideal S/D
Ideal Weight - Actual Weight x 100
Weight deficit ( W D ) =
6
v
'

Ideal Weight

The index developed by Kofinas and Penry and Hatjis (1994) is called the Compliance
weight deficit index (CWDI) which is calculated based on the following formula:

CWDI=(CD2+WD2)1/2

Although this index seems to be reliable it m a y misclassify small but normal foetuses as
IUGR. The score is also unable to identify foetuses with moderate UPI and moderate
weight deficit.

Calculation of growth velocimetry from two consecutive third trimester scans has also
been proposed (Owen & Khan 1998). Owen and Khan (1998) studied 313 women
attending the antenatal clinic at Ninewells Hospital in Glasgow. They studied growth
velocities of the foetal abdominal area and BPD from the third from last and last
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measurements before delivery (28 days separation). The velocity standard deviation
score was calculated from the following formula:

, .. rj daily increment - reference mean increment
Velocity Z score =
•
standard deviation
X7

The reference mean increment and standard deviation referred to the GA specific values
determined from particular reference ranges for ultrasound growth velocity. Receiver
operative curves were employed to determine an optimal cut-off point for velocity to
predict intrauterine mal-nourishment. The investigator suggested that foetal abdominal
area velocity was a good predictor of IUGR and predicted growth restriction with a
likelihood ratio of 10.4 (95% CI 3.9 to 2.6) for skin-fold thickness. The inherent problem
would be the scan error from the two measurements, either or both of which could be
an over or underestimation. Inter-observer variation would further complicate the
problem. It would also create a large number of false positive cases in which growth
restriction was falsely recognised (Gardosi et al. 1994). The Rossavik formula aims at
deriving an individual growth curve from two second-trimester scans 6 or 8 weeks apart
(Deter et al. 1990) but clinical application is again questionable with a large potential
error that may result from the above-mentioned problems.

7.3.1 Evaluation of scoring systems
Evaluation of scoring systems and diagnostic tests for IUGR is a difficult task. The
criteria which make this process hard are that infants of certain weights will be diagnosed
as having IUGR in some studies and not in others. Furthermore, many of the IUGR-
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related risk factors and infant outcome studies are not comparable, which often leads to
conflicting results.

It is no wonder that the assessment of antenatal surveillance methods to detect IUGR has
been hampered by the use of birth-weight criteria as an end-point rather than as an
assessment of nutritional status. The studies cited above are based on the concept that
ultrasound measurements should be evaluated by their ability to predict babies which will
be SGA. As already pointed out, this is not really what should be measured. Therefore
the ability of all these scoring systems to identify true IUGR babies is under question.

In most of these studies, the investigators appeared to believe that there were two groups
of pregnancies, normal and abnormal and they tried to differentiate between those
groups. Risk might increase with decreasing size but IUGR babies are not just below
some arbitrarily defined percentile. It is thus sensible to use three categories rather than
two with a border of uncertainty between apparently normal and apparently abnormal
foetuses.

In some studies, it is unclear which ultrasonographic examination was used in the
development of the score (Hill 1989). In some instances, the analysis was restricted to
the last examination performed before delivery (Benson et al. 1988; Benson et al. 1990).
This means that for patients who had two or three tests, the majority of examination
results were not included in the statistical analysis. These studies also limited thenanalysis to low birth weight at term (considering IUGR as < 2500g babies or < 2SD for

GA).
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Furthermore, while many factors are known to be related to IUGR, few of them have a
strong enough association to help to detect IUGR directly. Knowledge that a clinical or
foetal measurement is associated with IUGR is not helpful unless the association is
strong with high SEN, SPE, PPN and NPV. Many of the criteria used in the above
reviewed indices do not meet this requirement.

Limitations in studies including weakness in study design such as small sample size,
unrepresentative patient populations and limited definitions of IUGR make the indices
biased and inaccurate. These limitations motivated the authors to conduct a study to
combine appropriate variables to diagnose IUGR.

7.4 Data collection
The comprehensive detailed method of study was described in Chapter Three. This
section outlines the description of the specific gold standard used for this part of the
research.

It is important to have a reliable gold standard in conducting antenatal studies. The
deficiency of appropriately defined outcomes for the conduct of antenatal studies aimed
at identifying IUGR foetuses has previously been highlighted (Owen et al. 1996). The
gold standard chosen as the outcome measure in this part of the study was a combination
of PI, skin-fold thickness and MAC/HC ratio. The actual values for the anthropometric
parameters chosen as measures of outcome in this study are arbitrary since there are no
published studies comparing values of skin-fold thickness, PI and MAC/HC ratio for the
identification of malnourished infants at greater risk of morbidity. In the absence of
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established outcomes, results for three different anthropometric measurements have been
presented.

To prevent overestimation of IUGR, the standard tables developed for Iranian foetuses
(Chapter Four) were used as a standard reference for diagnosis of IUGR. A neonate was
considered as IUGR if PI and one of the other two parameters (skinfold thickness,
MAC/HC) suggested the neonate to be IUGR. A neonate was selected as IUGR if PI
was below the 10th percentile for the GA and MAC/HC and skinfold thickness were one
standard deviation below the respective value for GA suggested by Sasanow, Georgief
and Pereira (1986) and Oakley, Parsons and Whitelaw (1977).

7.5 Results
The Iranian sample included 30 foetuses with IUGR and 266 normal foetuses. There
were 4 neonatal deaths within the subgroup of 30 growth restricted fetuses. There were
no neonatal death within the rernaining fetuses. All of the causes of neonatal death were
consistent with severe IUGR. Of the 210 Australian fetuses studied, 60 were considered
as growth restricted at birth whereas 159 were normal. There was 1 postnatal death
within the subgroup of growth restricted foetuses. There were no perinatal deaths within
the remaining normal foetuses. Neonatal general characteristics are summarised in Table
7.1.
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Table 7.1. Neonatal characteristics in I U G R and Normal babies. Data show frequency
of occurrence.
Australian
I U G R (n=60)

Iranian

Normal (n=159)

I U G R (n=30)

Normal (n=266)

Foetal distress

Yes
No

17
43

57
102

6
24

25
240

Mode of delivery
Normal
Caesarean section
Vacuum extraction
Forceps
Neonate's gender
Male
Female

30
19
3
3

140
12
6
1

7
23
0
0

76
187
3
0

29
31

67
84

20
10

149
117

Apgar index <6:
At 1 minute:
At 5 minute:

11
3

5
1

1
0

8
0

The rate of caesarean section was higher in I U G R neonates than in normal neonates in
the Australian group. However, in the Iranian group a large number of normal
pregnancies were delivered by cesarean section. According to this study, IUGR was
more prevalent among the male gender in the Iranian data. More neonates in the IUGR
group had an Apgar score less than 6 compared with normal neonates.

Table 7.2. Anthropometric data in both Iranian and Australian infants.
Australian

Birth-weight (g)
Length(cm)
H C (cm)

IUGR
(n=60)

Normal
(n=159

2414 + 516
46.8 ±3.3
32.3 ±1.9

2952 ± 530
47.4 ± 2.9
33.4 ±1.4

NA

NA

0.0002***
-

2.3±0.147

2.8±0.416

0.0001***

MAC (cm)
3)

PI (g/cm

Iranian

NA-Data not available
*Q.01</><0.05
**0.001 <P<0.01
***P<0.001

P
0.0001***

0.3

IUGR
(n=30)

Normal
(n=266)

2584 ± 342 3130±467
49.2±2.2
50.6± 1.7
34.3±1.5
33.7± 1.8
9.8± 1.2
10.5±1.9
1.98± 0.186 2.67±0.297

P
0.0001***
0.0008***
0.042*
0.049*
0.0001***
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Significant differences between weight and PI of IUGR and normal foetuses were found
in both the Iranian and the Australian samples. While the difference was not significant
for the infant's length in the IUGR and normal neonates in the Australian sample,
significant differences between length and HC of IUGR and normal neonates were found
in the Iranian neonates

7.6 Development of an IUGR Index (Australian Data)
To develop the score, it was essential to identify the most important independent
parameters to predict IUGR foetuses. A discriminate function analysis was used to
determine which variables discriminate between the IUGR and normal groups. Table 7.3
shows the result of the discriminate analysis on the Australian data.
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Table 7.3. Results of discriminant analysis variables (Australian data).
WUks'
Lambda
Hypertension

AFI
AC
HC/AC

LMWG
Drug use

BPD
RENAL
GIRTH
History of I U G R

HC
Alcohol consumption
Bleeding
Parity
Smoking
Medication in pregnancy

FL
Pre-eclampsia
S/D ratio
FL/AC

EFW
Previous illness

Partial
Lambda
0.8847
0.9557
0.8696
0.9722
0.8635
0.9791

F
8.2106
5.0612

0.8588
0.8570
0.8497
0.8482
0.7684

0.9845
0.9866
0.9950
0.9967
0.9971

0.7679
0.8464

0.9978
0.9988
0.9990
0.9990

3.7726
2.7862
2.4099
0.8844
0.5790
0.4758
0.3640
0.2085
0.1775
0.1734

0.9991
0.9999
0.9993
0.9994
0.9997
1.0000
0.0750
0.0985
0.0750
0.1006

0.1567
0.0143
0.1311
0.0896
0.0546
0.0077
0.0029
-0.0052
-0.0052
-0.0542

0.8463
0.8463
0.8462
0.7663
0.8461
0.7667
0.8457
0.8455
0.0038
-0.0332
0.8461
-0.2103

p-level
0.0047
0.0257
0.0537
0.0968
0.1224
0.3483
0.4477
0.4913
0.5471
0.6485
0.6741
0.6776
0.6927
0.9051
0.7177
0.7650
0.8154
0.9304
0.0571
0.1554
0.8154
0.0259

1-Toler.
Toler.
(R-Sqr.)
0.8821
0.1179
0.9618
0.0382
0.4799
0.5201
0.9122
0.0878
0.8733
0.1267
0.8259
0.1741
0.7038
0.2962
0.8887
0.1113
0.7334
0.2665
0.8598
0.1402
0.4623
0.5377
0.8946
0.1054
0.9604
0.0396
0.4909
0.5091
0.7349
0.2651
0.7864
0.2135
0.8969
0.1031
0.9391
0.0609
0.0503
0.9599
-0.3368
0.7366
0.4909
0.4909
-2.0905
0.0379

Wilks' Lambda: .84545 approx. F (14,177)=2.3111 p< .0061

Explanation of Wilks' L a m b d a and Partial Lambda and Tolerance is provided in the
Appendix 2.

The results of Discriminant analysis showed that hypertension, AFI, A C , H C / A C and
LMWG have the highest F values. It means that these parameters were the most
important predictors of IUGR foetuses. Statistically, in a Discriminant analysis it is
advantageous to enter all significant parameters at the same time. However, in some
cases mixing different types of data such as categorised and scalar data can be misleading
as some computer packages treat categorised data as codes (eg. 0 and 1) to calculate a
relationship. To double check the results of the Discriminant analysis, the parameters
were divided into the categorised and scalar variables.
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Logistic regression w a s performed to find the most important socio-demographic,
anthropometric and pathologic risk factors (catagorised type of data) for IUGR. The
summary of logistic regression is shown in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4. Summary of logistic regression analysis (Australian sample).
DRG
SMOk PRE REN HY
MED BLE W E I GIR ins
Const. PJLL A L C
BO
Estimate 1.7236 0.5369 0.3163 0.0824 0.1074 0.0680 0.1478 1.5935 0.2120 0.4188 1.6331 0.2502 0.4306
Chi2(l 2)=23.1 83 p=.021625
P-ILL: Previous illness
ALC: Alcohol consumption
DRG: Illegal drug use
BLE:Bleeding
GIR: Low girth

SMOK:Smoking
PRE: Pre-eclampsia
W E I : Low weight gain in pregnancy
HIS: History of IUGR
M E D : Medication used in pregnancy

HY:Hypertension

As can be seen from Table 7.4, hypertension and L M W G during pregnancy were the
most important parameters with the highest B coefficient.

Forward stepwise multiple regression was used for scalar variables to identify the best
variables which are potential predictors of IUGR. This procedure consisted of a series of
steps. At each step of the procedure each variable in this study was evaluated to see
whether the variable should remain in the model. PI was selected as the dependent
variable and numeric variables listed in Table 3.1 as independent variables for the
multiple regression analysis

A summary of stepwise regression for biometric ultrasonographic parameters is
presented in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5. Final regression summary for dependent variable and independent scalar
variables (Australian sample).
BETA

St. Err. of

B

BETA
Intercpt
1.490
AC
0.391
HC/AC
0.130
AFI
0.266
FL/AC
-0.047
S/D ratio
-0.174
FL
2
R=0.92; R = 0.86p<0.00
STD. Error of estimate: 16.8
P<.05>0.01*
P<0.01>0.001**
P<0.001***

0.21
0.06
0.03
0.18
0.03
0.16

-925.20
25.14
226.10
1.43
652.88
-2.86
-18.57

St. Err. of
B
95.27
3.62
32.08
0.32
436.85
1.74
16.97

t
-9.71
6.95
7.05
4.54
1.49
-1.65
-1.09

p-level
0.0001***
0.0001***
0.0001***
0.0001***
0.137
0.101
0.275

W h e n stepwise regression was performed, of the 12 scalar parameters examined A C was
the first parameter entered with a p value of < 0.0001 In the next step of forward
stepwise analysis, HC/AC added the most significant additional information about IUGR
status (P<0001). AFI was the final ultrasound parameter found to be important in the
prediction of IUGR with (p<0.0001). None of the remaining parameters was found to
add more information over the above mentioned parameters. In fact, each of the
remaining variables had ap value more than 0.10.

Logistic regression analysis and stepwise multiple regression analysis confirmed the

results of the discriminate analysis in most cases. The strength of the correlation betwee
the different items of variables and fetal growth restriction was determined using
discriminant analysis. Based on these variables, a scoring system was constructed in
which the variables were awarded weights according to the results of all the statistical
analyses performed.
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An attempt was made to make the index as simple as possible in order that it be
applicable in clinical practice. The IUGR index is composed of 5 different items, 3
ultrasonographic parameters and 2 maternal risk factors. All variables are judged and a
simple summation is carried out. High scores favour normality and low scores favour
IUGR. Considering the result of stepwise multiple regression analysis and the results
obtained in Chapter Six, each parameter was given a specific weight representing the
magnitude of its Beta coefficient. To incorporate the effect of categorised parameters,
logistic regression was performed and the same approach was applied. The scoring
procedure for each variable is described in the following:

AC: In the index developed, if AC is 2SD less than the mean, the foetus is considered as
severe IUGR and an index of 0 is allocated. If AC is 1 SD below the mean, the foetus
scores an index of 1. Foetuses with AC equal to or above the mean for GA obtain an
index from 2-4 (Table 7.7).
HC/AC ratio: The scoring procedure for HC/AC is as follows. If HC/AC has a high
value, this means that AC is small and the foetus is IUGR (HC/AC is 2SD above the
mean), and an index of 0 is allocated to the foetus. A decreased HC/AC ratio 2SD below
the mean for age yields an index of 2.
AFI: The index is also designed so that, if AFI is more than 15, the foetus obtains an
index of 1, AFI between 10 and 15 yields an index of 0.5 and an AFI less than 10 obtains
index 0.
Hypertension: An index of 2 is given to normotensive mothers and 0 to hypertensive
mothers.
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L M W G : Maternal weight gain in pregnancy was evaluated against the table developed
by Dawes and Grudzinskas (1991). Table 7.6 shows patterns of maternal weight gain in
pregnancy based on the average weekly weight gain in pregnant women. If maternal
weight gain was less than 2 SD below the mean for that particular GA, a score of 0 is
allocated, otherwise the foetus gets a score of 1.

Table 7.6 Patterns of normal weight gain in pregnancy
(Dawes and Grudzinskas 1991).
GA
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Mean

SD

Mean-2SD

2.5

0.36

2.99
3.48
3.97
4.46
4.96
5.46

0.36
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.34
0.34

1.78
2.27
2.76
3.25
3.74
4.38
4.78

5.96
6.46

0.34
0.34

6.93

0.35
0.35

7.4
7.87
8.34
8.77

9.2
9.63
10.06
10.55
11.04
11.53
12.02
12.34
12.66
12.98

0.35
0.35
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.41
0.41
0.41

0.41
13.3
G A = gestational age

The whole scoring system is presented in Table 7.7.

5.28
5.78
6.23
6.60
7.17
7.64
8.03
8.46
8.89
9.32
9.77
10.26
10.75
11.24
11.52
11.84
12.16
12.48
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Table 7.7. IUGR index.
Score
0
<-2

Parameter
ACo - ACe
SD
HC/AC

An
Hypertension

MWG

0.5

M+2SD
<10
Yes
<2SD

1
-2><-l

1.5

M
>15

M-1SD

M-2SD

-

.

M+1SD
10-15
-

-

>

below the
M

2
-1> <0

3
0> <1

No

_
_
—

4
>1
_
_

2SD

below the
M

ACo= Observed abdominal circumference
ACe= Expected abdominal circumference for that gestational age
M W G = maternal weight gain in pregnancy
SD= Standard deviation
M = mean

Table 7.8. Results and frequency distribution of developed IUGR Index.
Normal Cases
n

Frequency

1
0
1
2
2
11
14
14
20
20
12
11
8
10
7
4
8
2
8
5
0

0.63%
0.00%
0.63%
1.25%
1.25%
6.88%
8.75%
8.75%
12.50%
12.50%
7.50%
6.88%
5.00%
6.25%
4.38%
2.50%
5.00%
1.25%
5.00%
3.13%
0.00%

Score

Acum. F
0.63%

n

72.50%
78.75%
83.13%
85.63%
90.63%
91.88%
96.88%
100.00%

0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5

100.00%

10.0

0.63%
1.25%
2.50%
3.75%
10.63%
19.38%
28.13%
40.63%
53.13%
60.63%
67.50%

I U G R Cases
2
1
2
4
2
8
7
7
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Frequency Acum. F
5.41%
5.41%
8.11%
2.70%
5.41%
13.51%
24.32%
10.81%
5.41%
21.62%
18.92%
18.92%
8.11%
0.00%
2.70%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

29.73%
51.35%
70.27%
89.19%
97.30%
97.30%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

n= Number

Table 7.8 shows the results and frequency distribution of all score categories. In this

table each row shows a score category in the middle which is surrounded on its l

right with the relative individual frequency and cumulative frequency of results
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I U G R and normal cases. The data presented in Table 7.8 can be depicted with histogram
bars shown in Figure 7.1.

Frequency

Normal
Foetuses

IUGR
Foetuses

•

^-y

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

IUGR Score

Figure 7.1. I U G R index in initial data set (Australian data).

The distribution of the developed index in the initial sample was examined. Inspection
of the data set shows that an index of below 3.5 should be considered diagnostic of

IUGR foetuses since it was most discriminatory in identification of growth restriction
and an index above 4 rules out IUGR. There was little overlap between indices in IUGR
and the normal group towards the end of the scale. Those foetuses with an index less
than or equal to 3.5 were considered as IUGR and those more than 4 were considered
normal. An index of 4 should be treated as suspicious of IUGR.

The histogram above in Figure 7.1 shows the distribution of normal foetuses and the
histogram below indicates the distribution of IUGR babies. As can be seen, when a
foetus yields an index of 5.5 or above, the probability of the foetus being normal is
100%. There may be the problem of setting the cut-off point or the reading above which
a foetus should be considered by the index to have IUGR. By studying Figure 7.2 it is
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apparent that to detect all IUGR babies, to attain a SEN of 100%, the cut-off must be at
5.5. This level will result in detection of all IUGR babies but at the price of including a
considerable number of normal babies. This means that the SPE is less than 100%. In
order to have optimised results, a compromise is reached and the cut-off point is set at
3.5. This means that both SEN and SPE are less than 100% and both false negative and
false positive results will arise but in small numbers. SEN may be increased but only at
the expense of SPE and similarly SPE may be increased but SEN is decreased. Therefore

it is desirable to find a point at which the combination of all parameters is in the highest
possible value. Graphically it is shown in Figure 7.2 that at the score 3.5 the sum of all
parameters is maximum. It is interesting to note that most of the normal foetuses are
placed between the score 4-6 as this is the nature of a normal distribution. Unfortunately
this fact makes it more difficult to find a cut-off with a high SEN and SPE.

The SEN, SPE and PPV and NPVs were calculated at different cut-offs (from 0-10). The
SEN, SPE and PPVs and NPVs at each cut-off in the index are shown in Table 7.9.
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Table 7.9. SE, SPE, P P V and N P V in initial data set (Australian sample).

Index
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0

SEN
5.41%
8.11%
13.51%
24.32%
29.73%
51.35%
70.27%
89.19%
97.30%
97.30%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

SPE
99.38%
99.38%
98.75%
97.50%
96.25%
89.38%
80.63%
71.88%
59.38%
46.88%
39.38%
32.50%
27.50%
21.25%
16.88%
14.38%
9.38%
8.13%
3.13%
0.00%
0.00%

PPV
66.67%
75.00%
71.43%
69.23%
64.71%
52.78%
45.61%
42.31%
35.64%
29.75%
27.61%
25.52%
24.18%
22.70%
21.76%
21.26%
20.33%
20.11%
19.27%
18.78%
18.78%

NPV
81.96%
82.38%
83.16%
84.78%
85.56%
88.82%
92.14%
96.64%
98.96%
98.68%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Youden
Index
0.05
0.07
0.12
0.22
0.26
0.41
0.51
0.61
0.57
0.44
0.39
0.33
0.28
0.21
0.17
0.14
0.09
0.08
0.03
0.00
0.00

Figure 7.2 shows the external validity of the developed index using SE, SPE, PPV, N P V

and the Youden Index. A desired cut-off score is the one that has the maximum Youde
Index. The Youden Index shows a peak point occurs where the IUGR score is 3.5. As
Table 7.9 shows SEN, SPE and PPV and NPVs at cut-off 3.5 are 89.19%, 71.88%,
42.31%, 96.64% respectively and the Youden Index is in its maximum 0.61. The
intermediate IUGR group were separated with the aim of improving SE, SPE, PPV and
NPV. These values are changed to 97.06% (SE), 67.86% (SP), 42.3% (PPV) and
98.96% (NPV) as the intermediate group is separated at cut-off 4.
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aximum

SEN
SPE
PPV
NPV
Youden

20%
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Figure 7.2. The Youden Index, SE, SPE, P P V and N P V in the initial data set at different
cu-offs in the IUGR index.

Percentiles and deviations of foetal ultrasound measurements for G A were assigned
with reference to nomograms of AC (Deter et al. 1982), HC (Hadlock et al. 1982b), FL
(Warda et al. 1985), EFW (Ott 1997), BPD (Hadlock et al. 1982a), AFI (Moore and

Cale 1990), Doppler velocimetry from umbilical artery (S/D ratio) (Fogarty et al. 1990
HC/AC (Campbell and Thome 1977) and FL/AC (Benson et al. 1985).

7.7 Index development for the Iranian sample
The same process of data analysis performed for the Australian sample was applied to

the Iranian sample. Table 7.10 shows the results of discriminant analysis in the Iran
sample.
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Table 7.10. Results of discriminant analysis in the Iranian sample.
Lambda
Wilks'
Liver size

AC
HC
HC/AC

LMWG
Hypertension

FL
Cerebellar diameter
Placental grade
FL/AC
History of I U G R

AFI
BPD
Subcutaneous fat

Lambda (1,49) p-level Toler. (R-Sqr.)
Partial F1-Toler.
remove
0.3615 0.8811 6.6060 0.0132 0.4851 0.5148
0.3525
0.903 5.2167 0.0267
0.030 0.9690
0.3449 0.9237
4.045 0.0497 0.0069 0.9930
0.3437 0.9268 3.8665 0.0549 0.0044 0.9955
0.3271 0.9738 1.3148 0.2570 0.7709 0.2290
0.3207 0.9932 0.3347 0.5655 0.7185 0.2814
0.3202 0.9947 0.2597 0.6129 0.0089 0.9910
0.3202 0.9949 0.2495 0.6195 0.5534 0.4465
0.3198
0.3196
0.3189
0.3188
0.3186
0.3186

0.9960
0.9968
0.9990
0.9991
0.9998
0.9999

0.1950 0.66064
0.1541 0.6963
0.0460 0.8310
0.0435 0.8354
0.0095 0.9225
0.0013 0.9707

0.9373
0.0069
0.7691
0.7711
0.9615
0.6586

0.0626
0.9930
0.2308
0.2287
0.0384
0.3413

Discriminant Function Analysis Summary (iranl.sta)
No. of vars in model: 14; Grouping: A L L (2 grps)
Wilks' Lambda: .31860 approx. F (14,49)=7.4855 p< .0000

The results of Discriminant analysis show that liver size, H C , A C , H C / A C ratio, L M W G
and hypertension were the most important parameters predicting IUGR. Four parameters
(AC, HC/AC ratio, LMWG and hypertension) were similarly reported as significant
predictors of IUGR in the Australian sample. Literature suggests that liver size is
positively correlated with AC size. This means that when the glycogen stores in the liver

increase, AC increases too. AC therefore can be considered as a substitute for liver size.
The results of chi-square analysis in Chapter Six also showed LMWG and hypertension
as significant predictors of IUGR. The above developed score for the Australian sample
seems to be valid also in the Iranian sample. However, this needs to be validated by
applying the score in a prospective study on an Iranian sample. This is shown in Chapter
Eight.
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7.8 Development of a computer program
To help ultrasonographers to estimate the IUGR score, a computer program has been
developed. This program was written in Micro Soft Visual Basic 5. The application can
be run on Windows 95 or higher Personal Computer (PC) environments. As Figure 7.3
shows, there is a main window in which users enter GA for each foetus and the data for
all of the components in the IUGR Index. Once the data entry is finished, the user can
compute the IUGR score. In addition to the IUGR score, the probability of being an
IUGR foetus is reported (Figure 7.4). To estimate probability, the SEN of the IUGR
index at each score was used. The process of IUGR Index calculation is the same as
described in Section 7.6. This computer program is based on the data available for this
study and it is recommended to be used only as baseline for the management of IUGR
pregnancies. The IUGR score estimation computer program is written so that it can be

adjusted based on population-specific data. The ultrasound standard tables for different
parameters used in the IUGR Index are saved in a separate file (IUGR.mdb) in a Micro
Soft Access database format. This file can be easily edited, based on the nomograms
available for a specific population. The computer codes of the developed program are
given in Appendix 3. The IUGR detection program is provided on the attached CD and
can be installed using "setup" program like any Windows 95 based software.
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Figure 7.3. I U G R index calculation program main menu.

Using the developed computerised program will ease the computation of I U G R scores
and can be used as a baseline for the management of foetal growth restriction.

|xl

• Probability Message

O

The IUGR Score Is 2. This Foetus Is IUGR with the Probability of X7Q

p?D
Figure 7.4. Probability calculation reporting window.
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7.9 Discussion
It is generally accepted that antenatal diagnosis of growth restriction is difficult and
inaccurate. As confirmed with the results of this study (Chapter Five), single
ultrasonographic parameters are not useful in the prediction of IUGR. On the whole it is
logical to consider that, because IUGR is a multi-factorial disease with different degrees
of severity, one would not expect a single ultrasonographic parameter to detect all
affected foetuses.

An important goal in contemporary obstetrics is to identify the growth restricted foetus
at risk for prenatal morbidity and mortality. The aim of the current study was to develop
a scoring system simple enough to be accepted in routine clinical practice and still be
capable of identifying IUGR babies in the majority of cases. The main goal was also to
develop a practical widely-acceptable technique for diagnosing IUGR. However, it was
felt that the situation was not necessarily similar in all ultrasound departments over the
world. The sample was therefore recruited from two countries, one developed and one
developing. There were two important reasons for this. First, it was thought that the
faculties available for predicting IUGR in these countries would not be the same. For
instance, Doppler equipment is not available in all ultrasound departments in Iran. The
author wished to ascertain whether these differences would make any significant
difference in our results. Second, the maternal risk factors and socioeconomic situation
are again not the same in these two countries. For instance, smoking and alcohol
consumption, which may be considered as significant risk factors for IUGR (although not
confirmed by the data collected for this study), were not a habit among Iranian women.
None of the Iranian women consumed alcohol while 26 Australian women consumed
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alcohol in pregnancy in the sample used in this study. The Australian sample included 72
women who smoked, among which were 26 heavy smokers (more than 10 a day). The

inter-cultural differences in smoking habits has been shown in other studies. Wilcox et al.
(1993) in a study on 41718 women from different cultural groups reported that almost
30% of women of European and Afro-Caribbean origin admitted to smoking while less
than 3% of Pakistanis did. The rate of IUGR babies as determined by birthweight in this
study was higher in Europeans than in Pakistanis. Similarly in this study data showed an
association between smoking and IUGR.

The index developed in this study has several advantages over scores developed to date.
The IUGR index was developed based on two samples from two different countries and
a larger sample size was selected compared with previously reported scoring systems
such as Hill's score (1989) (n=101). The index is an explicit method for combining
several types of information, all of which have been reported to be important in detection
of IUGR. The IUGR score includes both ultrasonographic and maternal risk factor
variables. This combination increases the accuracy of identification and therefore is
superior to Benson et al.'s score (1989) in which only ultrasound parameters were
included. From the current study, it appears that information on maternal risk factors is
important in the diagnosis of IUGR beyond the sonographically estimated parameters.

The developed index classifies foetuses in the last trimester of pregnancy into three

different groups. In the first group (index less than or equal to 3.5) there is a high risk
IUGR. Appropriate management should be applied based on foetal GA. In foetuses with
mature lungs, delivery is an appropriate option. Caesarean section should be performed
in foetuses with severe hypoxia. In foetuses with an IUGR index of 4, serial ultrasound
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scanning with an estimation of BPP may be necessary. Foetuses with an IUGR index
more than 4.5 are normal and do not need any extra surveillance.

The IUGR index seems to be a better index when compared with Wennergren and
Karlsson's (1982). Wennergren and Karlsson's score (1982) used 8 variables, including
decreased maternal girth and fundal height measurement, to show disturbances of foetal
growth. The IUGR score developed in this study is composed of several
ultrasonographic parameters, such as AC which directly measures foetal growth in utero.
It is believed that this method is more reliable than indirect measurements of foetal
growth such as measurement of girth or fundal height.

Considerable confusion exists regarding the diagnosis of IUGR in ultrasound clinics.
Using the proposed index would decrease this confusion and the index can be used
confidently in the identification of IUGR foetuses. For example, consider two foetuses,
one with AC 1 SD below mean, HC/AC 1 SD below the mean, reduced AFI value,
normotensive mother with appropriate maternal weight gain; the second with AC 2SD
below the mean, HC/AC 2SD above the mean, normal AFI value with a normotensive
mother and appropriate maternal weight gain. With the current tools available a
sonographer cannot make a confident diagnosis of IUGR. However, with the proposed
index a clear diagnosis can be made. According to the developed index case 1 yields an
index of 6.5 with a normal baby and case 2 gains an index of 3 with an IUGR baby. This
means that using the developed index the first and second cases are recognised as a
normal and an IUGR foetus with a SEN of 70.2% and 100% respectively (see Table
7.5).
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The main aim of this study was to develop a simple index to be applicable in most
ultrasound clinics. Therefore the patients were classified as being hypertensive or
normotensive. Classification could be more precise but becomes complicated by further
sub-dividing hypertension into different kinds of hypertension in pregnancy. This
refinement could increase the index's predictive accuracy but at the price of complicating
the index. Most ultrasonographers do not assign time to obtain a precise history of
pregnant women and sometimes when they wish to do so, the information is unavailable.

Using this index does not require any extra time for complicated estimations (Deter and
Harrist and Hill 1990). Obtaining a simple maternal, social history and a few ultrasonic
measurements only are required. The tools provided have some advantages over
previously presented indices (Kofinas and Penry 1994). They can be used in both well
equipped and poorly equipped ultrasound clinics.

It may be argued that one of the best ways of identification of IUGR is serial ultrasound
examination. However, for most units, particularly in developing countries, this is not
financially and logistically feasible. The value of the developed index is that a woman
suspected of having an IUGR baby can be evaluated with one ultrasound examination
and, if she yields an index putting her in severe IUGR group, a delivery should be
considered or at least one more ultrasound examination is required for Biophysical
profile scoring. This will decrease the cost of IUGR management, which is an important
issue in developing countries. Another superiority of this study over others is in the
statistical method applied; Discriminant analysis resulting in weighted items increases the
value of the index.
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With the developed index, it should now be possible to establish consistent relationships
between growth restriction, maternal risk factors, prenatal and postnatal parameters.

7.9.1 Comparison of the IUGR index with single ultrasonographic parameters
Many ultrasonographic parameters including biometric parameters and Doppler
velocimetry have been proposed for the diagnosis of IUGR. Comparison of the SE, SPE,
PPV and NPV of the developed index and any single ultrasonographic parameters (see
Chapter Five, Tables 5.3 to 5.6) show that a multi-parameter approach is better than one

using single parameters. The results of the study in Chapter Five showed that none of the
proposed parameters had a high PPV for a confident diagnosis of IUGR. Although some
single parameters like AC and HC had a high SEN in detecting IUGR, the PPV in all of
the examined parameters were less than the PPV of the IUGR index reported here. When
used in an Australian sample in a moderate risk population most of the proposed criteria
had a PPV less than 31%. The highest PPV was reported for AFI (see Tables 5.4 and
5.6). As Table 7.9 shows, the developed index has a higher PPV. For instance, the PPV
for a score of 3.5 is equal to 42.3%. Comparison of the SEN of the IUGR index with any
single ultrasonographic parameter presented in Chapter Five, shows the developed index
has a higher ability to detect IUGR than any single parameter examined in Chapter Five.
The only exception is for AC with a SEN of 94% when PI was at or below the 20th
percentile (see Table 5.5). However, AC has a SEN of 89% with a threshold of 10th or
below for PI. A SEN of 89.1% was obtained at the cut-off 3.5 in the developed index,
which is comparable with the latter SEN. It can be argued that the IUGR index is a
better method of identification of IUGR babies than AC because it has higher PPV.

Harkness (1995) argues that the PPV of a test is an indication of yield. Yield is defined
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as the number of previously unrecognised cases that are diagnosed and brought to
treatment as a result of a new screening process. The IUGR index has a high yield due to
increased PPV and as a result some unrecognised IUGR foetuses can be identified and
brought to early management. Comparison of the Youden Index for the IUGR Index and
the Youden Index for the single ultrasound parameters (Tables 5.3-5.6) shows that
IUGR index has a higher Youden Index (61%) in score 3.5 (Table 7.9). This again
confirms the superiority of IUGR Index to Single ultrasound measures.

The major characteristic of this index is that all of the ultrasonographic parameters and
maternal social risk factors have been reported to correlate well with the presence or
absence of IUGR. The foetal biometric ratio (HC/AC) was one of the items, which
unproved the author's ability to identify IUGR. The higher the prevalence of asymmetric
IUGR to symmetric IUGR is, the higher PPV of this parameter in detection of IUGR is.

One would expect both ultrasonographic biometric parameters and Doppler velocimetry
from the umbilical artery to deviate from an ideal point in cases of IUGR secondary to
utero-placental insufficiency. However, the stepwise regression analysis excluded
Doppler velocimetry as an insignificant parameter. Contrary to the author's expectations
Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery was not considered as an important
variable in the detection of IUGR (P=0.275). The S/D ratio from the umbilical artery was

the last variable which was significant in the process of stepwise regression. This findin
is fortunate because suitable equipment is still not available in many ultrasound clinics
Iran. Even in large cities only a few private surgeries have this equipment. The expense
of ultrasound examination is high in Iran and it is even higher for a Doppler examination
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and some w o m e n m a y therefore ignore the obstetrician's request for these exarninations
because of the high cost involved.

This finding that Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery was not important in the
identification of IUGR is contrary to the results of the study conducted by Kofinas,
Penry and Christos (1994). These authors combined foetal weight deficit and umbilical
artery resistance in one index. They report that this index has a SEN of 95% and a NPV
of 96% in the detection of IUGR. However, the sample in their study was selected from
a high risk population; whether this index is applicable in a low risk population (a
population with 3-10% prevalence of IUGR) has yet to be demonstrated.

As mentioned before, several extra parameters which are thought to be related to IUGR
were evaluated in the Iranian sample. TCD was one of the parameters examined in
forward stepwise regression. This parameter was deleted since it did not add any
additional information over AC and FL. This result is opposed to the result of the study
conducted by Snijders et al. (1994) who reported TCD as a good indicator of IUGR.
Snijders et al. (1994) argue that the deficit in TCD was proportional to the degree of
growth restriction. The result that TCD remained in the normal range even for IUGR
may reflect that the current study's group of IUGR were not severely growth retarded.
This study's finding is consistent with Reece et al. (1987) who examined 19 SGA
neonates with delivery weight less than the 10th percentile and reported that the TCD
was always within the normal range for gestation and that this diameter was unaffected
by IUGR. This finding suggest that the TCD may be an independent and reliable
correlate of GA for asymmetric IUGR babies.
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Discriminant analysis also showed that the subcutaneous tissue at the level of AC 2 cm
from the cord insertion was also not an indicator of IUGR. Subcutaneous fat and muscle
mass are indirect indicators of caloric intake and protein reserves. It may be reasonable
that an evaluation of subcutaneous thickness by itself cannot be expected to distinguish
normal from IUGR foetuses. This finding is comparable to those of Hill et al. (1992),
who selected 249 normal pregnant women as the control group to determine
subcutaneous thickness at the level of the AC. Thirteen growth restricted foetuses was
also selected and similar measurements were obtained from these foetuses. The
subcutaneous tissue thickness for those 13 growth retarded foetuses was at or slightly
below the mean only. One foetus at 34 weeks' gestation was greater than 2SDs below
the mean for subcutaneous thickness based on GA.

Liver size was shown to be one of the important variables in detection of IUGR in the
Iranian sample. The liver is readily affected in cases of growth restriction and foetal
malnourishment. As shown in this study and other studies, AC was the most reliable
method of detection of IUGR. The vast majority of the abdominal area at the umbilical

level is composed of the foetal liver. Any changes in the foetal liver will result in decr
in the AC. It has been shown that there is a positive correlation between AC and liver
size (Murao et al. 1990) and therefore, seems reasonable to consider liver size as a good
predictor of IUGR. Murao et al. (1987) on a study on 378 Japanese women measured
liver size from 18 weeks' gestation through to term. They showed that liver size
increased progressively with advance in gestation and therefore can be used as a reliable
indicator of foetal growth. Murao et al. (1990) again studied a group of 462 normal
pregnancies and 184 growth retarded babies. They measured liver size from 18 weeks to
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term. The liver size showed a constantly lower value in the growth retarded foetuses than
in the control foetuses. The SEN of liver size in detection of IUGR showed high values
at 33 (89%), 38 (100%) and 40 weeks (96%). A problem in this study is that Murao et
al. (1990) failed to respect the principal that each foetus should contribute only one data
point to the study otherwise the difficult variance assumptions are violated and the
accuracy of confidence limits is questionable. The sample size was 462 and the authors
report that a total of 646 ultrasonic measurements of liver size were made.

7.10 Limitations of the Study
This part of the study may be criticised as having some drawbacks. This study was a
cross-sectional study and as in other cross-sectional studies, it had an inevitable
drawback. The statistical analysis of the data from a cross-sectional study is not as stable
as for data from a longitudinal study (Jeanty 1991) because in longitudinal studies
statistical analysis allows stronger curve fitting. The reason for selection of this kind of
study was to decrease the risk of foetal over-exposure to ultrasonic beams which would
be inevitable in a longitudinal study. A longitudinal study calls for high motivation on the
part of mother which also increases the medical cost.

Maternal blood pressure was grossly characterised as either normotensive or
hypertensive. The reason for this simple classification of maternal blood pressure was to
make the index as simple as possible for clinical application in detecting IUGR. Although
classification of blood pressure may improve the index's predictive accuracy, this would
be at the expense of complicating the index. Moreover, most ultrasonographers do not
have access to the blood pressure history of the pregnant woman.
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As a large number of variables were examined in this study the possibility of a type 1
error exists. A type 1 error is the error of finding a significant result when there is no
association in truth (Elwood 1998). However the author believes that because the level

of significance was set at 0.05 in this study, the possibility of this type of error is not
high. The level of significance is the probability of making a type 1 error, or the
probability of rejecting a null hypothesis.

In the Australian data a bias may be due to exclusion of those women who booked too
late for accurate dating of their pregnancy by ultrasonography. One of the problems
which arose was how to deal with cases when menstrual and scan dates disagreed
widely. The cases in which one of these values was missing or when there was a wide
disagreement between LMP and scan date were excluded. On the other hand in the
prospective study of the Iranian sample with the protocol adopted, all the mothers had an
early scan and this allowed inclusion of all the mothers in the period of study.

This study may be criticised as using nutritional indicators of IUGR as a gold standard to
develop the IUGR index in the Australian sample. Using these indicators may mean that
those babies with symmetric IUGR are missed. The IUGR index may have this
drawback; however it was not the purpose of this study to diagnose symmetric IUGR.

One of the problems confronted with in the process of this study was the lack of
population based nomograms for different ultrasound parameters in Australia. American
nomograms are used in most ultrasound clinics in Australia. These nomograms were

used in this study. As Australia is a multi-racial society like the USA, there should not b
any problems.
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7.11 Summary

The IUGR index developed in this part of study was a combination of maternal risk
factors and ultrasound parameters selected by Discriminant analysis confirmed by
stepwise regression and logistic regression. Comparison of the test properties in the
developed IUGR Index and that of single ultrasound parameters shows that the Index
has a higher value in predicting IUGR.

CHAPTER EIGHT
VALIDATION OF THE INDEX
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8.1 Introduction
The purpose of diagnosis and screening indices in the care of women and their babies
during pregnancy and childbirth is to distinguish accurately between those who have
problems and those who do not. If the developed IUGR Index is to be incorporated in a
screening program, the external validity of the index should be evaluated before it is
widely adopted. External validity of an index considers how well the index correctly
identifies individuals with or without the condition of interest.

Knowledge of neonatal morbidity associated with IUGR is important to perinatologists,
because such insight will enable them to adopt strategies to prevent mortality and
morbidity. The excellence of the IUGR Index can be more clearly demonstrated if the
index is capable of predicting perinatal and neonatal outcomes.

This chapter of the thesis reports on the validation of the developed IUGR Index
presented in Chapter Seven. The ability of the IUGR Index to predict perinatal and
neonatal outcomes will also be evaluated in this chapter.

8.2 Objectives
1. To test prospectively the ability of the developed index to diagnose or exclude IUGR
prenatally.
2. To evaluate whether the IUGR Index is able to predict perinatal outcome and
perinatal indicators of foetal compromise.
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8.3 Research questions
1. Is the developed Index valid?
2. Does developed index have the ability to predict poor neonatal outcome?

8.4 Data collection
The IUGR Index developed and presented in Chapter Seven was based on three
ultrasonographic parameters (AC, HC/AC ratio and AFI) and two clinical risk factors
(maternal hypertension and LMWG in pregnancy). To evaluate the ability of the
developed index to rule in or rule out IUGR prenatally, the index was computed on all
third trimester fetuses who were referred to Sadri ultrasound clinics in Shahrood, Iran
between May 1999 to Julyl999. Newborn infants with chromosomal abnormalities or
lethal malformations were excluded from the study. Pregnant women with multiple
gestation and premature rupture of membranes were also excluded leaving a total of 74
pregnant women.

For each patient the IUGR Index was based on the ultrasound examination in the third
trimester and estimation of maternal risk factors. The fetuses were followed up to
delivery in Fatemieh Hospital. Postnatal classification of babies as IUGR was based on
having a PI less than the 10th percentile for GA or skin-fold thickness less than 2 SD
below the mean for GA for triceps, biceps and subscapular region (Tanner and
Whitehouse 1975) and MAC/HC less than 2SD below the mean for GA (Sasanow,
Georgief & Pereira 1986). GA was based on maternal LMP or/and an ultrasound early in
pregnancy. Based on the above mentioned, criteria neonates were classified as either
normal or IUGR. SE, SPE and PPV and NPV were calculated for all of the subjects.
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Perinatal outcomes were evaluated with the number of perinatal deaths, a five minute
Apgar score <7, neonatal intensive care admission and neonatal hypoglycaemia
(minimum plasma glucose < 40mg/dl), neonatal hypocalcaemia (minimum serum calcium
<7 mg/dl) and neonatal polycythemia (maximum Haemoglobin >21 g/dl). The Chi-square

test was used to analyse the data. Fisher's exact probability test was substituted for the
2

test when the expected frequencies were low. Statistical significance was set at P<0.05.

8.5 Results
The sample studied comprised 9 IUGR fetuses and 65 normal fetuses. The mean age of
the mothers of IUGR infants was 29.1±5.4 years and their mean weight was 63.1±7.9.
Unexpectedly, mothers of IUGR babies were heavier and older than mothers of normal
infants. Neonatal characteristics can be seen in Table 8.1

Table 8.1. Maternal and neonatal characteristics in the validation set.
Normal
IUGR
Characteristics
n=65
n=9
Maternal age
Maternal weight
Neonatal birth weight
Newborn's length
Newborn's Head circumference
Primigravida
Normal vaginal delivery
Apgar at 5 minute <7
Admission to NICU

25.5±5.1
58.6+9.5
3148+468
49.2±2.4
34.2±1.6
34 (52%)
33 (50%)
9.8±0.46
5 (7.6%)

29.1±5.4
63.1+7.9
2567.7g±380.2
49.5±2.1
33.5±1.5
1 (11%)
2 (22%)
8.3+0.50
1(11%)

Using the I U G R Index developed in Chapter Seven (Table 7.7), fetuses were classified
into normal and IUGR groups. The distributions of the IUGR indices in normal and
growth-restricted fetuses are shown in Figure 8.1. The histogram above the mid-line
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shows the distribution of indices in normal fetuses. The histogram below the mid-line
shows the distribution of indices in IUGR fetuses.
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Figure 8.1. Distribution of normal and I U G R indices in the validation set.

As the histogram shows, IUGR fetuses had a generally lower index than normal fetuses.
External validity of the developed index in the detection of IUGR is shown in Table 8.2.
Identification of the cut-off points can be determined by specifying a demarcation point
that has the highest reasonable SEN and SPE. For example, because 11 different indices
are represented in Table 8.2, there are 11 possible choices of demarcation points or cutoffs for the IUGR versus normal boundaries. If the first boundary is designated as 0, the
SEN of the test becomes quite low 22.2%, but its SPE is the perfect value of 100%. At
cut-off point 1, SEN rises to 33.3% whereas SPE still remains perfect. At cut-off point
3 the SEN rises to 88.9% but SPE drops to 86.4% and some false positive results begin
to appear. As Table 8.2 shows, the developed index has the highest SEN and SPE at
index 3.
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Table 8.2. The testproperties and accuracy assessors of the I U G R index.
Index
SENS.
SPEC.
PPV
NPV
YoudenIndex Kappa
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

22.2%
33.3%
55.6%
88.9%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
98.5%
95.5%
86.4%
53.0%
31.8%
19.7%
15.2%
6.1%
1.5%
0.0%

100.0%
75.0%
62.5%
47.1%
22.5%
16.7%
14.5%
13.8%
12.7%
12.2%
12.0%

90.4%
91.5%
94.0%
98.3%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

0.22
0.32
0.51
0.75
0.53
0.32
0.20
0.15
0.06
0.01
0.00

0.19
0.33
0.50
0.54
0.26
0.17
0.14
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.09

The inverse relationship between S E N and S P E is an inevitable feature of any diagnostic
test. A s the boundary of cut-off is lowered or increased, trying to recognise all the cases,
the number of false positive cases will inevitably increase. The inverse relationship of
S E N and S P E can be shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2. S E N and S P E of I U G R Index.
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The inverse attribute of the relationship could also be shown on a graph called a Receiver
Operative Curve (ROC), but ROC markers prefer to have things appear more positive.
Accordingly, the value of 1-SPE is plotted on the graph, thereby providing an internal
inversion before the values are drawn on the curve. Figure 8.3 shows the ROC used for
depicting results of the IUGR Index. The curve has its lowest SEN at 0, 1, points where
SPE is at its highest. As the curve ascends, it gains SEN at the cost of SPE.
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Figure 8.3. Receiver operating characteristics curve constructed for the
validation set.
Table 8.3 shows the perinatal outcome in neonates with different IUGR indices. As it can
be observed, those pregnancies with an IUGR Index < 3 were more likely to have been

induced or electively delivered by caesarean section for a foetal or maternal indication.
Infants with an IUGR Index < 3 had an increased frequency of the neonatal complications
commonly associated with IUGR and a higher incidence of perinatal death. Admission to
the neonatal intensive care unit and a 5 minute Apgar index less than 7 were also more
frequent but not significantly so in the group with IUGR Index < 3.
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Table 8.3. Perinatal and neonatal outcome related to I U G R Index.

P

I U G R Index < 3

I U G R Index > 3

(n=17)

(11=57)

Delivery for foetal distress

8 (47%)

3 (5.2%)

0.0002***

Perinatal death

2(11%)

0

0.054

0

0

0.24

5 min Apgar index < 7

3 (17%)

2 (3%)

0.07

Hypoglycaemia

2(11%)

0

0.05*

Polycytemia

2(11%)

0

0.05*

Hypocalcaemia
Neonatal intensive care
admission

2(11%)
4(22%)

0
5 (8%)

0.05*
0.11

Outcome

Stillbirths

* 0.01<P <0.05
**0.001 <P<0.01
***P<0.001
n= Number

8.6 Discussion
The purpose of development of the IUGR Index was to increase the accuracy of IUGR

prediction by using a combination of several parameters. The parameters included in the
index have all been reported to be correlated with growth disturbances. Each parameter
is related to a specific feature. AC and HC/AC are related to level of growth and

appropriate nourishment of the fetus, AFI is related to the foetal environment and final
maternal hypertension and LMWG are both maternal risk factors associated with IUGR.

As mentioned before, the external validity of a diagnostic index like the one developed

here depends on its ability to differentiate those fetuses who have a suspected conditi

from those who do not. As can be observed in Figure 8.1, there is an overlap in the ran
of results for those fetuses who are IUGR and those who are disease-free. This is the

case for nearly all tests and indices. In this condition, setting a cut-off point is ver
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important as this considers the number of I U G R cases w h o are missed. This will be
explained in more detail.

If it is intended to maximise the number of times that IUGR fetuses are diagnosed
(maximum accuracy), the cut-off should be set at index 4.5 (see Table 8.2 and Figure
8.3). The price for this would be a dramatic increase in the numbers of false positive test
results (that is low SPE). If it is preferred to rninimise the number of false positive test
results (high SPE), the cut-off should be chosen at index 1 at the price of missing a large
proportion of true IUGR cases, which is not the purpose of this study. As can be seen,
the cut-off point chosen will determine the way in which the borderline results will be
classified.

The most important objective in the development of diagnostic tests for growth
disturbance is to identify those fetuses with IUGR (to have high SEN). If the index is set
at 3, to rule in IUGR a high SEN and a reasonable level of SPE is obtained. As is shown
in Figure 7.1, few growth-restricted fetuses have an index above 3. An index below 3 has
the most acceptable SE, SPE, PPV and NPV to be accepted as the cut-off point. In the
data collected for this study the closest cut-off for obtaining a high SEN and high SPE is
at index 3. This provides the optimal cut-off by minimising the number of false positive
and false negative results. An index equal to 3 is associated with 47.1% probability of
IUGR, a higher PPV than was reported in this study for any single parameter. An index
equal to 3 also has a 98% NPV with a 2% probability of being normal. The NPV of the
test is again higher than those of any single parameters reported in Chapter Five.
Changing the threshold for IUGR fetuses will increase the SE from 88.9% to 100% but
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the S P E and P P V then falls from 8 6 . 4 % and 4 7 . 1 % d o w n to 5 3 % and 22.5%
respectively.

A Receiver Operative Curve (ROC) was also used to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of
the index (Figure 8.3). The area under the ROC reflects the overall performance of a
diagnostic test (Mohide and Grant 1989). Furthermore, ROC allow standard SEN and
SPE to be calculated using the optimal cut-off value for the test. As shown in Figure 8.3
the closest cut-off to SEN=1 and SPE =1 (1-SPE=0) is at index 3. This provides the
optimal cut-off by minimising the number of false positive and false negative results.

As Figure 8.1 shows, some normal babies might be considered as IUGR with an index
below 3. This is particularly the case between index 2.5 and index 3. This percentage
shows the FPR of the index. Using this index, some normal babies may be considered as
IUGR. The index has a FNR of about 2%. Certainly misclassification of normal as IUGR
is better than missing IUGR fetuses, in the sense that fetuses are monitored carefully.

Another method of the evaluation of the accuracy of a test is using the Cohen's Kappa
that is the ratio of observed accuracy beyond chance to the maximal achievable accuracy
beyond chance. The method of calculation of Kappa is fully described by Elwood (1998).
The highest agreement Cohen's Kappa was achieved at score 3 (0.54). Table 8.2 shows
the Kappa calculated for all of the scores in the IUGR Index.

In the previous chapter on the development of the IUGR Index on the Australian data a
cut-off index of 3.5 was suggested for accurate diagnosis of IUGR. It was also suggested
that an equivocal index of 4 be used to identify those fetuses at intermediate risk of
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IUGR. In this prospective study, it was found that a cut-off of 3 could be used with a
higher PPV (47.1% against 42.3%). The lower cut-off of 3 in this study decreases the
SEN of the IUGR Index from 89.1% to 88.9%, with an increase in the PPV from 42.3%
to 47.1% and a substantial increase in SPE from the previously reported SPE of 71.8%
to 86.% (see Table 7.9 ) and (see Table 8.2). The validation set examined in this
Chapter, therefore shows that the IUGR Index is valid and a cut-off point of 3-3.5 can be
considered as an appropriate rule in the detection of IUGR.

PPV and NPV are two features of the index that were examined and calculated in
validation of the index. While these values provide helpful information about index
properties, they have a limitation in that they are both prevalence dependent. It is
appropriate to use the PPV of an index in an individual woman if the chance of having
the condition is similar to that of the woman in the population from which the original
predictive values were derived (Mohide & Grant 1989). The prevalence rate of IUGR in
this study was 12.16%. It follows that the values mentioned in Table 8.2 based on this
IUGR Index apply to a population with this prevalence of IUGR. When the index is to be
used in a high-risk population, the values will be definitely changed.

To investigate the ability of the index to diagnose IUGR when accurate dating was not
possible, a subset of the initial validation set was selected in which ultrasound scanning
had not been performed in the first trimester. There were 58 fetuses with this condition
from which 6 proved to be IUGR. In this group again a cut-off 3 had the best SEN and
SPE. The SEN at index 3 was 85.7%, somewhat lower than the SEN reported in the
entire sample (88.9%). SPE, PPV and NPV in this subset were 83.3%, 40% and 97.8%
respectively. All of these values were slightly lower than those reported for the entire
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sample. However, the difference was not significant. It can be concluded that the I U G R
Index can also be utilised in pregnant women who do not have accurate dating from early
ultrasound.

8.6.1 Prediction of neonatal and perinatal outcomes
The neonatal and foetal outcomes were summarised in Table 8.3. As this table shows,
the IUGR Index is able to predict neonatal mortality and biological changes in IUGR
babies. There is a significant difference in neonatal outcome between the two groups of
neonates with IUGR Index < 3 and >3. There were no still-births but two neonatal
deaths occurred among fetuses with an Index < 3. One was associated with respiratory
distress syndrome in a severely growth-restricted infant (1700g delivered at 34 weeks)
whose IUGR Index was set at 2. The other neonate was a full-term baby (2810 g
delivered at 39 weeks) whose IUGR Index was 1.

The magnitude of association found for hypoglycaemia and polycythemia should be
interpreted cautiously. There might be some overestimation here because these outcomes
require blood samples for diagnosis. Such samples are unlikely to be obtained from
normal neonates who remain healthy in hospital. On the other hand clinicians are quite
likely to measure blood glucose, calcium and haemoglobin concentrations routinely in
growth restricted infants. Thus false negatives for these outcomes are more likely to
occur among normal babies.

Although there is a general impression among clinicians that the outcome of the more
severely growth-restricted fetus is more complicated than that of the milder growthrestricted, few investigators have addressed this question. Baker et al. (1993) reported
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increased morbidity and mortality among newborns below the 3rd percentile when
compared to newborns between the 25th and 75th percentiles. The results of the current
study are in agreement with the theory that those fetuses with an IUGR Index < 3 are at
higher risk of neonatal complications compared with those neonates with an IUGR Index
>3 and <5.

The only study on development of an IUGR Index that was found to evaluate the ability
of the index to predict neonatal outcome was a study conducted by Kofinas, Penry and
Christos (1994). These authors reported that the developed index was able to predict
precisely all of the neonatal outcomes measured in their study. However, the index was
only reliable at predicting outcomes in pregnancies complicated by severe IUGR.
Neonatal outcomes could not be predicted in a fetus with moderate placental
insufficiency.

Many other studies have evaluated the validity of single ultrasonographic parameters in
the detection of perinatal outcome. Ohgohydramnios was one of the parameters used to
assess the neonatal outcome. Consistent with the current study, Craigo et al. (1996)
showed that growth-restricted fetuses with ohgohydramnios were at risk of adverse
outcomes, specifically neonatal death. On the other hand, Lin, Sheikh and Lopata (1990)
showed that the outcomes of fetuses with IUGR and ohgohydramnios did not differ from
that of fetuses with IUGR and normal fluid volume. Consistent with the findings of this
study, Craigo et al. (1996) reported that increased HC/AC were associated with delivery
for foetal distress and perinatal mortality. Reduced AC has been reported not to be a
good predictor of neonatal morbidity at birth. When AC was combined with Doppler
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velocimetry from the umbilical artery, the prediction was significantly increased (James et
al. 1992).

Frank-Stromborg and Olsen (1997) suggest the feasibility of an index is important if it is
to be accepted in clinical practice. The feasibility of an index is assessed in terms of
characteristics such as time, cost, skill needed for the study and the instrument's
acceptability to potential subjects. The developed index is a feasible instrument in the
sense that it is not time consuming, ultrasonographers do not need to learn any specific
new techniques and only routine ultrasound characteristics are included. Because the
index needs only one stage ultrasound examination, this seems to be much more
acceptable to pregnant women than routine serial ultrasonography.

GA at delivery has been found to be very predictive of neonatal outcome (Owen et al.
1996). However the goal of the current study was to assess the usefulness of ultrasound
findings obtained before the GA of delivery is known in predicting which fetuses have
the most complicated neonatal courses. This information could be used to explain the
risk of certain neonatal complications to parents being counselled before delivery.

The validation set in this study confirms the findings previously noted in the initial study.
The prospective study reported here confirms the accuracy and value of the developed
index. Overall, the index is a practical tool that can be used in both developed and
developing countries. With the same prevalence of IUGR as reported in this study, it is
expected that the index properties will remain the same.
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8.6 Summary
To assess the ability of the developed index to detect IUGR and normal fetuses
prenatally, 74 Iranian fetuses were selected and the index was computed on these fetuses.
The IUGR Index had a reasonably high level of SEN, SPE, PPV and NPV in detecting
IUGR.

The results of this investigation also provide evidence that the IUGR Index is valuable in
predicting perinatal and neonatal outcome.

CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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9.1 Conclusions

IUGR places the fetus at increased risk for intra-uterine and neonatal death and short
term and long term consequences. Early diagnosis of this problem is necessary for
effective obstetric management. Progress has been made in recent years to monitor high
risk fetuses with intensive biometric and biophysical tests. Most of the previous scores
developed were based on considering low birth-weight as the outcome criterion. It is
now clear that indicators of asymmetric IUGR in the newborn such as the PI and
MAC/HC and skin-fold thickness measurement are more strongly associated with birth
asphyxia and neonatal hypoxia. The previous methods of surveillance are ineffective and
inappropriate for population screening and the main problem remains how to identify the
at-risk fetus.

The purpose of this study was to make a contribution to the subject of IUGR by
combining different social, maternal and ultrasonographic parameters in the prediction of
IUGR. Furthermore the author wanted to see whether a higher detection rate of IUGR
babies could be achieved by combining social and ultrasonographic parameters.

The findings of this study are of particular importance to identification of IUGR
antenatally. A number of important features have emerged which are brought together in
this concluding chapter. In particular, it was found that improvements of current
performance and detection of IUGR fetuses requires the establishment of appropriate
multiple combined parameters by which intra-uterine growth can be assessed and their
introduction as part of well-organised screening programmes. An IUGR score was
described which can be used for accurate identification of IUGR antenatally.
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The conclusion will focus on testing of the hypotheses presented in this research.

Hypothesis one: Single ultrasonographic parameters are not reliable indicators for
detecting IUGR: The results of this study verified that single ultrasonographic
parameters are not reliable indicators for detecting IUGR. Although in the first stage of
this study it was found that AC and HC were the most sensitive parameters in detecting
IUGR, it was shown that the PPVs of these parameters were not particularly high. This
shows that single ultrasonographic parameters do not have the accuracy as single tests to
detect IUGR. AFI was the next variable which was sensitive in the identification of
IUGR. Most of the proposed variables studied in Chapter Four had low SPE which
shows that those parameters were not sensitive enough to recognise normal babies. With
the low PPVs obtained for the single ultrasonographic parameters, an abnormal test
result will less reliably rule in IUGR and conversely a normal test result will not rule out
growth restriction. On the whole, single ultrasound criteria had limited roles in clinical
decision making.

Hypothesis two: There is no difference between early and late ultrasound
examination in the prediction of IUGR: Hypothesis two was not verified in this study.
The results of this study showed that an ultrasound examination is not very useful for
early detection of IUGR and it was shown that late ultrasound is better than an early
ultrasound examination in detecting IUGR.

Hypothesis three: The risk factors for IUGR are different in different societies. This
hypothesis was rejected by this study's findings. The present study showed that even in
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different cultures there are some significant risk factors for IUGR such as hypertension in
pregnancy, LMWG and primiparity that are similar. There were considerable intercultural differences in habits, such as smoking, alcohol consumption and drug abuse.

Hypothesis four: Maternal risk factors have an important influence on foetal
ultrasonographic measurements: The examination of the effects of maternal risk
factors on ultrasonographic biometric parameters showed that low weight gain had the
earliest and the most consistent effect on foetal anthropometric measurements. Smoking
and primiparity were other important factors causing the reduction of important
parameters (foetal weight and foetal length) involved in the calculation of PI.

Hypothesis Five: Race specific ultrasound standard are necessary to diagnose
IUGR fetuses accurately: This study has confirmed the need for revised race specific
nomograms for the Iranian population and higMghted the difficulty in identifying IUGR
in different societies. The study presented in Chapter Four also showed that race specific
standards for estimating GA are an important consideration in improving the accuracy of
ultrasound estimation of GA. Since the evaluation of IUGR is so dependent on GA
assessment, using standards specific to the Iranian race may more accurately classify
infants and improve the prenatal diagnosis of foetal growth disturbances. Using
European or Australian standards may cause overestimation of the rate of growthrestricted fetuses in Iranian pregnancies.
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Hypothesis Six: An index developed from a combination of different social factors,
IUGR risk factors and ultrasonographic parameters is the best indicator of IUGR
in the antenatal period: It was shown that using a combination of different variables is
better than using any single variable in the diagnosis of IUGR. The IUGR index provides
a reliable tool for identification of IUGR babies with the different ultrasound facilities
available. The scores include those parameters which have previously been reported to
best correlate with IUGR. This score should improve the ability to diagnose those fetuses
at risk of developmental problems. The developed index is easy to measure and
applicable in ultrasound departments in both developed and developing countries.

Hypothesis seven: The developed index has the ability to identify neonatal
mortality and morbidity: The validation set used to validate the IUGR Index provides
evidence that the IUGR Index is valuable in predicting perinatal and neonatal outcomes.

9.2 Recommendations
1. Recognition of IUGR is a difficult task. As shown, it is only through a combined
approach using ultrasonographic parameters, maternal risk factors and based on
considering a reasonable outcome measure that an accurate assessment of foetal size and
growth can be determined. With some fetuses, serial ultrasound examination is necessary
to evaluate the adequacy of foetal growth. It should also be kept in mind that each
ultrasonographic parameter or ratio is population-specific and may not be applicable to
other populations. Although the score developed in the Australian sample was applicable
to an Iranian population, because differences may exist in the risk for IUGR in different
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societies, it is recommended to obstetricians or sonologists to judge whether this score is
applicable to their practice.

2. Since ample studies have reported that Doppler velocimetry is one of the most
important variables in the detection of IUGR, it is suggested that another prospective
study including Doppler velocimetry from the umbilical artery, as in the current study of
the Australian sample, is necessary to evaluate whether this variable is omitted in the
statistical analysis. Since the ultrasound equipment in Iran was not equipped for Doppler,
the author was unable to evaluate this in the second study for score development in the
Iranian sample.

3. The IUGR score developed in this study is based on a sample from a low risk
population and therefore the score should be applicable in a population with low risk of
IUGR and should detect IUGR fetuses with normal birth weight. However, the
interpretation of any diagnostic test must take into account the prevalence of disease in
the population being tested. SEN, SPE, PPV and NPV for the IUGR scores and single
ultrasound parameters reported in this study are based on the prevalence of IUGR in the
particular population studied. The above-mentioned values may differ in other
populations with a different prevalence of IUGR.

4. As LMWG was considered to be one of the important risk factors in the discriminate
analysis of both data sets, it is recommended that health intervention programs designed
to decrease the rate of IUGR babies must address the need for an appropriate weight
gain during pregnancy. Better maternal compliance with weight gain recommendations
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can be obtained by giving advice, based on individual maternal characteristics such as
smoking, advanced maternal age, and primiparity.

5. Asthma was shown as one of the significant risk factors for IUGR in the Australian
sample. The prevalence of asthmatic w o m e n in this sample was higher than that reported
in the Australian pregnant w o m e n population. Although this study cannot deduce the
causation of asthma, from other studies conducted in the region the high prevalence of
asthma is more likely because of the high level of industry in the Illawarra area. It is
recommended some plans to reduce air pollution in the Illawarra area be adopted.
Individuals, communities and industry need to reassess their environmental performance
not only for the environment but also for the health of pregnant mothers and their babies.

6. In order for this new index to be used clinically in the antenatal diagnosis of IUGR
further prospective studies should be carried out.

7. As each ultrasonographic parameter which is suggested for detection of IUGR is
probably population-specific, the author recommends each ultrasound unit examine
not only this data but the data of others before using the developed index in their
practice.

8. The practice of routinely weighting women at each antenatal visit has been
abandoned in m a n y clinics because it is considered to be of limited value. The result
of our study showed that failure to gain sufficient weight is associated with having
I U G R neonates. It is therefore recommended not to ignore weighing pregnant
w o m e n in their antenatal visits.
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Recommendations for further study

l.As a subject for further study, other scoring systems which have been developed can be
added to the computer program and the probabilities can be compared. If there is a high
probability of IUGR for a fetus based on two or more methods available, the fetus can be
labelled IUGR with higher confidence.

2. It would be worthwhile to conduct a study on maternal weight gain in pregnancy and
maternal skin-fold thickness changes to see which of these factors is more effective in
predicting IUGR babies.
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University of Wollongong
Information sheet
My name is Parvin Niknafs and I am doing research in conjunction with the University of
Wollongong. This research project is being conducted as part of a Ph.D. of Biomedical Science,
supervised by Dr. John Sibbald at the University of Wollongong.

The main aim of this study is to develop a score from ultrasound studies of pregnant women to predict
babies w h o will be growth restricted as a result of placental insufficiency. The score will be derived
from various parameters measured during ultrasound such as head circumference, femur length,
abdominal circumference, characteristics of blood circulation in umbilical artery, middle cerebral
artery and fetal aorta. Other fetal characteristics such as fetal movement, fetal muscular tone and fetal
heart rate will also be measured and their predictability for growth restriction tested. It is important to
mention that your doctor uses a variety of methods to screen for intrauterine growth restricted babies
and this is just one of those screening methods being developed.
The study will only involve using measurements taken during routine ultrasound examinations. No
extra number of ultrasound examinations are required for the purpose of this study. If an abnormality
is discovered appropriate information and treatment will be instituted by your obstetrician.
Assessment of the baby during both the late fetal and early neonatal periods would help to consider
the adaptation to extrauterine life. Problems encountered by growth restricted babies include perinatal
asphyxia (suffocation), hypothermia (reduction in the body temperature) and hypoglycaemia
(reduction in blood glucose). M a n a g e m e n t and outcome of these infants depends on the nature of the
growth restriction and on the prompt supervision of these potentially deadly problems. It is believed
that this study m a y have the ability to identify growth restricted babies as a result of utero-placental
insufficiency and this identification makes the management of problems associated with I U G R more
efficient and timely. T h e results of this study will help us to give better care to pregnant w o m e n and
their babies.

If you are interested in the results of the study a copy of that can be obtained by writing or calling the
researcher. Please feel free to call m e at h o m e on 266562 if you have any questions.
Thank you for taking the time to read this.

University of Wollongong
Human Research Ethics Committee

CONSENT FORM
Research Title
"Development of an ultrasonographic score in identification of intrauterine growth restricted babies."
Researcher name
Parvin Niknafs
This research project is being conducted as part of a PhD supervised by Dr. John Sibbald in the
Department of Nursing at the University of Wollongong.
All information collected for this study will be kept confidential and used for research purposes only.
If you withdraw from the study and decide not to participate services provided to you by the hospital
will not be affected. Y o u are free to withdraw from the research at anytime without penalty.
Identifiable information will not be available to other people. Permission has been obtained from your
obstetrician to include you in the study if you agree to take part.
If you have any enquires regarding the conduct of the research please contact the Secretary of the
University of Wollongong H u m a n Research Ethics Committee on (042) 214457.
I understand that the data collected will be used for writing the mentioned project and I consent for
the data to be used in that manner.

If you wish to take part in this research please sign below:
. k

Appendix 2
The Discriminant Function Analysis uses the standard formulas for computing the
discriminant functions, performing the canonical analysis, and for computing the
classification statistics. A step-by-step discussion of the computations can be found in
Jennrich (1977), w h o also describes the computation of the group classification
function coefficients and the posterior classification probabilities.

Wilks' Lambda and Partial Lambda

Wilks' lambda: T h e Wilks' lambda statistic for the overall discrimination is computed
as the ratio of the determinant (det) of the within-groups variance/covariance matrix
over the determinant of the total variance covariance matrix:
Wilks' lambda = det(W)/det(T)
This is the Wilks' lambda for the overall model that will result after removing the
respective variable. Wilks' lambda can assume values in the range of 0 (perfect
discrimination) to 1 (no discrimination).
Partial lambda: The partial lambda is computed as the multiplicative increment in
lambda that results from adding the respective variable:
partial lambda = lambda(after)Aambda(before)
Put another way, the partial lambda is the ratio of Wilks' lambda after adding the
respective variable over the Wilks' lambda before adding the variable.
The corresponding F statistic is computed as:
F = [(n-q-p)/(q-l)]*[(l-partial lambda)/partial lambda]
Where:
n is the number of cases
q
is the number of groups
p
is the number of variables

Partial L a m b d a is the Wilks' lambda associated with the unique contribution of the
respective variable to the discriminatory power of the model.
F to remove: This is the F value associated with the respective partial Wilks' Lambda.
p-level: This is the p-level associated with the respective F to remove. Note that in
stepwise analyses, these p-levels should be interpreted with caution; refer to the
Overview

section.
Tolerance: T h e tolerance value of a variable is computed as 1-R square of the
respective variable with all other variables in the model. Thus, the tolerance is a
measure of the respective variable's redundancy. For example, a tolerance value of 10
means that the variable is 9 0 % redundant with the other variables in the model.
1-Tolerance (R-square): This is the R square value of the respective variable with all
other variables in the model.

Appendix 3

Private Sub Combol_Click()
If Combol.Text = "IUGR Index" Then
FraMain.Visible = False
FralUGR. Visible = True
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Command3_Click()
End
End Sub
Private Sub Commandl_click()
End
End Sub
Private Sub Coxnpute_Click()
Dim Msg, Style, Title, Help, Ctxt, Response, MyString
Dim Gaval, Acvali, Acvalt, Hcval As Integer
Dim Acsdt, Wgi, Wgt, Wgsdt, Hcact As Integer
Dim Afi, Score, Acdef, HcAci, Hcvali As Integer
Dim Hcacdef, Hcacsdt, Wgdef
Dim ItTGRTable As Recordset
Set ItTGRTable = Datal. Recordset
Gaval = Combo2.Text
ItJGRTable.FindFirst "GA = " & Gaval
Wgt = Datal.Recordset.Fields("WG").Value
Acvalt = Datal.Recordset.Fields("AC").Value
Acsdt = Datal.Recordset.Fields("ACSD").Value
Hcact = Datal.Recordset.Fields("HCAC").Value
Hcacsdt = Datal.Recordset.Fields("HCACSD").Value
Wgsdt = Datal.Recordset.Fields("WGSD").Value
Acvali = TxtAC.Text
Wgi = Text 5. Text
Afi = Text 4. Text
Hcvali = Text3.Text
Acdef = Acvali - Acvalt
Acdef = Acdef / Acsdt
If Gaval > 42 Then
MsgBox ("Gestional Age can not be more than 42")
GoTo line2
Elself Gaval < 25 Then
MsgBox ("Gestional Age can not be less than 25")
GoTo line2
End If
If Acdef < -1 Then
Score = 0
Elself Acdef < 0 Then
Score = 1
Elself Acdef < 1 Then
Score = 2
Elself Acdef < 2 Then
Score = 3
Else
Score = 4
End If

HcAci = Hcvali / Acvali
Hcacdef = HcAci - Hcact
Hcacdef = Hcacdef / Hcacsdt
If Hcacdef < -l Then
Score = Score + 0
Elself Hcacdef < 0 Then
Score = Score + 0.5
Elself Hcacdef < 1 Then
Score = score + 1
Elself Hcacdef < 2 Then
Score = Score + 1.5
Else
Score = Score + 2
End If
If Afi < 10 Then
Score = Score + 0
Elself Afi < 15 Then
Score = Score + 0.5
Else
Score = Score + 1
End If
If Optionl.Value = True Then
Score = Score + 0
Else
Score = Score + 1
End If
Wgdef = Wgi - Wgt
Wgdef = Wgdef / Wgsdt
If Wgdef <= 2 Then
Score = Score + 0
Else
Score = Score + 1
End If
If Score = 0 Then
Prob = 9 5
Elself Score = 0.5 Then
Prob = 9 2
Elself Score = 1 Then
Prob = 8 6
Elself Score = 1.5 Then
<-Prob = 75
Elself Score = 2 Then
Prob = 7 0
Elself Score = 2.5 Then
Prob = 5 0
Elself Score = 3 Then
Prob = 3 0
Elself Score = 3.5 Then
Prob = 9 0
Else
Prob = 5
Hsg = "This Foetus Is IUGR with the Probability of Less than %" &
Prob
GoTo Linel
End if
Msg s "The IUGR Score Is " & Score & "." & " This Foetus Is IUGR
with the Probability of V* & Prob
Linel:
Style = vbOKOnly + vbCritical + vbDefaultButton2 ' Define buttons.
Title = "Probability Message" • Define title.
• Define Help file.
Help a "DEMO.HLP"
Response = MsgBox(Msg, Style, Title, Help, Ctxt)
End Sub

Private Sub Form_Load()
FraMain.Visible = True
End Sub
Private Sub FraMain_DragDrop(Source As Control, X As Single, Y As
Single)
End Sub
Private Sub Reset_Click()
FralUGR.Visible = False
FraMain. Visible = True
Combol.Text = "Select a Method From the List"
End Sub

